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The 1785 Juan Martínez de Montoya Document
Samuel Temkin

I

n mid-March of 1785 Bernardino López, holding an old document, appeared before a Crown officer in Madrid and asked him to order two
certified copies. The document López presented to the officer was a copy of
another, apparently written on 6 March 1609 in Mexico City at the request of
Capt. Juan Martínez de Montoya, who had served the Spanish Crown in various
capacities in the province of Nuevo México between 1600 and 1608. Fifty years
later, in 1835 a genealogy completed in Spain seemed to show that Martínez
de Montoya was an ancestor of López. Prepared at that time, a single document included both the copy of the 1609 document prepared in 1785 and the
genealogy.1 Its last page contains the date when it was completed: 26 May 1835.
Although the provenance of the 1835 document is unknown, it came into
the possession of an antiquarian book dealer in London, where historian France
V. Scholes read it. In an article published in the New Mexico Historical Review
in 1944, he wrote about the life and actions of Martínez de Montoya.2 Using
the 1785 document as a source, Scholes concluded, “But the most interesting
data recorded for the year 1607–1608 are brief references to a place called
Santa Fe, and statements indicating that some sort of post or settlement was
Dr. Temkin, a past contributor to the New Mexico Historical Review, is Professor Emeritus, Rutgers
University. Among his recent works is Luis de Carvajal: The Origins of Nuevo Reino de León, published by Sunstone Press in 2011. The author is indebted to the referees for their very helpful and
careful review of this work, and for pointing out several examples of certain Spanish expressions
that were in use in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. He is also grateful to Mr. José García
and to Drs. Rick Hendricks, Elizabeth S. Pease, and Joseph P. Sánchez for their comments and
suggestions.
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being established there.” Consequently, it is no
surprise that the Martínez de Montoya document has acquired a special importance in New
Mexico historiography, for it seems to indicate
that the founding of Santa Fe may have taken
place before 1610, the year most historians have
considered to be the year of its establishment.
Although Scholes did not propose that
Martínez de Montoya founded Santa Fe, his
article was largely responsible for the purchase
of the document by the Museum of New
Mexico in the 1990s. By then the historical
community apparently had accepted the notion that it was Martínez de Montoya who
founded Santa Fe. In a short article that appeared in El Palacio in 1994, the magazine’s
fig. 1. cover page of the
publisher, Beverly Becker, described the events
1835 martínez de montoya
document
that led to the purchase of the document
(Courtesy of the Fray Angélico
and added that the document is “a personal
Chávez History Library, New Mexico
chronicle of the sojourn from 1600 to 1608 of
History Museum)
Señor Juan Martínez de Montoya in which
he described in detail several of his escapades, including the founding
of Santa Fe.”3 A few years later, similar but less definite accounts about
the beginnings of Santa Fe appeared in Spain in the Southwest: A Narrative History of Colonial New Mexico, Arizona, and California by historian
John L. Kessell.4
The interest in the Martínez de Montoya document recently increased as a
result of the four-hundredth anniversary of the founding of Santa Fe.5 Several
articles included in an anthology prepared for the occasion demonstrate that
the Martínez de Montoya document has spawned several ideas about the
origins of Santa Fe. Some of these ideas suggest that Martínez de Montoya
founded the villa.
This work examines the 1785 Martínez de Montoya document in detail.
The object is (1) to assess the authenticity of the earlier documents it contains,
and (2) to analyze how they relate to Santa Fe. In short, the earlier components
of the 1785 document are authentic. However, the evidence appearing in
the document fails to establish that Martínez de Montoya was the actual, or
even the de facto, founder of Santa Fe. In addition, this work examines the
origins of Martínez de Montoya and concludes that he was not the man in
the genealogy part of the 1835 document.
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The 1609 Document
The 1835 document contains sixty-one folios. The first twenty-two contain the
1785 copy of a copy of a presumed 1609 original, and the remaining portions of
the manuscript deal with the genealogy. The following discussion largely ignores
the genealogy and focuses on the 1609 document and its contents. Figure 2
shows a schematic tree of the main components of the 1835 document.

fig. 2. schematic tree showing the contents of the 1835 martínez
de montoya document
(Figure by and courtesy Samuel Temkin)

The 1609 document purports to be a copy of an original provisión real
(royal order) dated 26 January 1609. That royal document was issued by the
Real Audiencia de México in the name of the Spanish king. A few weeks later,
on 6 March 1609 the provisión was given to Martínez de Montoya in Mexico
City. Three days later, he requested don García López de Espina, a corregidor
(magistrate) in Mexico City, to make two certified copies of an original he
presented. López de Espina ordered the drafting of two copies, which were
given to Martínez de Montoya together with the original. Thus, the document
that Bernardino López presented in Madrid in March 1785 may have been
one of those two copies of the 1609 original, which was returned to Martínez
de Montoya. Yet the copy of the provisión real now available for research was
made in 1785 and is signed Bernardino López. Thus, the 1609 document included in the Martínez de Montoya document of 1785 is, at best, a copy of a
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copy made 176 years after the original document was written in Mexico City.
For simplicity this essay refers to this part of the 1785 document as the 1609
Provisión Real (copy 2), the name with which it appears in figure 2.
Given that the original of the 1609 document has not been found and that
the provenance of the existing copy is unknown, it is pertinent to ask whether
the 1609 Provisión Real (copy 2) is authentic. For this purpose it is useful to
consider the provisión real separately from the traslados, or copies, of some
older documents that it contains. Those traslados include two important
documents, one dated 1606 and the other dated 1608, both of which will be
considered later.
Regarding the 1609 Provisión Real (copy 2), several factors show that it is
an authentic copy of the original given to Martínez de Montoya in 1609. First,
what Martínez de Montoya presented to the magistrate was, as he stated, “not
torn, amended, or suspect in any manner.”6 Second, it contains copies of
documents that do exist in the Archivo General de Indias (AGI).7 Third, the
individuals who signed the document as viceroy, oidores (judges), chancellor,
and escribano de cámara (head scribe), did occupy those positions in 1609, as a
separate document attests.8 Of course, the 1609 Provisión Real (copy 2), being
a copy of a copy, does not contain the actual signatures of those individuals;
only their names appear. Thus, their names might have been inserted in one
of the copies prepared afterwards. However, the 1609 Provisión Real (copy 1)
was made less than two months after the original was supposedly signed by
the viceroy and the oidores in the audiencia. The signatures of these Crown
officers were well known to the scribes who verified that the document
was indeed signed by the royal scribe who made the copy. Any signatures
appearing in copy 1 of the Provisión Real were unlikely forged. These facts
strongly suggest that an original
existed and that the copy made

fig. 3. bottom part of
folio 22 recto of the 1785
document
Luis Serrano certifies on March
of 1785 the accuracy of the copy of
a document made for Bernardino
López, who acknowledges
receiving the original.
(Courtesy of the Fray Angélico
Chávez History Library, New
Mexico History Museum)
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in March 1609 and presented before a court officer in Madrid in 1785 was
authentic. Similarly, the copy made in 1785 in Madrid was certified by a
Crown officer who compared it with the 1609 copy. I must emphasize, however, that this conclusion refers only to the 1609 Provisión Real (copy 2) and
does not necessarily apply to the traslados that appear in it.
Purpose of the 1609 Document
The provisión real mentions an earlier document dated 27 February 1608.9
On that day, Viceroy Luis de Velasco II, or rather the audiencia, accepted the
resignation of don Juan de Oñate as governor of Nuevo México and named
Juan Martínez de Montoya to replace him. The appointment is notable because Velasco had never met Martínez de Montoya, Martínez de Montoya
had never asked to be named to that position, and Martínez de Montoya
was not in Mexico City at the time.10 In any case, the February 1608 document related solely to the government of that Spanish province, but the 1609
Provisión Real (orig.) had little to do with the government of Nuevo México
and was issued at Martínez de Montoya’s request. His intention was personal:
he wanted the audiencia to certify that he was an hidalgo (the lowest rank of
Spanish nobility). To prove it, he presented several other documents including one issued by Governor Oñate in Nuevo México in 1606. Oñate certified
that Martínez de Montoya had already earned his hidalguía (nobility) as a
result of his merits and his many years of exemplary service to the Crown in
the “conquest, pacification and conversion” of Nuevo México.11
The merits and services of Martínez de Montoya mentioned in Oñate’s
statement appear in a document dated 6 October 1606.12 It is difficult to ascertain why Martínez de Montoya wished to be named an hidalgo at this time.
A possible explanation for his request is that Governor Oñate had expressed
a desire to resign. Thus, thinking that the colony’s end was near, Martínez de
Montoya probably believed that he should obtain the desired certification while
Oñate was still governor. In any event, his reasons must have been important
enough for him to seek the title of hidalgo in earnest. Not only did he petition
Governor Oñate to certify his merits in 1606, but two years later he appeared
before Cristóbal de Oñate to request the certification of some additional merits.
Cristóbal complied on 10 August 1608. The document listing those merits also
appears in the 1609 Provisión Real (copy 2). For simplicity the October 1606
and the August 1608 documents, which are copies made in 1785 of presumed
original documents included in the 1609 Provisión Real (copy 2), will be here
referred to as the 1606 Méritos (copy 3), and the 1608 Méritos (copy 3), respectively.13 They appear in figure 2 with these names.
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Although Martínez de Montoya’s pursuit of the title of hidalgo is tangential
to this inquiry, the 1609 Provisión Real is relevant to the history of Nuevo
México mainly because of the copies of the 1606 Méritos (copy 3) and the
1608 Méritos (copy 3) included in it. Although both these items are important,
only the latter mentions a place called Santa Fe. Historians believe that this
mention in the 1608 Méritos (copy 3) refers to the nascent settlement that
would become the modern city of Santa Fe, New Mexico. If authentic, the
1608 Méritos (copy 3) would be the earliest known mention of Santa Fe in
any document. Of course, it and the 1606 Méritos (copy 3) are of historical
interest for other reasons as well.
Authenticity of the Méritos Documents
This article must consider the authenticity of both Méritos documents for
several reasons. First, neither has been found in the AGI or in any other official
archive. Second, both appear as copies within a copy of a copy prepared more
than 175 years after the events it describes. Third, given that their provenance
is unknown, it is possible they were added to the 1609 Provisión Real (orig.)
without due certification. Nevertheless, documentary evidence shows that
the 1606 Méritos (copy 3) is authentic. Both the 1608 Méritos (copy 3) and
the 1609 Provisión Real (copy 2) contain most of the claims made in the
1606 Méritos (copy 3). Clearly, this could not be unless the 1606 Méritos
(orig.) existed in its present form at the time that the 1609 Provisión Real
(orig.) was created. Yet none of the claims stated in the 1608 Méritos (copy
3) are quoted in the 1609 Provisión Real (copy 2).14 This does not prove that
the 1608 Méritos (copy 3) is a forgery; the oidores of the audiencia possibly
deemed those merits superfluous. Of course, even if an original document
existed in 1608, intended or accidental changes might have been made to it
before the document was introduced in the 1609 Provisión Real.
Resolving the issue of authenticity is impossible without additional evidence. However, if the document is not authentic, there must have been some
reason to forge it. In this context, it should be remembered that the purpose of
the document was to confirm the hidalguía that Governor Oñate had granted
to Martínez de Montoya in 1606. What was to be gained by Martínez de Montoya in 1609 or by his descendants in 1785 to alter or fabricate the 1608 Méritos
(orig.)? In this regard, it would appear that except for the issue of hidalguía,
which had already been decided in 1606, none of the events or claims appearing in the 1608 Méritos (copy 3) would benefit Martínez de Montoya or his
descendants. The 1608 Méritos (copy 3) appearing in the 1609 document can
be considered an authentic copy of an original issued in August 1608.
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Santa Fe
Since the 1608 Méritos (copy 3) is most likely authentic, the mention of a
place called Santa Fe in Nuevo México must be examined. It is doubtful that
between October 1606 and August 1608, the dates cited in the 1608 Méritos,
two places called Santa Fe existed in Nuevo México at the same time. The
appearance of Santa Fe in an official document dated 1608 is significant as first
pointed out by Scholes, since the mention shows that Santa Fe existed before
1610, the generally accepted year of its founding by Gov. Pedro de Peralta,
and that the settlement was known at the highest levels of Spanish colonial
government in Mexico City. This would also imply that the founder of Santa
Fe was someone other than Peralta, who did not arrive in Nuevo México
until late 1609 or early 1610.15 Based on these dates and other information in
the document some scholars believe that the Martínez de Montoya document implies that he built a plaza in Santa Fe. Others state that a grant had
been given to him to found the town and that he was the de facto founder
of Santa Fe.16 These assertions make it necessary to examine those portions
of the 1608 Méritos (copy 3) that relate to Santa Fe.
First, the 1606 Méritos (copy 3) mentions a grant given by Oñate to Martínez de Montoya, but that grant refers to a pueblo called Santiago in the
“Emez Altos.”17 The name Santa Fe appears nowhere in that document. In
fact, Oñate did not even credit Martínez de Montoya with any service as a
settler (see note 11). On the other hand, the 1608 Méritos (copy 3) mentions
Santa Fe in two places. The second mention, which is easier to interpret,
says, in part, “y poblé en Santa Fe.”18 The preposition en makes it clear that
the correct translation into English is either “I settled in Santa Fe” or “I was
a settler in Santa Fe.” That assertion shows that a place by that name already
existed in Nuevo México by August 1608. Was that place in the same location as present-day Santa Fe?19 If the location was different, it was unlikely far
from the modern day location of Santa Fe. It is also likely that the settlement
was initially only a military post because it is inconceivable that a Spanish
settlement could have been started anywhere in Nuevo México at that time
without military protection or the involvement of soldiers. However, Martínez
de Montoya stated that he settled in Santa Fe. This means that his Santa Fe
was not just a temporary military station but an incipient village. This small
village possibly included several Spanish families who had come to Nuevo
México with Oñate and had been living in San Gabriel since their arrival.
It should be emphasized that Martínez de Montoya did not claim he
settled or that he ordered a place called Santa Fe to be settled. Such an
action would have been regarded as highly meritorious and he would have
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certainly stated it in his Méritos. Instead, he asserted his rights as a poblador
(settler) of a new place. Although not as meritorious as having settled Santa
Fe, being a poblador was also important because it gave additional support
to his desire to be named hidalgo.20 However, the audiencia did not need to
cite that additional fact for in 1606 Oñate had already certified that Martínez
de Montoya had fulfilled all of the hidalguía requirements.
The name Santa Fe first appears in a long sentence in the 1608 Méritos
(copy 3) where Martínez de Montoya listed his service to the king. The
sentence reads:
he hecho mas servicios a S.M. . . . como es haber ido . . . contra
los apaches salteadores . . . y el haber hecho plaza en Santa Fe, y
en el Real de San Buenaventura, Real de Minas, y sido en ayuda a
descubrirlas . . . y antes de esto asimismo poblé en la villa de San
Gabriel, y hice casa siendo en ella alcalde ordinario este año de 1608.21

fig. 4. portion of the recto side of folio 18 showing a reference
to santa fe in the martínez de montoya document
(Courtesy of the Fray Angélico Chávez History Library, New Mexico History
Museum)

It is useful to break the sentence into several parts. The beginning part
means: “I have performed more services for H.M. . . . such as having gone
. . . against the thieving Apaches.” The middle part of the sentence refers to
an action he claimed to have performed in two different places, as implied
by the comma separating Santa Fe from San Buenaventura. The sentence
makes clear that he executed the same action in both places. Martínez de
Montoya obviously believed that what he did in those places was sufficiently
important as a service to the king. But what specific service did he perform?
As the sentence shows, he claimed to have done something in Santa Fe
(and also in San Buenaventura). According to some historians, that sentence
implies that Martínez de Montoya was the de facto founder of Santa Fe.
Possibly he was, but neither the 1606 or the 1608 Méritos documents say so,
nor can the above statement be construed to mean that he founded Santa
Fe. The several components together explain that after discovering certain
mines, Martínez de Montoya also settled in San Gabriel where, in 1608 he
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had been an alcalde ordinario (magistrate in command of a small town, or
second in command of a larger town or province).
To try to understand the meaning of the sentence in question, it is useful
to examine its grammatical components in the context of the Spanish spoken
by someone born around 1560, as Martínez de Montoya supposedly was.22
First, the object in the idiomatic expression “haber hecho plaza” is clearly
“plaza.” In the context of the document that word can signify either one of
the following acceptations:
1. A central space in a town or city, as in “Nos dijo Cortés que sería bien ir a
la plaza mayor,” (Cortez told us that it would be a good idea to go to the main
plaza) or “Ninguno se quizo bajar a las plazas,” (Nobody wanted to get down
to the plazas) or “La plaza mayor, donde se ha de comenzar la población . . .
en medio de la población” (The main plaza, where the settlement should
begin . . . in the middle of the settlement).23 Another use is plaza de armas
(space in a settlement used for military ceremonies and exercises).24 This last
place is not the same as a place fortified with walls for defensive purposes.
Such places housed both soldiers and civilians and were called either fuertes
or presidios.
2. A position in government as in “Merezcan ser proveidos . . . en las plazas
de sus Audiencias Reales” (they deserved to be given . . . the positions of their
Royal Audiencias).25 Both uses were common in the sixteenth century and
would have been part of Martínez de Montoya’s vocabulary.
In view of the first acceptation, the assertion “haber hecho plaza” has been
interpreted to mean that he built or had built the plaza in Santa Fe. This
interpretation is not correct because it is unlikely that a plaza was “built.” At
best, an area was cleared to serve some purpose such as a military post. As for
the second acceptation, it is tempting to conclude that Martínez de Montoya
occupied a Crown position in Santa Fe, but this proposition is also doubtful. If
he had served in some official capacity there, he would have stated the name
of the office, as he did with regard to San Gabriel. In addition, he would have
said “haber tenido plaza en Santa Fe” (having had a position in Santa Fe).
Therefore Martínez de Montoya’s assertion must mean something else.
The remaining component of the assertion, namely the compound expression “haber hecho,” is similar to “haber ido,” which appears in the first part
of the quoted sentence. In both cases the verb haber specifies the present
perfect tense of the acting verbs ir (to go) and hacer (to make), respectively.
Rather than dealing with that tense of “haber hecho plaza,” it is simpler to
deal with “hacer plaza” (to make plaza), its present tense.
Regrettably, the expression “hacer plaza” does not appear in the Tesoro de
la Lengua Castellana, published in 1611.26 This omission does not necessarily
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indicate that the expression was not, or had not been in use by that time.
As the author of the Tesoro stated, there were an infinite number of uses of
the verb hacer which he chose not to include in his work.27 Another source
is the Diccionario de la Lengua Española, published by the Real Academia
Española.28 This work lists several meanings for the idiomatic expression
hacer plaza:29
1. (fr.) Vender ciertas cosas al por menor públicamente [Retail selling of
certain items in a public place].
2. Hacer lugar; despejar un sitio por violencia y mandato [Make space,
clear a site by force or order].
An earlier version of the Diccionario adds another acceptation:30
3. Manifestar o publicar lo que estaba oculto o escondido [Manifest
publicly something that was hidden].31
The Diccionario contains other possibilities such as to forcibly make space so
that the king or other dignitaries could pass, obviously a subset of the second
entry.
The first and the third definitions have narrow meanings that cannot apply
to Martínez de Montoya’s situation. According to the Real Academia, the
first meaning is of French origin. If so, it must have entered Spanish quite
early for several examples of its use can be found dating back to the early
1700s, which means it was in use during Martínez de Montoya’s times. In
any event, he was a man of arms, not a retail businessman. Thus, the first
interpretation is inapplicable.
The third possibility does not apply for it refers to a man bragging publicly
about his wealth. However, Martínez de Montoya was not a rich man. His
assets were limited to horses, cattle, and the like. He had no hidden riches
to brag about.
The first definition in the second acceptation, “hacer lugar,” does seem to
provide a logical interpretation for “hacer plaza.” If correct, it would imply
that Martínez de Montoya’s service in Santa Fe was to help clear, or direct
the clearing of, an area in a place called Santa Fe. The cleared space might
also have become a plaza de armas, and at a much later time, that same space
might have become known as the Plaza in Santa Fe.
La Villa de Santa Fe
It is perhaps appropriate to consider the date when the formal establishment
of Santa Fe took place. In his instructions to Gov. Pedro de Peralta, Viceroy
Luis de Velasco II told him “Y llegado que sea a las dichas provincias . . .
procurando que ante todo se ponga en ejecución la fundación y población
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de la villa que se pretende.” (And having arrived to said provinces . . . he will,
first of all, found and settle the villa that is desired.)32 Although the order was
given on 30 March 1609, not until later that year did Peralta and his people
start their long trek to Nuevo México, possibly arriving there at the end of
1609 or at the beginning 1610 (see note 15). Either way, winter conditions
would have prevented the immediate execution of the viceroy’s order.
Regrettably, the deed of foundation, which must have been drawn up at the
time, has not been found. The question then is: What is the earliest known
reference to the villa de Santa Fe? In his introduction to All Trails Lead to
Santa Fe historian Joseph Sánchez cites a work by Hubert Howe Bancroft
that states, apparently without archival citation, “the first definite mention
(of Santa Fe) is in 1617 on January 3rd of which year the cabildo of Santa Fe
petition the king to aid the ‘nueva población.’”33
There is, however, at least one document where “villa de Santa Fe” appears at an earlier date.34 The document describes the confrontation between
Governor Peralta and Fray Isidro Ordóñez that brought down the governor.
The earliest dated mention of Santa Fe occurs in paragraph number 17 in
the document, an excerpt of which is shown below.

fig. 5. earliest known written reference to the villa de santa fe
(Courtesy of the Archivo General de la Nación)

The first lines of this excerpt state, “En el mes de septiembre del dicho año
de 612 vino el Padre Fray Ysidro Ordóñez a la villa de Santa Fe a presentarle
a don Pedro de Peralta una Provisión Real” (In the month of September of
[1]612, Fray Ysidro de Ordóñez came to the Villa de Santa Fe to present don
Pedro de Peralta a Provisión Real). By that time, according to the same document, Santa Fe already had Casas Reales, or buildings that housed the Caja
Real (Royal Treasure Chest), which normally included quarters for some
military personnel, a jail, and offices where official business was conducted;
numerous houses; and, most likely, a church, although not until 1613 in the
narrative is a church explicitly mentioned in the document.
Other statements in the same document seem to indicate that the villa de
Santa Fe had already been founded by 1611, but they do not declare a specific
date. In any event, the 1612 statement quoted above brackets the date of the
founding of Santa Fe within a period beginning sometime in 1610 and ending
no later than September of 1612. However, given the nature of Velasco’s order
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to Governor Peralta, the villa was likely founded in 1610, the date assumed
by most historians. Also likely is that the villa was founded in the same place
that Juan Martínez de Montoya hizo plaza between 1606 and 1608.
Juan Martínez de Montoya
I conclude this work with a brief note on Juan Martínez de Montoya and his
descendants, beginning with his origins. From the 1606 Méritos (copy 3) two
basic facts are known about him. First, he was born in Navalagamella, near
El Escorial in Spain. The second is that he was born around 1556.
The genealogy part of the 1835 document seems to offer additional information. That genealogy was initiated in 1785, when don Bernardino López
presented the authorities with some earlier church documents related to some
baptisms and marriages in Navalagamella.35 The first record referred to the
marriage between a Juan Martínez and an Ana Pasquala del Mesón in 1584,
whom López claimed were his ancestors.36 Later he additionally claimed that
this Juan Martínez was the Juan Martínez de Montoya who appeared in the
copy of the copy of the 1609 document that was certified in March 1785. He
based his claim as an hidalgo on this ancestry.37
To my knowledge, the claim that Juan Martínez was the historical Juan
Martínez de Montoya has never been questioned. Yet, I offer below that they
were not the same person and conclude that the genealogy contained in the
1835 document has nothing to do with the Juan Martínez de Montoya who
appears in the history of Nuevo México.
Consider first Juan Martínez. According to the 1835 genealogy he was
married in 1584. That genealogy also contains, on the margin of folio 28, a
1674 church certificate of the death of his daughter. These two entries in the
genealogy are the only ones that explicitly mention Juan Martínez before
1785. Note that the surname Montoya does not appear in either one.
The Archivo General de Indias contains at least three documents that
mention two persons named Joan (or Juan) Martínez de Montoya, both of
whom were born in Navalagamella in the sixteenth century. Two of those
documents refer to a man who already had a daughter and two sons by 1585.
The third document refers to one of his sons, born well before 1600.
In March of 1585, a Juan Martínez de Montoya appeared before Crown
officers to ask permission to go to New Spain with his wife (Inés Sánchez),
two sons, a daughter, and a servant.38 The reason, he said, was that he was
poor and in need, and that his father-in-law, García Sánchez de Bañares, a
wealthy man who lived in the mines of Pachuca in New Spain, had asked
him to go there with his family. In support of his petition he presented a
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letter from his father-in-law, written in Pachuca on 4
April 1584.
Two years later, on 16 March 1587, the same man
appeared before the Crown officers and stated that his
wife, Inés Sánchez, had died soon after the 1585 permit
had been issued, and that he had to postpone his voyage.
This time he asked that he be permitted to travel to New
Spain alone, without his two sons and his daughter, a fig. 6. signature of
juan martínez de
request that was granted.39
It is evident that this Juan Martínez de Montoya went montoya in 1587
(Courtesy of the Ministerio
to the mines of Pachuca in New Spain in 1587, for thirteen
de Cultura, Archivo
years later, on 22 April 1600 a witness in an official inquiry
General de Indias)
mentioned that fact.40 The document is a petition by two
“mozos solteros y por casar” (young, single men near marriage age) named
García Sánchez de Montoya and Juan Martínez de Montoya, to go to New
Spain to live with their father, Juan Martínez de Montoya, in the mines of
Pachuca. Incidentally, another document shows that García Sánchez de
Montoya was in Pachuca in 1606.41
These documents clearly show that Juan Martínez, the man who married
in 1584, and Juan Martínez de Montoya, the man who requested permission
to travel to New Spain in 1585 and 1587, were different persons. The first was
married to Ana Pasquala and the wife of the second was Inés Sánchez. Furthermore, the first had, at most, one child, whereas the second had three children
by 1585.
Of course, none of these documents state who was the Martínez de Montoya who appears in the historical records of New Mexico. We can, however,
eliminate from contention Juan Martínez de Montoya’s son of the same
name who in 1600 was requesting permission to go to New Spain because
the historical one was already in that province.
Let us now consider the remaining two contenders. One was the Juan
Martínez of the genealogy; the other was the man who left Spain in 1587, Juan
Martínez de Montoya. As already stated, it is evident that the first of these
two could not be the historical Juan Martínez de Montoya. Two additional
reasons attest to this. First, the genealogy referred to him as Juan Martínez,
not as Juan Martínez de Montoya. Second, he was significantly younger than
the historical Juan Martínez de Montoya. Thus, according to folio 26 of the
genealogy, Juan Martínez was born in 1561 so that by 1606 he would have
been forty-five years old. On the other hand the historical Juan Martínez de
Montoya was, according to Juan de Oñate, about fifty years old. Thus, Juan
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Martínez, the ancestor of Bernardino López was not the man who hizo plaza
in Santa Fe.
We are thus left with the man who immigrated to New Spain in 1587,
whose name was identical to that of the historical figure. Were they the same
person? The available contemporary evidence indicates that they were. First,
the likelihood of finding two men with identical extended names, who were
born in the same place, and who immigrated to New Spain at about the
same time is exceedingly small. Another reason is the estimated birthdate
of the man who immigrated to New Spain in 1587. Based on the ages of his
sons, I estimate that this man was born between 1553 and 1558.42 Thus, in
1606, when Oñate stated that Martínez de Montoya was about fifty years old,
this man would be between forty-eight and fifty-three years old, an age that
fits Oñate’s estimate. Taken together these facts lead me to conclude that
the person who was named governor of Nuevo México by Viceroy Luis de
Velasco II was the same Juan Martínez de Montoya who immigrated to New
Spain in 1587.
Conclusions
This work has examined the Juan Martínez de Montoya document, giving
special attention to the 1785 document and to its contents, the presumed
copies of a Provisión Real (copy 2) and the third copies of 1606 and 1608
Méritos documents. Two particular issues were considered in some detail:
(1) the authenticity of the documents, and (2) the actions that Juan Martínez
de Montoya claimed to have performed in Nuevo México, particularly in a
place called Santa Fe. With regard to the first, this analysis concludes that
the copies of the 1606, 1608, and 1609 documents are probably authentic.
Second, with respect to the services that Martínez de Montoya claimed to
have performed in Santa Fe, he probably helped clear, or directed the clearing of, a space for a military post in Santa Fe. Oñate did not give Martínez de
Montoya a grant to settle Santa Fe, and the founding of Santa Fe was done
neither directly nor indirectly by Martínez de Montoya. Also, as pointed out
earlier by several investigators, the documents clearly show that an incipient
settlement existed at the current site of Santa Fe (or at some nearby point)
before 1610. In addition, given that the 1606 document does not mention Santa
Fe, Martínez de Montoya apparently hizo plaza there between October of
1606 and August of 1608. Therefore the settlement that is now called Santa Fe
probably had its beginnings sometime within this two year interval. Finally,
the genealogy part of the document, written in 1835, has nothing to do with
the man who hizo plaza in Santa Fe.
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Appendix. Transcription and Translation of the 1785 Juan Martínez de
Montoya Document
Content and Folio No.
Bernardino López requests that certified copies be made of a document.
Madrid, 18 March 1785
1r
Petition by Juan Martínez de Montoya. Mexico City, 9 March 1609
1r-2r
Head of a provisión real about Juan Martínez de Montoya’s Hidalguía. Mexico
City, 26 January 1609
2r-4r
Chapter 100 of the Ordenanzas para los nuevos descubrimientos. Segovia,
13 July 1573
4v-5r
Juan de Oñate’s Hidalguía. Madrid, 8 July 1602
5r-6r
Document about Juan de Oñate’s resignation. Mexico City, 18 January 1608
6v-8r
Document naming Juan Martínez de Montoya Governor of Nuevo México,
27 February 1608
8r-10v
Juan de Oñate’s certification of Juan Martínez de Montoya’s Méritos y Servicios, 6 October 1606
11r-17v
Cristobal de Oñate’s certification of Juan Martínez de Montoya’s Méritos y
Servicios, 10 August 1608
17v-19r
The Audiencia de México reaffirms the Hidalguía of Juan Martínez de
Montoya, 11 December 1608
19r-21r
Juan Martínez de Montoya obtains copy of the Provisión Real about his
Hidalguía, 9 March 1609
21v
Royal scribe Cristóbal de Alarcón certifies the copy of the Provisión Real,
9 March, 1609
21v
Royal scribe Luis Serrano certifies the 1785 copy of the 1609 copy of the
Provisión Real, 1785
22r
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Bernardino López receives his copy of the 1609 Provisión Real. End of the
1785 document
22r
n.b. The notation /xx appearing several times in the transcription indicates
the beginning of folio xx. Verso folios are indicated with the letter v. Line
breaks are inserted in both the transcription and the translations to denote
different components of the document. Brackets are used to indicate material
not contained in the original document, whereas parentheses are intended to
clarify some statements. Some Spanish words that appear repeatedly in the
transcription or in the translation are explained in the Glossary. The spelling
of many archaic words in the manuscript have been modernized. Examples
are ansí and the conjuction e, which are replaced, respectively, by así and,
when admissible, by y. Finally, dates appearing in the translation have been
modernized to make them stand out from the text.

/1Yo Luis Serrano de Rozas, escribano
del Rey nuestro señor, del colegio de
esta corte y residente en su corte y
provincia, doy fe que hoy, día de la
fecha, por Don Bernardino López,
teniente veterano del Batallón de
Voluntarios Blancos de Valencia,
provincia de Caracas, residente al
presente en esta corte, se exhibió ante
mi un testimonio dado por Cristóbal
Garzía de Alarcón, escribano que fue
de S.M. (Su Majestad), su fecha en
la ciudad de México a seis de marzo
de mil seiscientos y nueve años, que
su tenor y el de una comprobación
que se halla a su final a la letra, son
a saber:
En la ciudad de México a seis días
del mes de marzo de mil y seiscientos
y nueve años ante Don Garzía López del Espinar, Corregidor de esta
ciudad, la presentó el contenido: El
capitán Juan Martínez de Montoya
digo que a mi derecho conviene sacar

I, Luis Serrano de Rozas, scribe of
the king our lord, of the college [of
scribes] of this court and resident in
his court and province, certify that
today, the day of the date [of this
document], Don Bernardino López,
retired lieutenant of the Battalion of
the White Volunteers of Valencia,
province of Caracas, presently residing in this court, exhibited before
me a written testimony by Cristóbal
Garzía de Alarcón, who was a scribe
of H.M. (His Majesty), prepared
in Mexico City on 6 March 1609,
which together with a certification
found at the end of the document
is as follows:
In Mexico City on 6 March 1609,
before Don Garzía López del Espinar, corregidor in this city, was
presented the following: I, Captain
Juan Martínez de Montoya, say
that it is within my rights to obtain
copies of a provisión real obtained
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traslados de una pro/1vvisión real ganada de los señores presidente y oidores
de la Audiencia y Chancillería Real de
esta ciudad de México, y refrendada
de Martín Osorio de Agurto, escribano de cámara de esta Real Audiencia,
por la cual dicha provisión real consta
de los servicios que hice a S.M. en la
conquista y pacificación del Nuevo
México, por tanto: A vuestra merced
pido y suplico que atento que la dicha
provisión real está sana y no rota ni
raída, ni en parte ninguna sospechosa, mande al presente escribano me
de, de ella, los traslados que pidiere,
signados y en manera que hagan fe,
en los cuales interponga vuestra merced su autoridad y decreto judicial y
pido justicia. Otrosí, pido y suplico
a vuestra merced mande al presente
escribano me vuelva la dicha provisión real pues es justicia, la cual pido.
Juan Martínez de Montoya.
El corregidor mandó que se le de un
traslado, dos y más de la dicha Real
Provisión, autorizados en pública
forma, y en manera que haga fe, en
2
los cuales, y en cada uno de/ ellos interpone su autoridad y decreto judicial
cuanto puede de derecho ha lugar, y
se le vuelva el original. Don Garzía.
Ante mi: Christóbal de Alarcón, escribano público. En cumplimiento de lo
cual, yo Cristóbal Garzía de Alarcón
escribano del Rey nuestro señor, y
público en esta ciudad de México,
de una Real Provisión firmada de los
señores presidente y oidores de la Real
Audiencia que reside en esta ciudad
de México, y refrendada de Martín
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from the president and oidores of the
Audiencia and Royal Chancellery
in this city of Mexico, and countersigned by Martín Osorio de Agurto,
escribano de cámara, of this Real
Audiencia, by which are verified the
services I performed for H.M. in the
conquest and pacification of Nuevo
México, because of which I ask and
beg your honor to order the present
scribe, that since the said provisión
real is intact and not torn or worn,
or suspect in any of its parts, to give
me the copies that I might request,
signed so that it will be certified to
others, in which your honor exercises
his authority and judicial decree, and
I ask justice. In addition, I ask and beg
that your honor orders the present
scribe to return to me the provisión
real, because that is what justice
requires, which I ask. Juan Martínez
de Montoya.
The corregidor ordered to give him
one, two, or more copies in public
form and in a manner that will be certified to others, on which and on every
one of them he imposes his authority
and judicial decree in whatever form
he can and judicial right allows, and
that the original be returned. Don
Garzía. Before me, Cristóbal de Alarcón, public scribe. In fulfillment of
which I, Cristóbal Garzía de Alarcón,
scribe of the king, our lord, and public
[scribe] in this city of Mexico, ordered
that a certified copy of said provisión
real be made, signed by the president
and oidores of the Real Audiencia
that resides in this city of Mexico, and
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Osorio de Agurto, escribano de cámara de la dicha Real Audiencia, dada
en favor del Capitán Juan Martínez
de Montoya, que refiere su petición,
hice sacar un traslado de ella de mandamiento del dicho corregidor, que es
de pedimento del dicho Capitán Juan
Martínez de Montoya, que su tenor
es como se sigue:
Don Phelipe, por la gracia de Dios
Rey de Castilla, de León, de Aragón,
de las dos Sicilias, de Jerusalén, de
Portugal, de Navarra, de Granada,
de Toledo, de Valencia, de Galicia,
de Mallorcas, de Sevilla, de Cerde2v
ña, de Córdoba, de Córcega,/ de
Murcia, de Jaén, de los Algarves, de
Algecira, de Gibraltar, de las Islas
de Canaria, de las Indias Orientales
y Occidentales, Islas y Tierra Firme
del Mar Océano, Archiduque de Austria, Duque de Borgoña, Brabante,
y Milán, Conde de Habsburgo, de
Flandes, y de Tirol, y de Barcelona,
Señor de Vizcaya y de Molina, etcétera: A los del mi Consejo, Presidente
y oidores, alcaldes de mi corte, y
chancillerías, y a los mis gobernadores, corregidores, alcaldes mayores
y ordinarios y otros cualesquier mis
jueces y justicias que al presente sois,
y adelante fueredes de todas las ciudades, villas y lugares de los mis reinos
y señoríos, y a cada uno y cualquier
de vos en vuestras jurisdicciones, ante
quien esta mi carta y su traslado sacado con autoridad de juez en manera
que haga fe, fuere presentada:
Sabed que ante el presidente y oidores de mi Real Audiencia que reside
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countersigned by Martín Osorio de
Agurto, escribano de cámara of said
Real Audiencia, given in favor of
Captain Juan Martínez de Montoya,
as his petition states, I ordered that a
copy be made as commanded by said
corregidor and as requested by said
Captain Juan Martínez de Montoya,
whose contents are as follows:
Don Phelipe, by the grace of God
king of Castile, León, Aragón, the
Two Sicilies, Jerusalem, Portugal,
Navarra, Granada, Toledo, Valencia,
Galicia, Mallorcas, Seville, Cerdeña,
Córdoba, Corsica, Murcia, Jaén,
the Algarves, Algecira, Gibraltar,
Islas Canarias, Indias Orientales y
Occidentales, Islas y Tierra Firme
del Mar Oceano (Atlantic Ocean);
Archduke of Austria, Duke of Borgoña, Brabante, and Milan; Count
of Habsburg, Flanders, Tirol, and
Barcelona; Lord of Vizcaya and
Molina, etc. To the [members] of my
Consejo, President, oidores, alcaldes
of my court and chancelleries, and
to my governors, magistrates, alcaldes mayores and alcaldes ordinarios
and any other of my judges and
justices that at present, and in the
future, would be of all cities, villages and places in my kingdoms
and dominions, and to each one of
you and any of you in your jurisdictions before whom this my letter,
or its copy obtained with a judge’s
authority in a manner that it is verified, may be presented:
Be informed that before the president
and oidores of my Real Audiencia
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en la ciudad de México de la Nueva
España, pareció el capitán Juan Martínez de Montoya, y por petición me
hizo relación diciendo que el había
ido a ser/3virme nombrado por capitán para la conquista del Nuevo
México con la gente que yo le había
enviado de socorro en la segunda
jornada, al principio del año de seiscientos, y había estado sirviendo por
su persona, armas y caballos y criados
actualmente en todas las ocasiones
de Guerra y de Paz, que por el dicho
Don Juan de Oñate, mi gobernador y
capitán general le había sido ordenado, tiempo de ocho años, poco mas o
menos, hasta ahora que con licencia
de Don Christóbal de Oñate, hijo del
dicho gobernador a quien el cabildo
del dicho Nuevo México había nombrado para se la dar, venía del dicho
Nuevo México, había gastado en la
dicha conquista de su hacienda mas
de cinco mil pesos. Y por constarme
de los dichos servicios, había sido
servido de nombrarle por gobernador
de la dicha conquista del Nuevo México, en lugar del dicho Don Juan de
Oñate, por haber el susodicho hecho
dejación del dicho cargo, como pare3v
cía por/ mi provisión real del dicho
nombramiento. Y para el recaudo
necesario de los dichos sus servicios,
y de las franquezas y libertades que
yo había sido servido de concederle,
conforme a mi Real Provisión, firmada de mi Real mano que estaba
presentada y mandada guardar, me
suplicó le mandase dar mi carta, en
que fuesen insertas la de hidalguía
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that resides in Mexico City, in New
Spain, Captain Juan Martínez de
Montoya appeared, and through a
petition, he made a report saying that
he had gone to serve me, named as
captain for the conquest of Nuevo
México, with the people that I had
sent him in aid, in the second expedition, at the beginning of [1]600,
and had personally served with his
arms, horses, and servants in all the
occasions of war and peace, which
he had been ordered to by Don
Juan de Oñate, my governor and
general captain, for a length of eight
years, approximately, until now when
with permission of Don Cristóbal de
Oñate, son of said governor, whom
the cabildo of said Nuevo México
had named, to grant it to him, was
coming from said Nuevo México,
having spent in said conquest more
than five thousand pesos from his
assets. And because I was certain of
the said services, it pleased me to
name him governor of said conquest
of Nuevo México in place of said
Don Juan de Oñate, because he had
resigned said office, as it appeared
from my provisión real of said office,
as it appeared from my provisión
real of said appointment. And for
the necessary evidence of his said
services, and of the privileges, and
liberties that I had conceded him,
in agreement with my provisión real,
signed by my royal hand, which
was presented and ordered kept, he
begged me to order to be given my
letter in which should be inserted
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que en el dicho Nuevo México había
ganado, y la del dicho nombramiento
de tal gobernador en lugar del dicho
Don Juan de Oñate, de que hacía
presentación sin los autos y respuesta
que había dado el dicho cabildo, y la
dicha mi carta firmada del dicho mi
Real nombre en que había concedido
las dichas preeminencias e hidalguía
a los que sirviesen cinco años en la
dicha conquista, los cuales el había
servido, y mas tiempo, como por
ello constaba para tenerlo todo en
un cuerpo en guarda de su derecho
y gozar de las mercedes, franquezas,
exenciones y libertades de la dicha
4
hidalguía, y pidió/ justicia, y porque
yo tengo librada una mi carta que
está asentada en el libro de asientos
de cédulas de la dicha mi Audiencia
en razón de lo tocante, a los que
me sirviesen en la dicha jornada del
Nuevo México, que su tenor con su
obedecimiento y de los recaudos que
el dicho capitán presenta es como
se sigue:
Don Phelipe, por la gracia de Dios
Rey de Castilla, de León, de Aragón, de las dos Sicilias, de Jerusalén,
de Portugal, de Navarra, de Granada,
de Toledo, de Valencia, de Galicia,
de Mallorcas, de Sevilla, de Cerdeña,
de Córdoba, de Córcega, de Murcia, de
Jaén, de los Algarves, de Algecira, de
Gibraltar, de las Islas de Canaria, de
las Indias Orientales y Occidentales,
Islas y Tierra Firme del Mar Océano,
Archiduque de Austria, Duque de
Borgoña, Brabante, y Milán, Conde
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that of his hidalguía which he had
earned in said Nuevo México, and
of the said appointment as governor
of said Don Juan de Oñate, which
he was presenting without the autos
and the answer that was given by
said cabildo, and my aforesaid letter,
signed by my royal name, in which
I had conceded said privileges and
hidalguía to those who would serve
five years in said conquest, which he
had served, and more time, which
by those documents was ascertained,
keeping together all evidence in protection of his rights and enjoyment
of the privileges and exemptions and
freedoms of said hidalguía, and he
begged justice. And because I have
released one of my letters, which is
entered in the book of agreements
and cédulas of my Audiencia, which
relates to this issue, to those who
would serve me in said expedition to
Nuevo México, which with the evidence of having been obeyed and the
documents that said captain presents,
is as follows:
Don Felipe, by the grace of God
king of Castile, León, Aragón, the
Two Sicilies, Jerusalem, Portugal,
Navarra, Granada, Toledo, Valencia,
Galicia, Mallorcas, Seville, Cerdeña, Córdoba, Corsica, Murcia, Jaén,
the Algarves, Algecira, Gibraltar, Islas Canarias, Indias Orientales y Occidentales, Islas y Tierra Firme del
Mar Oceano; Archduke of Austria,
Duke of Borgoña, Brabante, and
Milan; Count of Habsburg, Flanders, Tirol, and Barcelona; Lord
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de Habsburgo, de Flandes, y de Tirol,
y de Barcelona, Señor de Vizcaya y de
Molina, etcétera: Por cuanto el Virrey
Don Luis de Velasco, en virtud de una
cédula del Rey mi señor, que sea/4v en
gloria, tomó asiento y capitulación
con Don Juan de Oñate sobre el descubrimiento, pacificación y población
de las provincias del Nuevo México,
que es en la Nueva España. Y entre
otras cosas le concedió lo contenido
en uno de los capítulos de la instrucción de nuevos descubrimientos y
poblaciones de las Indias, que es del
tenor siguiente:
A los que se obligaren de hacer la
dicha población, y la hubieren poblado y cumplido con su asiento,
por honrar sus personas y [las] de sus
descendientes, y que de ellos como de
primeros pobladores quede memoria
loable, les hacemos hijosdalgo de solar
conocido, a ellos y a sus descendientes legítimos, para que en el pueblo
que poblaren, y en otras cualesquier
partes de las Indias sean hijosdalgo,
y personas nobles de linaje y solar
conocido, y por tales sean habidos y
tenidos y gocen de todas las honras
y preeminencias, y puedan hacer
todas las cosas que todos los hombres
5
hijosdalgo y ca/ balleros de los reinos
de Castilla, según fueros, leyes, y
costumbres de España, pueden y
deben gozar y hacer. Y por parte
del dicho Don Juan de Oñate me
ha sido suplicado le hiciese merced
de mandarlo aprobar sin embargo
de la moderación que el Conde de
Monterrey hizo [a]cerca de ella. Y
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of Vizcaya and Molina, etc. Given
that Viceroy Don Luis de Velasco,
by virtue of an order of the king, my
lord, may he be in Glory, made an
agreement and capitulación with
Don Juan de Oñate about the discovery, pacification, and settlement
of the province of Nuevo México,
which is in New Spain. Among
other things, he granted him that
which is contained in one of the
chapters of the instructions concerning new discoveries and settlements
in the Indies, which is as follows:
To those who obligated themselves
to make said settlement, and have
settled it and have fulfilled their
contracts, and in order to honor them
and their descendants, and that they
may remain in laudable memory as
first settlers, we make them and their
legitimate descendants, hidalgos de
solar conocido so that in the town
where they would settle, and in any
other parts of the Indies, they may
be regarded as hidalgos and noble
persons of known lineage and house,
and be recognized as such and enjoy
of all the honors and privileges, and
do all the things that all hidalgos
and gentlemen of the kingdoms of
Castile can enjoy and do according
to the orders, laws, and customs of
Spain. And on behalf of said Don
Juan de Oñate I have been implored
to grant him the privilege to order
that the above be obeyed in spite of
the moderations that about it were
made by the Count of Monterrey.
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habiéndoseme consultado por el mi
Consejo de las Indias, he tenido por
bien que las dichas prerrogativas se
entiendan con los que duraren en la
dicha conquista cinco años, conque
si en prosecución de ella murieren
los dichos conquistadores antes de
cumplir los dichos cinco años, en
tal caso gocen ellos y sus hijos y descendientes, de las tales prerrogativas.
Por la presente mando que a todos
los que hubieren ido, y fueren a
servirme, en la dicha conquista, pacificación y población, según y de la
manera que en el dicho capítulo se
contiene y duraren en la conquista
5v
los dichos cinco/ años, y a los que
en prosecución de ella murieren antes de cumplir los dichos cinco años
y a sus hijos y descendientes, se les
guarden y cumplan todas las preeminencias, prerrogativas exenciones, y
libertades sobredichas según y como
se les concede y declara por el dicho
capítulo, entera y cumplidamente,
sin faltarles cosa alguna. Y encargo a
los Infantes, Prelados, Duques, Marqueses, Condes, Ricos Hombres,
Priores de las Ordenes, Comendadores y subcomendadores, alcaides de
los castillos y casas fuertes y llanas,
y a los de mis consejos, Presidentes
y oidores, alcaldes, alguaciles de
mi casa y corte, y chancillerías, y a
mis Virreyes, Gobernadores, y otros
cualesquier mis justicias y jueces,
así de éstos mis reinos y señoríos,
como de las Indias, Islas y Tierra
Firme del Mar Océano, y otras
personas de cualquier esta/ 6do y

And having consulted with my Consejo de Indias, it is my wish that said
prerogatives be applicable to those
who would spend in said conquest
five years, and that if in the course of
the conquest said conquerors should
die before completing the five years,
they, their sons and their descendants
should enjoy those prerogatives. By
means of this I order that for all of
those who would have gone, and
would go, to serve me in said conquest, pacification, and settlement, in
accordance with and in the manner
that is contained and declared in
said chapter, and would persevere in
the conquest said five years, and to
those who would die while fulfilling
it before completing said five years,
and to their sons and daughters and
descendants, the above stated prerogatives, exemptions, and freedoms
should be observed and obeyed in
accord with what is granted to him
and declared in said chapter [of the
instructions], fully and completely.
And I charge my sons and daughters,
Church authorities, Dukes, Marquises, Counts, Ricos Hombres, Priors of
the [religious] orders, Comendadores,
and subcomendadores, alcaides of
the castles, forts and ordinary Crown
buildings, and to the members of
my councils, president and oidores,
alcaldes, alguaciles of my household
and Court, and chancelleries, and
to my viceroys, governors, and other
officers or judges, in these my kingdoms as in the Indies, Islas and Tierra
Firme of the Mar Oceano, and other
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calidad y condición que sean, que
guarden y cumplan y hagan guardar y cumplir y ejecutar este mi
privilegio y merced que así hago a
los sobredichos y los dejen gozar de
todo lo sobredicho, sin ir, ni pasar, ni
consentir que se vaya, ni pase contra
lo contenido en esta mi Provisión,
la cual quiero. Y es mi voluntad que
haya fuerza de ley como si fuera
hecha y promulgada en Cortes, y sea
pregonada en las partes y lugares que
conviniere. Dada en San Lorenzo
a ocho de julio de mil seiscientos y
dos años. Yo el Rey. El Licenciado
Laguna. El Licenciado Armenteros.
El Doctor Eugenio de Salazar. El
Licenciado Benavente de Benavides. El Licenciado Luis de Salcedo.
Por mandado del Rey nuestro señor.
Juan de Ibarra. Registrada. Gabriel
de Oca. Por Chanciller, Sebastián
de la Vega.
En la ciudad de México a vein-/6vte días
del mes de junio de mil y seiscientos
y cuatro años, estando los señores presidente y oidores de la Audiencia Real
de la Nueva España en el acuerdo, el
Maese de Campo Vicente de Saldivar
presentó la cédula Real destrota parte
contenida, y pidió su cumplimiento, y
vista por los dichos señores la obedecieron con la reverencia y acatamiento
debido y dijeron que se guarde y cumpla y ejecute según y como por ella Su
Majestad lo manda, y que se asentase
así por Auto y lo rubricaron: Ante mi:
Christóbal Osorio:
Don Felipe por la Gracia de Dios
Rey de Castilla, de León, de Aragón,
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persons of whatever state, condition,
and quality to observe and obey, and
have observed and obeyed and executed this my privilege that by this
means I make to those named above
and let them enjoy all stated above,
without doing, or allowing others to
do anything against what is contained
in this Provisión, which I desire. And
it is my will that the Provisión should
have the force of law, as if it were
made and promulgated in Cortes (in
Spain), and that it be proclaimed in
those parts and places where it would
be appropriate. Given in San Lorenzo
on 8 July 1602. I the King. Licentiate Laguna, Licentiate Armenteros,
Doctor Eugenio de Salazar, Licentiate Benavente de Benavides. Licentiate Luis de Salcedo. By order of
the king our lord. Juan de Ibarra.
Registered, Gabriel de Oca. For the
Chancellor, Sebastián de la Vega.
In Mexico City, on 20 June 1604,
the president and oidores of the
Audiencia Real de la Nueva España
being in agreement, the Maese de
Campo (field master) Vicente de
Saldivar presented the royal order,
part of which was destroyed, and
asked that it be obeyed. Once seen
by said gentlemen, they obeyed it
with the reverence and with due
respect and said that it should be
observed and executed, as H.M.
orders, and that it should be settled
by Auto, and they signed it: Before
me, Cristóbal Osorio:
Don Felipe, by the grace of God
king of Castile, León, Aragón, the
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de las dos Sicilias, de Jerusalén, de
Portugal, de Navarra, de Granada,
de Toledo, de Valencia, de Galicia,
de Mallorcas, de Sevilla, de Cerdeña,
de Córdoba, de Córcega, de Murcia,
de Jaén, de los Algarves, de Algecira,
de Gibraltar, de las Islas de Canaria,
de las Indias Orientales y Occidentales, Islas y Tierra Firme del Mar
Océano, Archiduque de Austria, Du7
que de Borgoña,/ Brabante, y Milán,
Conde de Habsburgo, de Flandes, y
de Tirol, y de Barcelona, Señor de
Vizcaya y de Molina, etcétera: Por
cuanto habiendo tenido Don Luis
de Velasco, Caballero de la Orden
de Santiago, mi Virrey Lugarteniente,
Gobernador y Capitán General en la
Nueva España, y Presidente de la mi
Audiencia y Chancillería que en ella
reside, ciertas relaciones y avisos del
estado que toman al presente las cosas
de las provincias del Nuevo México, y
juntamente con esto la dejación que
Don Juan de Oñate, Gobernador de
las dichas provincias, parece haber
hecho del dicho cargo y visto cierto
pedimento que en razón de ello hizo
el dicho Licenciado Tomás de Espinosa de la Plaza, mi fiscal en la dicha mi
Audiencia de la dicha Nueva España,
sobre que el dicho mi virrey atento
a la dejación hecha del dicho cargo
por el dicho Don Juan de Oñate, y a
7v
estar resuelto de salir/ y desamparar
aquel presidio con toda la gente española que tenía si para el mes de junio
próximo venidero de este presente
año no se le enviasen nueva orden
y cierto socorro que pedía, y a que si

Two Sicilies, Jerusalem, Portugal,
Navarra, Granada, Toledo, Valencia,
Galicia, Mallorcas, Seville, Cerdeña, Córdoba, Corsica, Murcia, Jaén,
the Algarves, Algecira, Gibraltar,
Islas Canarias, Indias Orientales y
Occidentales, Islas y Tierra Firme
del Mar Oceano; Archduke of Austria, Duke of Borgoña, Brabante,
and Milan; Count of Habsburg,
Flanders, Tirol, and Barcelona;
Lord of Vizcaya and Molina, etc.
Don Luis de Velasco, Caballero de
la Orden de Santiago, my viceroy,
lieutenant, governor, and general
captain in New Spain, and president
of my Audiencia and Chancellery
that resides in it, having received
certain reports and notices about
the conditions that at present exist in
the provinces of Nuevo México, and
together with this the resignation
that Don Juan de Oñate, governor of
said provinces, appears to have made
from said office and having seen certain petition that because of it (the
resignation) was prepared by said
Licentiate Tomás de Espinosa de la
Plaza, my fiscal in my said Audiencia
in said New Spain, concerning the
fact that my viceroy, being aware
that said Don Juan de Oñate had
resigned said office and had resolved
to leave and leave unprotected that
presidio with all the Spanish people
in it if by June of the present year
no new order as well as certain
aid that he was requesting would
be received. If said decision and
resolution, by said Don Juan and
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la dicha resolución y determinación
del dicho Don Juan y sus soldados
se ejecutase sin espresa licencia mía
que por cédula mía tengo proveído y
mandado lo contrario demás que el
dicho Don Juan y los que le siguiesen
cometerían crímenes de si mayestates
(majestuosos) resultaría entre otros
graves inconvenientes y daños, como
lo serían, perderse cuatrocientas almas
de los que allí se habían bautizado
porque sin duda, en faltando de su
defensa los españoles, habían de apostatar, o morir con los demás indios que
hasta ahora habían contraído amistad
con los dichos españoles, mandase
nombrar gobernador en lugar del
dicho Don Juan de Oñate de los
8
que allá estaban, que en/ tretuviese y
amparase aquellas poblaciones, que
entretanto que se me consultaba, y por
mi otra cosa se proveyese, y mandase,
el dicho mi virrey para tomar en esto
la resolución que más conviniese a
mi servicio, tuve cierta junta con los
Licenciados Don Pedro de Otalora,
y Diego Núñez Morquecho, y Don
Juan Quesada de Figueroa, oidores
de la dicha Real Audiencia de la cual
resultó proveerse un Auto del tenor
siguiente:
En la ciudad de México a diez y
ocho días del mes de enero de mil
seiscientos y ocho años su excelencia
Don Luis de Velasco, Caballero de
la Orden de Santiago, Virrey Lugarteniente del Rey nuestro señor, su
Gobernador y Capitán General en
esta Nueva España, y Presidente de la
Real Audiencia y Chancillería que en
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his soldiers, were to be carried out
without my express permission, the
opposite of my cédula has provided
and ordered, and in addition that
said Don Juan and those who were
to follow him, they would be committing crimes and other grave harm
and damages, such as the loss of
four hundred souls who have been
baptized. If no Spaniards would
be there to defend them, undoubtedly they would apostate or die with
the other Indians who had become
friends of said Spaniards. [Because
of this] it was ordered that a governor
be named in lieu of said Don Juan
de Oñate, from among those who
were there, who would maintain and
protect those settlements while I was
consulted, so that I might provide
and order something else that my
viceroy resolve this in the manner
most fitting to my service. I had a
certain meeting with licentiates
Don Pedro de Otalora and Diego
Núñez Morquecho, and Don Juan
Quesada de Figueroa, oidores of said
Real Audiencia, from which resulted
an Auto that is as follows:

In the city of Mexico, on 18 January
1608, his Excellency Don Luis de
Velasco, Caballero de la Orden de
Santiago, my viceroy, lieutenant,
governor, and general captain in
New Spain, and president of my Audiencia and Chancellery that resides
in it, etc., having seen the petition
by Licentiate Tomas Espinosa de
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ella reside, etcetera. Habiendo visto
con los Licenciados Don Pedro de
Otalora, y Diego Núñez Morquecho,
y Don Juan Quesada de Figueroa,
8v
oidores de esta/ Real Audiencia,
lo pedido por el Licenciado Tomás
Espinosa de la Plaza, fiscal de S.M.
en ella, [a]cerca de lo proveído y
mandado por cédula de S.M., su fecha en Madrid a diez y siete de junio
del año pasado de mil seiscientos y
seis, y cartas y relaciones enviadas
por Don Juan de Oñate, Gobernador
del Nuevo México, y del Padre Fr.
Francisco de Escobar, Comisario de
aquella población, y de los vecinos
de ella, y la dejación hecha del dicho cargo por el dicho gobernador
dijeron que en nombre de S.M. se
acepte la dicha dejación, y se nombre
por el virrey persona que se encargue
del dicho gobierno de los que en el
Nuevo México asisten, y se mande al
dicho Don Juan no salga de el hasta
tanto que otra cosa se le mande. Y que
luego se despachen ocho soldados, a
los cuales se les pague a cada uno trescientos pesos de oro común a cuenta
de sus sueldos, a razón de cuatro años,
9
y cincuenta/ pesos del dicho oro por
año, a cuenta de la Real Hacienda,
que vayan de socorro y aviso al dicho
Nuevo México, para que no hagan
mudanza hasta tanto que consultado
S.M. del estado de las cosas de aquella
conquista y población, otra cosa provea. Y con ellos vaya el Padre Lázaro
Ximénez de la orden de San Francisco, y asimismo un armero, el que sea
uno de los dichos ocho soldados, y que
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la Plaza, fiscal of H.M. in it with
licentiates Don Pedro de Otalora and
Diego Núñez Morquecho, and Don
Juan Quesada de Figueroa, oidores
of said Real Audiencia, concerning
the petition by Licentiate Tomas
Espinoza de la Plaza, fiscal of H.M.
in it, about what was provided and
ordered by cédula of H.M., dated in
Madrid on 17 June of the past year
of 1606, and letters and reports sent
by Don Juan de Oñate, Governor of
Nuevo México, and by Father Fray
Francisco de Escobar, Commissary of
that settlement, and by the vecinos
in it, and the resignation made by
said governor, that in name of H.M.
said resignation be accepted and that
the viceroy name a person to take
charge of said government and of
those who serve in Nuevo México.
And further, that said Don Juan be ordered not to leave until he is ordered
to do something else and that eight
soldiers be dispatched soon, each of
whom should be paid 300 pesos of
common gold, from their salaries,
for four years, and also fifty pesos of
said gold per year, from the Royal
Treasury, that the soldiers go to help
and to take notice of this to Nuevo
México, so that those there do not
leave until H.M., having been consulted concerning the state of things
in that conquest and settlement, orders something else. And that Father
Lázaro Ximénez, of the order of San
Francisco, should go with them and,
in the same manner, an armorer, as
one of the eight soldiers, and that
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se les envíe algún socorro según a su
excelencia pareciere que convenga.
Y así lo mandaron asentar por Auto.
Don Luis de Velasco; el Licenciado
Don Pedro de Otalora; el Licenciado
Diego Núñez Morquecho; El doctor
Juan Quesada de Figueroa. Ante mi,
Alonso Pardo.
Por tanto en conformidad de lo proveído por el dicho auto de susoincorporado, por la buena relación que
tengo de la persona de vos el Capitán
Juan Martínez de Montoya, y acatando lo que me habéis servido, y espero
me serviréis en las dichas provincias
del Nuevo México, por la presente
9v
con acuerdo del dicho mi Vi/ rrey,
os elijo, nombro y señalo para que las
rijáis y gobernéis en lugar del dicho
Don Juan de Oñate, por el tiempo
que fuere mi voluntad, y la del dicho
mi virrey en mi nombre, procurando
su población y aumento y conservación, y que los indios naturales de
ellas que están asentados y poblados
de paz y reducidos a nuestra Santa
Fe Católica, sean mantenidos y amparados en justicia y buena doctrina,
disponiendo y ordenando las demás
cosas de las dichas provincias, como
mas sea en servicio de Dios, y mío,
excusando las entradas voluntarias
contra los indios que no estuvieren de
paz, permitiendo que solo las hagan
los religiosos que quisieren salir en la
forma Apostólica a fundar y plantar
nuestra Santa Fe, y esto de manera
que quede doctrina bastante para los
10
que al presente están de paz y/ en
estando a vuestra orden y obediencia
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whatever aid his excellency would
think appropriate, should be sent to
them. And they so ordered by Auto.
Don Luis de Velasco; Licentiate don
Pedro de Otalora; Licentiate Diego
Núñez Morquecho; Doctor Juan
Quesada de Figueroa. Before me,
Alonso Pardo.
Therefore, in agreement with what
is decreed in said Auto, incorporated
above, and by the good report that I
have about you, Captain Juan Martínez de Montoya, and keeping in
mind what you have served me, and
hope you will serve me, in said provinces of Nuevo México, by means of
this, with the concurrence of my said
viceroy, I select, name and appoint
you to rule and govern them instead
of said Don Juan de Oñate, for the
time that I and my viceroy would
wish, conserving and increasing its
population, and seeing to it that the
native Indians who are settled and
converted to our Holy Catholic Faith
be kept and protected in justice and
good doctrine, disposing and ordering the other things concerning said
provinces in a manner that will be
best for the service of God, and mine,
not permitting voluntary entradas
against the Indians who might not
be pacified, only allowing those men
of the cloth who might want to go
as apostles to found and plant our
Holy Faith. This is to be done in a
manner that insures that those who
at present are pacified be properly
indoctrinated and, being under your
command and obedience, I order
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todas y cualquier personas estantes y
habitantes en las dichas provincias,
según y como lo han estado a la
del dicho Don Juan de Oñate, a
los cuales mando os obedezcan y
cumplan vuestros mandamientos y os
acudan siempre que fuere necesario
y los llamáredes so las penas que les
pusieredes, las cuales ejecutaréis en
los rebeldes y inobedientes, que para
todo lo susodicho y lo anexo y dependiente os doy poder y facultad cual
de derecho se requiere, y mando que
en lo aquí contenido, no sea puesta
dificultad ni impedimento alguno,
que yo por la presente os recibo, y
he por recibido, al uso y ejercicio,
y os encargo y mando tengáis con el
dicho Don Juan de Oñate toda buena
correspondencia, haciéndole honrar
y respetar por su calidad y edad y los
cargos que ha ejercido en las dichas
10v
provincias./ Aconsejaos con el en
todas las cosas y casos que se hubieren
de disponer que pidan maduro consejo, y por entender será muy acertado el
suyo con la larga experiencia que tiene
de las de aquellas provincias, el cual
haréis notificar, y que se notifique, no
salga de ellas hasta tanto que por mi, o
por el dicho mi virrey en mi nombre,
otra cosa se ordene y mande porque de
lo contrario me tendré por deservido.
Dada en la ciudad de México a veinte
y siete días del mes de febrero de mil y
seiscientos y ocho años. Don Luis de
Velasco. Yo Alonso Pardo, teniente del
secretario mayor de gobernación de
la Nueva España por el Rey nuestro
señor. {Nota del escribano: Lo demás

all and any persons that inhabit or
are presently residing in said provinces to comply with and obey your
commands, and come before you
whenever it may be necessary, as
they have under Don Juan de Oñate.
And you are to summon them under
whatever penalties you may establish,
which you will impose on those who
rebel and disobey you. By means of
all that follows and is attached, I grant
you power and authority required by
law. And I order that no difficulty or
impediment be placed in the ways of
what is herein contained. By means
of this I admit you and have admitted
you to that employment and exercise.
And I command you to treat said
Don Juan de Oñate properly, making others honor and respect him
because of his quality, age, and the
offices he has held in said provinces.
Secure his advice in all things and
cases that should be disposed which
require mature advice, and because
it is understood his advice will be
very apt, given the considerable experience he has in those provinces.
You will notify him not to leave said
provinces until something else by
me, or by my said viceroy in my
name, is ordered, because if the opposite is done I will consider myself
not served. Given in Mexico City
on 27 February 1608. Don Luis de
Velasco. I, Alonso Pardo, lieutenant
of the chief secretary of government
of New Spain [appointed] by the king
our lord. {Scribes note: The other
material written by Alonso Pardo
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que contiene lo suscrito de Alonso
Prado no se pudo leer por estar el
sello real encima.} Registrada Don
Juan de Ribera; Chanciller: Don Juan
11
de Ribera./
Don Juan de Oñate, Gobernador,
Capitán General y Adelantado, conquistador, pacificador y poblador de
los Reinos y provincias del Nuevo
México, y de las a ellas comarcanas,
y circunvecinas, por el Rey nuestro
señor, etcetera. Por cuanto el Capitán
Juan Martínez de Montoya, del Consejo de Guerra de este Real ejercito,
natural del pueblo de Navalagamella,
que es dos leguas de la villa del Escorial, en los Reinos de Castilla, me
ha hecho relación diciendo que ha
servido a S.M. en éste dicho Nuevo
México, y pacificación y reducción
de él, a su costa, en minción con sus
armas y caballos desde el principio
que se comenzó a levantar e conducir
gente para el socorro que S.M. envió
a estas dichas provincias, que fue la
segunda jornada de esta conquista,
que ha siete años y un mes. Y que
los cuatro meses de ellos estuvo en la
11v
ciudad de México haciendo gente/
para el dicho socorro, por alférez
de la compañía del Capitán Don
Jerónimo de Torres, y que el un año
gastó en venir desde la dicha ciudad,
a estos dichos reinos, con un mes
que estuvo, enarbolado estandarte,
por capitán de esta jornada, en el
valle de San Bartolomé, aguardando
el despacho de los comisarios para
entrar en este dicho Nuevo México,
y que los cinco años y nueve meses
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could not be read because the royal
seal was impressed on it.} Registered
Don Juan de Ribera, Chancellor.
Don Juan de Ribera.
Don Juan de Oñate, Governor, Captain General and Adelantado, conqueror, pacifier, and settler of the
kingdoms and provinces of Nuevo
México and of those near and around
them, [appointed] by the king our
lord, etc. Captain Juan Martínez de
Montoya, of the Council of War of
this royal army, born in Navalagamella, which is two leagues from
the village of the Escorial in the
kingdoms of Castile, has given me a
report saying that he has served H.M.
in this said Nuevo México, and in
its pacification and conquest, at his
own cost and expense, with his arms
and horses from the beginning that
the recruitment of the people sent to
aid these provinces was started. This
was the second expedition in this
conquest and took place seven years
and one month ago. In this period
he spent four months in Mexico
City recruiting people for said aid as
alférez of the company of Captain
Don Jerónimo de Torres, serving as
a standard bearer, one year traveling
from said city to these kingdoms,
including one month as captain of
this expedition, [while they were] detained in the valley of San Bartolomé
where they were waiting orders to
enter this Nuevo México. And for five
years and nine months he has served
and remained in these kingdoms and
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ha asistido y durado en estos dichos
reinos y provincias, en la conquista,
pacificación y reducción de ellos,
sin haber salido en todos los dichos
cinco años y nueve meses, a Tierra de
Paz, ni se haber apartado de la dicha
conquista, presupuesto la era heroica
de reducir almas al gremio de nuestra
Santa Fe Católica, y servir a S.M.
como bueno y leal vasallo para que
se amplíen y extiendan y ensanchen
sus reinos, tèrminos y señoríos, y todo
12
ello se ponga/ debajo de Su Real
Corona; y pues que a mi me consta,
por recaudos bastantes que ante mi
ha presentado, el tiempo que ha que
comenzó a servir al Rey nuestro señor
en la Nueva España en las ocasiones
de esta conquista, y que cargos y cosas
del servicio de S.M. ha hecho y se ha
ocupado en favor de esta jornada y los
demás pues los he tenido presentes y
visto por vista de ojos, y que han sido
por mi orden, no los especificaba,
y que conforme a lo dispuesto en la
Real Provisión atrás contenida que la
[ha] cumplido con sus obligaciones
ganado y conseguido con las armas
en la mano, la exención, libertad y
merced que por ella S.M. le hace de
hacerle hijodalgo de solar conocido
a el y sus hijos legítimos y legítimos
descendientes, y de todas las demás
12v
que le tiene con-/ cedidas por mis
capitulaciones y ordenanzas Reales de
nuevos descubrimientos y que me suplicaba le declarase por tal hijodalgo
a el y a sus hijos legítimos y legítimos
descendientes y que le concediese y
comunicase todas las demás mercedes
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provinces, assisting in their conquest,
pacification, and subjugation. [He
did this] without having gone during those five years and nine months
to pacified land, nor was he absent
from said conquest in that time,
which was [undertaken] heroically
to convert souls to our Holy Catholic
Faith and to serve H.M. as a good and
loyal vassal to increase his kingdoms,
territories, and dominions, all to be
placed under his royal Crown. Since
it is a matter of record in the many
reports and documents he presented
before me, I am certain of the time
since he began to serve the king, our
lord, in New Spain, in this conquest,
and of which offices and things he
has been occupied in the service
of H.M. during this expedition and
other [actions] that I have seen with
my own eyes and which have been
ordered by me, not specified by him;
and in agreement with what is provided in the royal provision included
earlier, and [since this is a matter of
record that] he has fulfilled his obligations and obtained with arms in
his hand the exemption, prerogative,
and privileges that H.M. grants him
and makes him an hidalgo de solar
conocido and his legitimate sons and
daughters and descendants, and all
the other privileges conceded by my
capitulaciones and royal ordinances
concerning new discoveries and that
he implored that I declare him and
his legitimate sons and daughters and
legitimate descendants such hidalgos
and that I concede and extend to
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que le pertenecen en cualquier forma
y manera, como a tal conquistador. Y
que si más le convenía pedir, lo pedía.
E por mi visto ser justa su demanda,
y verdadera su relación, y constarme,
como me consta, de que enarboló en
la dicha ciudad de México en veinte
y ocho días del mes de agosto de mil
quinientos y noventa y nueve, por alférez de la compañía del dicho capitán
Don Jerónimo de Torres, y que tuvo
enarbolado estandarte cuatro meses,
gastando con los soldados de la dicha
compañía de su hacienda todo lo
que fue necesario, con mano franca y
liberal, y que fue elegido y nombrado
en la dicha ciudad/13 por capitán de
esta dicha conquista, que es la fecha
de su conducta, en ella a veinte y tres
días del mes de diciembre del dicho
año de noventa y nueve, y que salió de
esta dicha ciudad a dos días del mes
de enero del año de mil y seis[cientos]
años, a levantar gente, así conquistadores como pobladores, al valle de
San Bartolomé, que es en la Nueva
Vizcaya, siéndole costoso este viaje,
así de caballos, mulas, bueyes, como
de otros gastos. Y asimismo enarboló
en dicho valle e hizo tocar caja y
clarín publicando la jornada, estuvo
enarbolado hasta tanto que vinieron a
despachar la gente del dicho socorro
Juan Guerra de Resa, mi teniente, y
los comisarios de ella, Juan de Gordejuela, y Juan de Sotelo, que hicieron
lista general en el dicho valle a veinte
y ocho días de agosto del dicho año. Y
despachadas las compañías del dicho
socorro, el dicho capitán Juan Martí-
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him the other privileges that pertain
to him in whatever form and manner, as a such conqueror, and that if
more was useful to him to ask for, he
would request it. In my view, his petition is just and his report is truthful.
It is a matter of record, as it is, that
he served as standard bearer in said
Mexico City on 28 August 1599, as
alférez of the company of Captain
Don Jerónimo de Torres, and that
he served as standard bearer for four
months, spending on the soldiers of
said company what was necessary
from his assets, with a free and liberal hand. And that he was elected
and named in said city as captain in
this said conquest, that the date of
his commission was 23 December
of said year of 1599, and that he left
this said city to go to the valley of
San Bartolomé, which is in Nueva
Vizcaya, on 2 January 1600, to recruit
people, both conquerors and settlers,
the trip being costly to him, both in
horses, mules, oxen, and in other
outlays. And in the same manner
he served as standard bearer in said
valley and had the expedition announced with drum and trumpet,
until my lieutenant, Juan Guerra
de Resa, and the commissaries of
the expedition, Juan de Gordejuela
and Juan de Sotelo, came to dispatch
the people, making a general roster
in said valley on 28 August of said
year. And when the company was
dispatched with said relief, Captain
Juan Martínez de Montoya with it,
as one of the captains of war and
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nez de Montoya en el, por uno de los
capitanes del Consejo de Guerra, y
por teniente de Maese de Campo, que
llegó a este real y villa de San Gabriel
13v
el dicho capitán, y socorro/ a veinte y
cuatro días del mes de diciembre del
dicho año de mil y seis[cientos] años, y
metió en estas dichas provincias veinte
y un caballos y dos mulas, cuatro sillas
jinetas, una brida, dos arcabuces, un
pistolete, cuatro espadas, dos dagas,
tres cotas, dos sobrevistas, dos pares de
escarcelas, y su caballo armado, herraje, pólvora, y otros muchos pertrechos
de guerra, con todo lo demás necesario para el adorno de su persona,
todo ello en abundancia, que valdría
cantidad de pesos; habiendo pasado
en el dicho viaje inmensos trabajos
de aguas, nieves y fríos por marchar
el dicho real en el rigor del invierno y
por merecerlo sus servicios y persona,
y tener el valor necesario para el dicho
efecto y cargo de capitán le di, en éste
dicho real segunda conducta, que su
fecha en este real a veinte y ocho días
del mes de abril de mil y seis[cientos]
años y un año, y fue uno de los capitanes que yo nombré para llevar con
14
mi persona al descubrimiento/ de la
ranchería y famosos llanos de Cíbola,
por tener de el tan entera satisfacción.
Y en la guerra que tuve en ella, con
los Escanjaquenes peleó a caballo
valerosamente, muy a satisfacción
mía y de mi Maese de Campo y de
todo el ejercito hasta tanto que por la
misericordia de Dios nuestro señor
fueron vencidos y los cautivos traídos
a mi presencia, donde se consiguió

as lieutenant Maese de Campo,
it arrived with the aid at this Real
and village of San Gabriel on 24
December 1600, and brought into
these provinces twenty one horses
and two mules, four horse saddles,
a bridle, two harquebuses, a small
pistol, four swords, two daggers,
three coats of mail, two helmets,
two pairs of thigh armor, and his armored horse, [some] iron, and many
more war supplies, and all that was
needed for his own accouterment,
all in abundance, which would have
cost many pesos.
Having experienced in said journey
much difficulty in rains, snows, and
cold weather in order to march his
company in the winter, and because
his services and person are deserving
and because he had the necessary
courage to do that and to exercise
the office of captain, I gave him, in
this camp, a second commission,
issued in this camp on 28 April 1601,
and he was one of the captains that I
named to take with me to the discovery of the ranches and famous plains
of Cíbola, because I was highly satisfied with him.

And in the war that I had there with
the Escanjaquenes, he fought on
horseback with much courage, much
to my satisfaction and that of my
Maese de Campo and all the army,
until, thanks to the mercy of God
our Lord, they were defeated and the
prisoners brought to my presence.
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una muy notable victoria, siendo los
nuestros tan pocos en número que
la alcanzaron los bárbaros tan sin
el. Y se halló en el castigo que fui a
hacer a los Taos, donde fue con mi
persona, que la suya cobró allí muy
buena reputación, y en las paces
que entre los dichos Taos y Teguas
se hicieron, y en la pacificación del
pueblo fuerte de Ácoma, con los
reverendos padres Fray Francisco
de Velasco, Comisario Apostólico,
y Fray Juan de Escalona, y Fray
Francisco de Escobar, que en esta
14v
ocasión se consiguió la paz con/ los
naturales del dicho pueblo. Y luego
fue con el capitán Márquez, que iba
por cabo con doce soldados, haciendo escolta al sobredicho comisario,
que fue a visitar las provincias de
Suni (Zuni) y Moqui (Hopi), y de
allí pasaron a los Cruzados por cierta
noticia que había de unas minas,
las cuales descubrieron; y trajeron
noticia de la Mar del Sur y secretos
de ella y de los de la tierra adentro.
E cuando yo fui a descubrir el dicho
mar le dejé por persona de gran confianza en esta dicha villa para guarda
y defensa de ella, y por del Consejo
de Guerra, y acudió como muy leal
vasallo de S.M. a su Real servicio, y
dio, de diez caballos que tenía, los
cinco para el dicho viaje. Y cuando
salí a Tierra de Paz a dar cuenta a
S.M. de lo sucedido, asimismo le
dejé en esta dicha villa por alcalde
ordinario, donde administró justicia
con mucha cristiandad y buen celo,
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There he achieved a very notable
victory, since our people were so
few in number that the barbarians
might have won without him. And
he was present on the punitive expedition that I made to the Taos,
where he went with me [and] where
he gained a very respected reputation, as well as in the pacifications
that were made among Taos and
Teguas and in the pacification of the
pueblo-fort of Ácoma, with the reverend fathers Francisco de Velasco,
Apostolic Commissary, and Fray Juan
de Escalona, and Fray Francisco de
Escobar, where, on this occasion,
peace was achieved with the natives
of said town. And then he went with
Captain Márquez, who was going
as head of twelve soldiers, escorting
said commissary who went to visit
the provinces of Zuni and Hopi, and
from there they went to the Cruzados
because of certain news about some
mines which they discovered, and
they brought news about the Mar
del Sur and some secrets about it,
and about Tierra Adentro. And when
I went to discover said sea, I left him
in this village as a very trustworthy
person, for its protection and defense
and as a member of the Council of
War. And he, as a very loyal vassal of
H.M., attended to his royal service,
and of the ten horses he had, provided five for said expedition. And when
I went to pacified land to give H.M.
an account of what had happened,
I left him in this village as alcalde
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favoreciendo las justas causas pías y
15
de caridad con/ mucha entereza y
rectitud.

Y cuando mi Maese de Campo fue a
la jornada de la Mar en busca de la
laguna e isla, que salió de esta villa
a quince días del mes de setiembre
de este año de mil y seiscientos
y seis, dio para la dicha jornada
cuatro caballos, y por mi mandado
se quedó en esta dicha villa por ser
su persona necesaria y conveniente
en guarda de la iglesia y Real estandarte, con sus armas y caballos sin
otros muchos servicios y salidas que
ha hecho, así contra los apaches,
como en traer plomo de las minas
para munición, que merece remuneración, y sería muy bien empleado en
su persona cualquier favor y merced
que S.M. le haga, [a]demás de la que
le ha hecho, de hacerle hijodalgo
de solar conocido a el y a sus hijos
legítimos y legítimos descendientes,
habiéndolo también merecido porque ha sido siempre muy leal y muy
15v
obediente a sus oficiales mayores,/ y
ha dado buena cuenta de todo lo que
ha sido a su cargo y no se ha hallado
en motín, ni en otro ningún maltrato
sino que siempre ha sido muy leal
vasallo de Su Majestad y le ha servido
muy lealmente con su persona, armas,
caballos, y hacienda, sin haber sido
socorrido de ajenas expensas en esta
dicha conquista, y en cargos muy
honrosos que ha tenido, porque ha
sido cual factor, consultor y asesor
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ordinario, where he administered
justice as a true Christian, with zeal,
favoring the just and pious causes as
well as those having to do with charity
with entire rectitude.
And when my Maese de Campo went
on the expedition to the sea, searching for the lake and island, leaving
this village on 16 September 1606,
he provided for said expedition four
horses, and by my order he remained
in this village because his person was
necessary and fitting to guard the
church and royal standard with his
weapons and horses, [not listing] the
many other services and sorties that
he has performed, such as against
the Apaches, or bringing lead for
ammunition from the mines, which
deserve to be remunerated. And it
would be a very good thing to give
him any favor or privilege that H.M.
wishes, in addition to making him
and his legitimate sons and daughters
and legitimate descendants hidalgos
of solar conocido, which he has also
deserved because he has always been
very loyal and very obedient to his superiors and has given a good account
of all that has been assigned to him
and has not been part of any mutiny
or of any mistreatment, but has always
been a very loyal vassal of H.M. and
has served him loyally with his person,
weapons, horses, and assets, without
having received help from others in
this conquest, and [he has served] in
very honorable posts since he has been
factor (agent), consultant, and adviser
to the very reverend father Fray Juan
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del muy reverendo Padre Fray Juan
de Escalona, Comisario Apostólico de
estos dichos reinos y provincias. E por
cuanto fuera de los cuatro meses que
tuvo enarbolado estandarte en México
por alférez del dicho capitán, y el año
de camino para venir a este dicho
Nuevo México, con el mes que estuvo
enarbolado estandarte por capitán a su
costa, ha servido a S.M. en esta dicha
conquista los cinco años que la Real
Provisión atrás contenida declara, y
mas nueve meses que ha durado y
16
asistido en estos dichos/ reinos sin
haber salido de ellos, ni apartadose de
la dicha conquista en todos los dichos
cinco años y nueve meses.
Por lo cual le declaro por tal Conquistador para que goce de sus preeminencias, que como tal le tengo dado
en nombre de S.M. un pueblo en los
Emez Altos, que se llama Santiago,
por las tres vidas, la cual dicha merced y mercedes, en virtud de lo en
ella contenido y del poder y facultad
que tengo del Rey nuestro señor, y
usando de el en su Real nombre le
comunico y otorgo y plenariamente
le concedo al dicho Capitán Juan
Martínez de Montoya y a sus hijos
legítimos, y legítimos descendientes, todas las mercedes declaradas y
contenidas en dicha Real Provisión,
y le declaro por hijodalgo de casa y
solar conocido al dicho capitán Juan
Martínez de Montoya, y a los dichos
sus hijos legítimos y legítimos descendientes, y por persona y personas
nobles de linaje para que lo sea, y
16v
sean, desde hoy día de la data/ y
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de Escalona, Apostolic Commissary
in these kingdoms and provinces.
And in addition to the four months
that he served as standard bearer
in Mexico City as alférez of said
captain and [during] the year-long
expedition to this Nuevo México,
besides the month he had served
as standard bearer as captain, at his
own expense, he has served H.M. in
this said conquest for the five years
that the above inserted provisión
real declares, and nine months more
that he has remained and helped in
these said kingdoms without having
left them in all five years and nine
months.
Because of this I declare him [to be]
such a Conqueror so that he may
profit from its prerogatives, and as
such, in the name of H.M. I have
given him a pueblo, located in the
Emez (possibly Jemez) Altos named
Santiago, for three lives, which said
grant and grants that are made by
virtue of what is contained in said
provisión real and of the power and
authority that I hold from the king
our lord, and in His Royal name I
name him and grant to said Captain
Juan Martínez de Montoya, and to
his legitimate sons and daughters
and legitimate descendants all the
privileges contained in said Provisión, and declare him and to his
legitimate sons and daughters and
legitimate descendants hidalgos de
solar conocido, and as person or
persons of noble lineage so that he
and they can be from today, the day
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fecha de esta merced que S.M. le ha
hecho para siempre jamás, realmente
y con efecto para siempre jamás, en
todos los reinos y señoríos de S.M.
de la Corona de Castilla, como por
su Real Provisión atrás contenida se
especifica y declara. Y pueda gozar
el dicho Capitán Juan Martínez de
Montoya, y gocen sus hijos legítimos y legítimos descendientes de
todos los favores, gracias, privilegios,
libertades, franquezas, inmunidades,
prerrogativas, y exenciones, asientos
y debidos honores, y demás cosas
que los caballeros hijosdalgo de solar
conocido de los Reinos de Castilla
gozan, alcanzan y les pertenecen, y
gozar pueden, en cualquier forma y
manera, pues el dicho capitán lo es,
y de las demás mercedes que S.M.
le tiene concedidas, por mis capitulaciones, asiento y ordenanzas de
nuevos descubrimientos, por cuanto
ha cumplido, como dicho tengo, por
entero todo su tiempo y durado los di17
chos cinco años, y más/ nueve meses,
[a]cerca de asistir y durar en el dicho
Nuevo México y conquista de el, sin
haber salido de el en todo el dicho
tiempo con sus armas, y caballos y
demás pertrechos referidos, a su costa
y minción, hallándose al presente
después de haber cumplido con sus
obligaciones todas, y más, y haber
consumido mucha cantidad de hacienda con todas sus armas y persona,
y de caballo, y nueve caballos, y con
ganado mayor y menor; y pareceme
convenir poner aquí sus señas, el cual
es hombre de buena estatura, algo mo-
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of the date of this privilege that H.M.
has issued forever, and with true effect forever in all the kingdoms and
possessions of H.M. of the Crown of
Castile, as is specified and declared
by the provisión real above inserted.
And said Captain Juan Martínez de
Montoya, his legitimate sons and
daughters and legitimate descendants, can enjoy all favors, benefits,
privileges, freedoms, immunities,
prerogatives, exemptions, concessions and due honors, and other
things that the caballeros hidalgos de
solar conocido attain in the kingdoms
of Castile can enjoy and possess, in
whatever form, since said captain
is one. And he is to enjoy the other
privileges that H.M. has given him,
on the basis of my capitulations,
agreement, and ordinances for new
discoveries, and because he has fulfilled [his obligations], as I have
said, in its entirety all the time, and
has remained for the said five years
and nine additional months, being present and remaining in said
Nuevo México and its conquest,
without having left it in all that time
with his arms, and horses and the
other military supplies that were
mentioned earlier, all at his own cost
and expense. Further, he is presently
here after having fulfilled all of his
obligations and more, and having
spent most of his assets with all of
his arms, both for his person and for
his horse, and nine horses and small
and large livestock. And I believe it
is fitting to place here a description
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reno de rostro con una señal de herida
por [en]cima de la sien derecha, y con
un lunar en medio de la rodilla de la
pierna derecha, no muy negro, y con
una señal en la pierna izquierda, por
la parte de afuera por [en]cima del
tobillo; y será de cincuenta años, poco
mas o menos. Dada y sellada con el
sello mayor de gobernación/17v en la villa de San Gabriel del Nuevo México
a seis días del mes de octubre de mil
seiscientos y seis años. Don Juan de
Oñate. Por mandado del Gobernador:
Juan Gutiérrez Bocanegra, Secretario.
En el Pueblo de Santo Domingo del
Nuevo México, a diez días del mes
de agosto de mil y seiscientos y ocho
años, ante Don Christóbal de Oñate,
Gobernador y Capitán General de
este reino, la presentó el contenido
y se leyó: El Capitán Juan Martínez
de Montoya parezco ante vuestra
merced y digo: Que después que el
señor adelantado me dio mi carta de
hidalguía, he hecho más servicios
a S.M. de los contenidos en ella,
como es haber ido, por mandado
de vuestra merced siendo Teniente
de Gobernador y Capitán General,
contra los apaches salteadores, por
18
capitán de la gente que para el/ efecto vuestra merced ordenó dos veces,
y por mandado de su señoría otra
con vuestra merced cuando dieron
en el Real de noche flechándonos
desde lo alto de un cerro y el haber
aguardado un año, mientras se fue a
dar cuenta al señor virrey del estado
de las cosas de esta tierra, y el haber
hecho plaza en Santa Fe, y en el
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of his person: He is a man of good
height, his face somewhat dark with
a scar over the right temple, and
with a not very black mole in the
middle of the right knee, and with
a scar on the left leg, on the outside,
above the ankle. And he is probably
fifty years old, approximately. Given
and sealed with the principal seal of
the government in the village of San
Gabriel in Nuevo México on 6 October 1606. Don Juan de Oñate. By
order of the governor. Juan Gutiérrez Bocanegra, secretary.
In the Pueblo of Santo Domingo in
Nuevo México, on 10 August 1608,
before Don Cristóbal de Oñate, governor and general captain of this
kingdom, the following petition was
presented: [I] Captain Juan Martínez
de Montoya appear before your honor
and say that after the Adelantado gave
me my letter of hidalguía, I have performed more services for H.M. than
those mentioned in it, such as having
gone, on orders of your honor when
he was lieutenant of governor and
general captain, against the thieving
Apaches as captain of the people that
for that purpose your honor ordered
twice, and by your honor’s order;
another with your honor, when they
attacked the Real in the night, shooting arrows from the height of a hill,
and having waited one year while a
report of the state of this land was sent
to the viceroy, and haber hecho plaza
(emphasis added) in Santa Fe, and
in the Real of Santa Buenaventura,
Real de Minas, and having helped
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Real de San Buenaventura, Real de
Minas, y sido en ayuda a descubrirlas, y he poblado en el dicho Real,
y antes de esto asimismo poblé en
la villa de San Gabriel e hice casa
siendo en ella alcalde ordinario este
año de mil y seiscientos y ocho. Y
ha venido a mi noticia que vuestra
merced quiere despachar a la Nueva
España a cosas tocantes al servicio
de S.M., y para ello ha de ir un religioso. Por tanto a vuestra merced
18v
pido/ y suplico se sirva de me dar
licencia para con los que más, para
el efecto vuestra merced nombrare,
ir haciendo escolta al dicho Padre
y que en ella vayan estos servicios
pues es justicia. Juan Martínez de
Montoya. Y pido se me dé certificación de los servicios y de como
quedé en guarda de la Iglesia y Real
cuando la guerra de los jumanos, y
poblé en Santa Fe, y ayudé a quemar
los ídolos de estas provincias. Juan
Martínez de Montoya. Y vista por el
dicho gobernador dijo que certificaba
a todos los [que] esta vieren que el capitán Juan Martínez de Montoya ha
servido a S.M. en todas las ocasiones
que alega en la petición de arriba y
el tiempo que ha que se hicieron sus
papeles de hidalgo por que S.M. le
debe ya [ha]cer merced, y por esta
19
le da licencia para que vaya a la/
Nueva España y haciendo escolta a
los Padres Fray Lázaro Ximénez, y
Fray Ysidro Ordóñez en compañía de
los demás que van en la dicha escolta. Y para que conste de pedimento
del dicho capitán Juan Martínez de
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in their discovery, and having settled
in said Real. And before this, in the
same manner, I settled in the village
of San Gabriel, and established a
household there while I was alcalde
ordinario in it this year of 1608. And
I have received news that your honor
wants to send to New Spain things
related to the service of H.M. and that
for that purpose a man of the cloth
has to go there. Therefore, I ask and
beg your honor to give me permission so that with the others, who for
that purpose your grace may name,
I could go to escort said Father, and
that in it should go these services
because it is just. Juan Martínez de
Montoya. And I request that I be
given a certification of my services
and of the fact that I remained guarding the church and Real during the
war against the Jumanos and that I
settled in Santa Fe, and helped burn
the idols of these provinces. Juan
Martínez de Montoya. When this
was reviewed by said governor, he
said that he certified to all who may
see that Captain Juan Martínez de
Montoya has served H.M. on all the
occasions that he claims in the above
petition and during the time that has
passed since his hidalguía documents
were prepared, because H.M. should
make him a grant. And by means of
this [document] he gives authorization so that he can go to New Spain as
escort of Fathers Fray Lázaro Ximénez
and Fray Ysidro Ordóñez in company
with those who go there as said escort.
And because of the petition of said
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Montoya di la presente en el pueblo
de Santo Domingo a diez días de
agosto de mil y seiscientos y ocho
años. Don Christóbal de Oñate. Por
mandado del gobernador. Gutiérrez
Bocanegra, secretario.
Y así presentada la dicha petición y
resaboco (recaudo) y vista por el mi
dicho presidente y oidores mandaron
se llevase al Licenciado Espinosa,
mi fiscal de la dicha mi Audiencia,
el cual en su respuesta de ello, por
petición dijo que siendo yo servido
se le podrá dar la dicha Provisión
que pedía sin perjuicio de mi Real
fisco, y sin que por esto se atribuyese
a los dichos recaudos mas eficacia y
autoridad de lo que en si tenían y de
derecho les pertenecían. Y así dada
la dicha respuesta, por el dicho mi
19v
Presi-/ dente y oidores se pronunció
un Auto del tenor siguiente:
En la ciudad de México a once días
del mes de diciembre de mil y seiscientos y ocho años, los señores Presidente y oidores de la Audiencia Real
de la Nueva España, habiendo visto lo
pedido por el capitán Juan Martínez
de Montoya, y acerca de que atento a
que fue a servir a S.M. nombrado por
capitán para la conquista del Nuevo
México con la gente que se envió de
socorro, en la segunda jornada, al
principio del año de mil y seiscientos,
y estuvo sirviendo por su persona armas y caballos y criados actualmente
en todas las ocasiones de guerra y
de paz que por Don Juan de Oñate,
Gobernador y Capitán General, le fue
ordenado, tiempo de ocho años, poco
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Captain Juan Martínez de Montoya,
and so that all is verified, I issued this
in the town of Santo Domingo on 10
August 1608. Don Cristóbal de Oñate.
By order of the governor. Gutiérrez
Bocanegra, secretary.
When the said petition and evidence
had been presented and seen by my
president and oidores, they ordered
it be sent to Licentiate Espinosa,
my fiscal in my Audiencia, who in
his response said that if I would so
desire, it would be possible to issue
the said Provisión that he asked for
without harm to my royal treasury,
without implying that because of this
more weight and authority would be
given to his documents than they
had and by law belonged to them.
When said response had been made,
my president and oidores issued an
Auto as follows:
In Mexico City, on 11 December
1608, the president and oidores of the
Audiencia Real de la Nueva España,
having seen what was requested by
Captain Juan Martínez de Montoya,
and aware that he went to serve H.M.,
named as captain in the conquest of
Nuevo México, with the people that
were sent as support, in the second
expedition, at the beginning of 1600.
And that he in fact served with his
arms and horses and servants on all
the occasions of peace and war that
Don Juan de Oñate, Governor and
Captain General, ordered him, for
a time of eight years, approximately,
until now. And that with permission
of Don Cristóbal de Oñate, son of
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más o menos, hasta ahora que con
licencia de Don Christóbal de Oñate,
hijo del dicho gobernador, a quien el
cabildo del Nuevo México nombró
20
para se la dar, vino del dicho/ reino,
habiendo gastado en la conquista de
su hacienda más de cinco mil pesos.
Y por constarme de sus servicios,
había sido nombrado por gobernador
del dicho Nuevo México en lugar
del dicho Don Juan de Oñate, por
haber el susodicho hecho dejación
del dicho cargo, y que para tener
el recaudo necesario de los dichos
sus servicios y de las franquezas,
y libertades que S.M. había sido
servido de conceder conforme a la
Real Provisión que sobre ella mandó
librar, se le de carta y provisión real
en que vaya inserta de su hidalguía,
que en el dicho Nuevo México ganó
y consiguió, y los dichos sus recaudos
de que hizo presentación y la dicha
Provisión de S.M. en que concedió
las dichas preeminencias e hidalguía
a los que sirviesen cinco años, para
que el goce de las dichas franquezas
y exenciones. Y habiendo visto lo
respondido por el Licenciado Tomás
20v
Espinosa de la Plaza, Fiscal de Su/
Majestad en esta Real Audiencia en
que dice se le puede dar la dicha
Provisión Real que pide sin que por
esto se atribuya a los dichos recaudos
presentados más eficacia y autoridad
de la que en si tiene y de derecho les
compete; Dijeron que mandaban, y
mandaron, se le de al dicho Capitán
Juan Martínez de Montoya la dicha
provisión real por su parte pedida en
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said governor, whom the cabildo of
Nuevo México named to give him
the permit, he came from said kingdom having spent in the conquest,
from his assets, more than 5,000 pesos. And since his services have been
confirmed and verified to me, he
was named governor of said Nuevo
México in place of said Don Juan de
Oñate, because the latter resigned
from said office, and that in order
to have sufficient evidence of his
services and of the prerogatives and
freedoms that H.M. had conceded
in accordance with the provisión real
that concerning it he had ordered
issued, I ordered that the provisión
real and a letter be given to him in
which there should be inserted that
of his hidalguía, which he earned
and obtained in said Nuevo México,
together with the other documents
he presented, and said provisión of
H.M. in which he conceded said
prerogatives and hidalguía to those
who would serve five years, so that he
can enjoy said freedoms and exemptions. And having seen the response
by Licentiate Tomás Espinoza de
la Plaza, fiscal of H.M. in this Real
Audiencia, in which he says that said
provisión he requests could be given
to him without this meaning that
such act attributes said documents
more weight and authority than is
already contained in them and that is
incumbent by law, they said that they
would order, and did order, that said
Captain Juan Martínez de Montoya
be given said provisión real that he
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razón de lo susodicho y en la conformidad de lo que así pide y consiente
el dicho fiscal de S.M. Y así lo pronunciaron y mandaron, el cual dicho
auto fue notificado al dicho mi fiscal,
el cual dijo que se le diese la dicha mi
provisión como lo tenía consentido.
Y para que haya efecto mandé dar
esta mi carta por la cual os mando
21
a todos/ y a cada uno de vos, según
dicho es, que veáis la dicha mi carta
de suso incorporada, que así mandé
librar para los que me sirviesen en
la dicha jornada del dicho Nuevo
México, y con el dicho Capitán Juan
Martínez de Montoya la guardéis y
cumpláis, y hagáis guardar y cumplir
en todo y por todo según y como en
ella se contiene y declara, y no hagáis
cosa en contrario, sobre pena de
cada doscientos pesos a cada uno de
vos las mís justicias que lo contrario
hiciéredes. Dada en la ciudad de
México a veinte y seis días del mes
de enero de mil y seiscientos y nueve años. Don Luis de Velasco. El
Doctor Juan Quesada de Figueroa.
El Licenciado Pedro Suárez. Doctor
Don Marcos Guerrero. Chanciller
Don Juan de Ribera. Registrada Don
Juan de Ribera. Yo, Martín Osorio de
21v
Agurto,/ escribano de cámara del
Rey nuestro señor la hice escribir por
su mandado con acuerdo de su Presidente y oidores según consta y parece
por el original de la dicha provisión
que llevó en su poder el dicho capitán Juan Martínez de Montoya. En
México en seis días del mes de marzo
de mil seiscientos y nueve años. Y por
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asked for on the basis of what is stated
above and in conformity with what
in this manner he requests and with
the consent of the fiscal of H.M. And
they so stated and ordered. Notice of
said Auto was given to said my fiscal,
who said to give him the provisión
which he had agreed to. And so that
this be effective, I ordered be issued
this my letter by means of which I
order all and each of you, as already
said, to read my letter included
above, that in this manner I ordered
it be issued so that those who would
serve me in said expedition to Nuevo
México and with said Captain Juan
Martínez de Montoya, you should
observe and fulfill and insure that
it is observed and fulfilled, in everything and by everyone in the manner
that is contained and declared in it,
and that nothing be done contrary to
it, under the penalty of 200 pesos to
each of you that would do the contrary. Given in Mexico City on 26
January 1609. Don Luis de Velasco,
Doctor Juan Quesada de Figueroa,
Licentiate Pedro Suárez, Doctor
Marcos Guerrero, Chancellor Don
Juan de Ribera. Registered: Don
Juan de Ribera. I, Martín Osorio
de Agurto, escribano de cámara of
H.M., had it written by his command with the agreement of its
president and oidores, as it is a matter of record and as it appears in the
original of said Provisión which said
Capt. Juan Martínez de Montoya
took with him. In Mexico City on
6 March 1609. And because of this
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ende hice mi signo. Juan Martínez
de Montoya. Christóbal de Alarcón,
escribano público.
Los escribanos que aquí firmamos,
damos fe y verdadero testimonio
que Christóbal de Alarcón, de cuya
mano parece va firmada y signada la
provisión real de suso, escribano Real
y Público en esta ciudad de México,
y como a tal en ella usa y ejerce el
dicho su oficio, y a las escrituras y
autos que ante el han pasado y pasan
22
se ha dado y da entera/ fe y crédito
como tal escribano fiel y legal, y de
confianza en juicio y fuera de el, y
de su pedimento dimos el presente
en México a seis de marzo de mil y
seiscientos y nueve años. Juan Luis
de Aguirre, escribano de S.M. Tomás
de Salazar, escribano de S.M. Christóbal Dorantes, escribano de S.M.
El traslado antecedente va cierto y verdadero y concuerda con el testimonio
original dado por Christóbal García
de Alarcón, escribano que fue de S.M.
que para este efecto, como dicho es,
me fue exhibido por el dicho Don
Bernardino López, quien firma aquí
su recibo de que igualmente doy fe y
a que me refiero.
Y para que conste donde convenga,
de su pedimento doy el presente que
signo y firmo en la villa de Madrid a
diez y ocho días del mes de marzo de
mil setecientos ochenta y cinco.
Recibí el original y lo firmé dicho
día, mes y año. Bernardino López
(Rubrica).
En testimonio de verdad Luis Serrano de Rozas (Rubrica).

I made my sign. Juan Martínez de
Montoya. Cristóbal de Alarcón,
public scribe.
We, the scribes that sign here, testify
in truthful testimony that Cristóbal de
Alarcón, by whose hand the provisión
real referred to above appears to have
been signed and sealed above, [is a]
royal and public scribe in this city
of Mexico, and as such uses and
exercises said office, and that to the
writings and autos that have passed,
and do pass before him, he has given
and does give faith and credit as such
a loyal and legal scribe and one trusted
in court and elsewhere. And on his
request we issued this in Mexico City
on 6 March 1609. Juan Luis de Aguirre, scribe of H.M., Tomás de Salazar,
scribe of H.M., Cristóbal Dorantes,
scribe of H.M.
The above copy is truthful and concurs with the original testimony
given by Cristóbal de Alarcón, former scribe of H.M., which for this
purpose, as already stated, was shown
to me by said Don Bernardino López,
who signs here his receipt, which
in the same manner I certify and to
which I refer.
And so that it can be a matter of
record wherever is appropriate, by
his request I issue this [certification]
which I sign in the village of Madrid
on 18 March 1785.
I received the original and I signed
it on said day, month and year. Bernardino López (Rubric).
In testimony of the truth Luis Serrano
de Rozas (Rubric).
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Glossary
Person given the task of the discovery and settlement
of unknown lands and to whom the government of
those lands was granted.
Alcalde Ordinario
Magistrate in a village or town, in command if the
population was small. Otherwise an Alcalde Mayor
would be in charge, with two alcaldes ordinarios
serving below him.
Audiencia Real
Highest Court in a Spanish colony or region.
Cabildo
Governing council of a village, town, or city.
Canciller
Person in charge of the registration and safekeeping
of documents.
Capitulación
Contract issued by the Crown to one or more individuals to do something of interest to the Crown.
Corregidor
Spanish officer in charge of a district.
Escribano de Cámara Head scribe in an audiencia. In charge of keeping
track of the documents entering and leaving the
chambers of the audiencia
Hidalgo
Said of a generous and noble person. Considered by
some authors to be the lowest nobility title. From
Hijo de algo.
Oidor
Judge in an Audiencia.
Plaza de Armas
Space in a settlement used for military ceremonies
and exercises.
Provisión Real
Order issued by an Audiencia in the name of the king.
Real
In the context of a place, it usually, but not always,
meant the place were soldiers would make camp, or
where a leading officer would be.
Real de Minas
Mining establishment.
Tierra Adentro
Unconquered territory.
Traslado autorizado
Authorized copy of a document.
Adelantado

Notes
1. The document has no official title but on its cover from 1835 the following is written:
“D. Juan Sáenz y Maurigade, vecino de ésta corte, sobre que se le incluya en la descendencia del capitán Juan Martínez de Montoya, Descubridor, Conquistador, y Poblador
que fue en las Americas, y Gobernador del Nuevo México.” The document is now
housed in the Martínez de Montoya Collection, 1785–1835 (AC 143), Fray Angélico
Chávez History Library, Santa Fe, New Mexico. Hereafter two main components of
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4.

5.
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7.
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10.
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this document (see fig. 2) will be cited as the 1785 Martínez de Montoya document,
Chávez Library; and the 1835 Genealogy, Chávez Library.
France V. Scholes, “Juan Martínez de Montoya, Settler and Conquistador of New
Mexico,” New Mexico Historical Review 19 (October 1944): 341 (quoted), 337–42.
Beverly Becker, “Around the Plaza: Santa Fe Est. 1610 1607,” El Palacio 100 (winter
1994–1995): 14–16.
John L. Kessell, Spain in the Southwest: A Narrative History of Colonial New Mexico,
Arizona, Texas, and California (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2002), 93, 97,
394 n. 3. Kessell states, “Mártínez, it seems, also had some part in relocating people
to the site of a proposed new villa and capital already known by 1608 as Santa Fe,”
ibid., 93.
All Trails Lead to Santa Fe: An Anthology Commemorating the 400th Anniversary
of the Founding of Santa Fe, New Mexico in 1610; The Official Commemorative
Publication (Santa Fe, N.Mex.: Sunstone Press, 2010). Particularly relevant to the
Martínez de Montoya document are the following contributions in this anthology:
Marc Simmons, foreword, 13–15; Joseph P. Sánchez, introduction, 19–33; James Ivy,
“The Viceroy’s Order Founding the Villa of Santa Fe: A Reconstruction, 1605–1610,”
97–107; and José Antonio Esquibel, “Thirty-eight Adobe Houses: The Villa de Santa
Fe in the Seventeenth Century, 1608–1610,” 109–28.
Folio 1 verso, 1785 Martínez de Montoya document, Chávez Library.
For example, part of Juan de Oñate’s capitulación (contract between the Spanish
Crown and one or more individuals) of 21 September 1595 is repeated in both the
1606 Méritos (copy 3) and in the 1609 Provisión Real (copy 2), Archivo General de
Indias [hereafter AGI], México, legajo 23, N. 39, Sevilla, Spain. Also appearing in that
1609 Provisión Real are parts of the “Orden . . . para los Nuevos Descubrimientos.”
See Diego de Encinas, Cedulario Indiano, 4 vols. (Madrid: Cultura Hispanica, 1596),
4:232–46. Parts of Ordenanza no. 100, referring to the hidalguía (nobility) requirements, are reproduced several times in the 1609 document. See 1785 Martínez de
Montoya document, Chávez Library.
Memorial de los ministros y oficiales que hay en la Audiencia de México, 23 junio
1608, AGI, México, legajo 27, N. 50.
Document naming Juan Martínez de Montoya governor of Nuevo México, 27 febrero
1608, AGI, México, legajo 27, N. 40, doc. 4.
It appears that the reason for the appointment of Juan Martínez de Montoya as governor was that Gov. Juan de Oñate had sent a letter to Viceroy Marqués de Montesclaros
telling him that he wanted to resign. “Copia de una carta que el gobernador Don
Juan de Oñate escribió al rey nuestro señor desde el Real de San Gabriel del Nuevo
México a veinte y cuatro de agosto de mil y seiscientos y ocho (sic for siete) años,”
AGI, México, legajo 27, N. 40, doc. 6. The letter was taken to Mexico City by F.
Lazaro Ximénez, who arrived in that city later that year, when the viceroy was Luis de
Velasco II. In early 1608, after much consultation with some officers of the audiencia,
Velasco decided to replace Oñate. Document naming Juan Martínez de Montoya
governor of Nuevo México, 27 febrero 1608, AGI, México, legajo 27, N. 40, doc. 4. As
he informed the king the following year, there was nobody in New Spain willing to
accept the post. Fortunately, he had heard, apparently from Ximénez, that Martínez
de Montoya in Nuevo México was suitable for the position. When the royal order
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11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.
17.
18.
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reached San Gabriel in Nuevo México, probably in July of 1608, the cabildo there
refused to accept it, stating that Martínez de Montoya “was not a soldier . . . and that
there were other reasons that were not convenient to declare in public.” Instead,
the cabildo named don Cristobal de Oñate, Juan de Oñate’s son, governor. But as
the viceroy told the king in his letter of 13 February 1609, Cristobal was “muy mozo
y con poca experiencia” (very young and with little experience). Reporte del Virrey
Velasco al Rey, AGI, México, legajo 27, N. 63, capítulo 8. Because of these reasons,
Velasco appointed don Pedro de Peralta governor of Nuevo México. According to a
document recently found by Santa Fe city historian José García, the appointment date
was 29 January 1609. Archivo General de la Nación [hereafter AGN], Instituciones
Coloniales, Real Audiencia, Tierras, Expediente 56, México, D.F.
The statement that Martínez de Montoya served in the “pacificación, conquista y
reducción” appears on folio 11 verso of the 1785 Martínez de Montoya document.
Oñate’s statement is significant because he described himself as “conqueror, pacifier,
and settler (emphasis added) of the provinces of Nuevo México” at the head of his
certification of Martínez de Montoya’s services. That Martínez de Montoya was not
one of the first settlers in Nuevo México in 1598 likely explains Oñate’s omission of
that descriptor from his recommendation. Oñate’s statement refers only to the years
between 1600, when Martínez de Montoya arrived in that province, and 1606, when
Oñate certified his services.
Among other documents listed in the October 1606 document is the Cédula Real
granting a hidalguia to don Juan de Oñate. That cédula exists in the AGI, Indiferente,
legajo 416, libro 5, fol. 34r–35v.
The 1606 Méritos (copy 3) appears in folios 11–17 of the 1735 Martínez de Montoya
document, Chávez Library, whereas the 1608 Méritos (copy 3) appears immediately
after in the same document.
It is true that the Provisión Real (copy 2) makes reference to Martínez de Montoya
having gone to Mexico City with permission from Gov. Cristóbal de Oñate, an item
that was mentioned in the 1608 Méritos (copy 3). However, this statement does not
confirm anything; Martínez de Montoya had to secure permission to leave Nuevo
México, but that permission did not necessarily have to be included in a Méritos
document.
An order from Viceroy Velasco dated 28 September 1609 states, “And that said don
Pedro de Peralta should continue his journey without further delay, which has been
a great inconvenience, and would be even more . . . if he did not arrive this year to
said provinces.” Apparently, Peralta had started his journey but had been detained
in Zacatecas or in San Bartolomé too long. Normally, however, the journey from
those places to Nuevo México would require about two months. It is possible that
Peralta arrived in his province before the end of 1609, as the viceroy wished, but
winter conditions in the northern regions may have further delayed him. Orden del
virrey Velasco a Pedro de Peralta, AGI, México, legajo 27, N. 68, doc. 5.
See James Ivy, “The Viceroy’s Order Founding the Villa of Santa Fe: A Reconstruction, 1605–1610,” in All Trails Lead to Santa Fe, 97–107.
Folio 16 recto, 1785 Martínez de Montoya document, Chávez Library. It is possible
that the “Emez Altos” cited in the document referred to Jemez.
Folio 18 verso, 1785 Martínez de Montoya document, Chávez Library.
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19. See Sánchez, introduction, 19–33.
20. The Ordenanzas para los Nuevos Descubrimientos clearly state that the nuevos
pobladores, or initial settlers of nuevas poblaciones, were entitled to certain benefits
provided they met certain requirements. Encinas, Cedulario, 4:240–41, chap. 93–100.
21. “I have performed more services for H.M. . . . such as having gone . . . against the
thieving Apaches . . . and haber hecho plaza in Santa Fe, and in the Real of San
Buenaventura, Real de Minas, and having helped in their discovery. . . . And before
this, in the same manner, I settled in the village of San Gabriel, and established a
household there while I was alcalde ordinario in it this year of 1608.” Folio 18 recto,
1785 Martínez de Montoya document, Chávez Library.
22. In 1606 Juan de Oñate stated that Martínez de Montoya was approximately fifty years
old, which make his birth year about 1556. See folio 17, 1785 Martínez de Montoya
document, Chávez Library.
23. Bernal Díaz del Castillo, Historia verdadera de la Conquista de la Nueva España, 6th
ed. (1944, repr., México, D.F.: Porrua, 1968), capítulo XCII. The expression “Ninguno
se quizo bajar a las plazas” occurs in folio 230 recto of Memoria del Descubrimiento
Que Gaspar Castaño de Sosa hizo en Nuevo México, 1590–1591, 211r–240v, Rich vol. 3,
Obadiah Rich Collection, mss col 2570, Manuscripts and Archives Division, Stephen
A. Schwarzman Building, New York Public Library. For “La plaza mayor, donde
se ha de comenzar la población” see, Capítulo 113 of “Ordenanzas sobre Nuevos
Descubrimientos, 13 July 1573,” in Cedulario, Encinas, 4:242.
24. The expression plaza de armas also appears in other contexts in literary works dating
to the seventeenth century. Examples can be found in Vida y Hechos de Estebanillo
Gonzalez (Amberes: Vda. de Juan Cnobbart, 1646) and in a poem by Tirso de Molina
that includes the line “Plaza de Armas de Flores,” obviously referring to nonlethal
weapons. Comedias escogidas de Fray Gabriel Tellez (el Maestro Tirso de Molina)
(Madrid: M. Rivandeneyra, 1848), 366.
25. Peter Boyd Bowman, Léxico Hispanoamericano del Siglo XVI (London: Támesis
Books, 1972), 707.
26. The expression “hacer plaza” appears in the Unabridged Larousse Gran Diccionario
Español-Inglés, 1st ed. (Paris: Larousee, not dated), where it is translated as “make room.”
27. Sebastián de Covarrubias Orozco, Tesoro de la Lengua Castellana, o Española
(Madrid: Luis Sánchez, 1611), 464 recto.
28. The Real Academia Española is in the process of completing a Diccionario Histórico.
The current edition of the Diccionario de la Lengua Española, 22d ed. (Madrid: Real
Academia Española, 2001) states on page xxxiii that “in the meantime, many archaic
expressions are included in it to help the reader of older texts.”
29. Diccionario de la Lengua Española, s.v. “hacer plaza.”
30. Diccionario de la Lengua Castellana (Madrid: Real Academia Española, 1732), Tomo
Tercero, s.v. “hacer plaza.”
31. An example of this use is “Hacer plaza de sus riquezas.”
32. La Ynstrucción a don Pedro de Paralta, que de presente va proveido por goberador y
capitán General de la provincias y poblaciones del Nuevo México en lugar de don
Juan de Oñate y por dejación que ha hecho de los dichos cargos, 30 Marzo 1609,
AGI, México, legajo 27, N. 63, doc. 3.
33. Sánchez, introduction, 22–23; and Hubert Howe Bancroft, History of Arizona and
New Mexico (San Francisco: The History Company, 1889), 158.
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34. Relación Verdadera que el Padre Predicador Fray Francisco Pérez Guerta, de la
orden de San Francisco, guardian del convento de Galisteo, hizo al Reverenísimo
Comisario General de la dicha orden de la Nueva España, de las cosas sucedidas en
Nuevo México por los encuentros que tuvieron Don Pedro de Peralta, gobernador
de la dicha provincia y Fray Ysidro Ordóñez, comisario de la dicha orden de San
Francisco que residen en ella. AGN, Inquisición, vol. 316, fols. 149–74. Although the
document is not dated, a statement in capítulo 225 indicates that it was written in
1617. For an analysis of the events described in the document, see Frances V. Scholes,
“Church and State in New Mexico,” New Mexico Historical Review 11 (January 1936):
9–76.
35. Fol. 23 recto, 1835 Genealogy, Chávez Library.
36. Fol. 24 verso, 1835 Genealogy, Chávez Library.
37. The claim appears on the cover of the 1835 manuscript and on fol. 28 verso, where
it is stated that, “el referido Don Bernardino López . . . prueba el parentezco de
quinto grado . . . con Don Juan Martínez, natural que fue de esta villa, quien pasó a
servir a S.M. a la America, en donde se le premió los muchos y esclarecidos servicios,
con varios empleos e oficios como consta de un testimonio autentico” (said don
Bernardino López . . . verifies the familial relationship, in the fifth degree, with don
Juan Martínez, born in this village, who went to America to serve H.M., where his
services were awarded with several appointments and official charges, as it is verified
by an authentic testimony).
38. AGI, Indiferente, legajo 2062, N. 56, 4 Marzo 1585.
39. AGI, Indiferente, legajo 2063, N. 114, 16 Marzo 1587.
40. AGI, Indiferente, legajo 2070, N. 16, 22 Abril 1600.
41. The document refers to a Francisco Sánchez de Bañares, a relative of Inés Sánchez,
the wife of Juan Martínez de Montoya. It was drawn in the mines of Pachuca on 26
January 1606. Autos sobre bienes de difuntos: Francisco Sánchez de Bañares, AGI,
Contratación, legajo 337A, N. 9.
42. The age of the Juan Martínez de Montoya who immigrated to New Spain in 1587
can be estimated as follows. In 1600 his sons were “near marriage age.” This point
implies that the age of the oldest one was then around twenty two. The oldest son
would have been born around 1578. At that time his father would have been around
twenty to twenty-five years old. That is, the man who immigrated to New Spain in
1587 was probably born between 1553 and 1558.
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Against the Odds

chinese-mexican marriages in southern arizona, 1880–1930
Sal Acosta

M

anuel Ahloy and Isabel Escalante traveled two hundred miles from
Tucson, Arizona, to Silver City, New Mexico, in August 1891. They
undoubtedly rode on the recently completed railroad line that connected
towns along a southern route from California to Texas. Although the eighthour train ride represented some inconvenience and expense—the tickets
alone cost the working-class couple nearly one hundred dollars roundtrip—
venturing by horse carriage, as travelers had done just a decade earlier,
seemed almost prohibitive. The ten-day journey by carriage would have
incurred significant lodging costs and proven particularly strenuous in the
midst of southern Arizona’s summer temperatures that typically surpass one
hundred degrees Fahrenheit.1 In the couple’s view, however, the trip merited
both cost and effort, for they were visiting Silver City to enter into marriage.2
Ahloy was actually born Fô Loy in Hong Kong and could not legally marry
Escalante in Arizona.3
This study seeks to locate Chinese-Mexican marriages within the history
of racial attitudes in southern Arizona from 1880 to 1930.4 It argues that these
intermarriages occurred primarily because Chinese men entered the racially
ambiguous space Mexicans occupied in the Southwest, an area characterized
by both racist attitudes and racial fluidity. Frequently, time and location—more
than legal restrictions, definitions, and categories— determined which interethnic marriages could legally take place. Some Chinese-Mexican couples
179
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actually obtained legal marriages in Arizona, whereas others traveled out of
the territory or state to circumvent the miscegenation law.5 This study briefly
addresses the manifestations of racism—such as laws, rhetoric, and violence—
but underscores the relative forbearance in which these couples managed to
form families. Their interethnic unions demonstrate that individuals successfully adapted to the legal, social, and cultural realities of the Southwest as they
sought the benefits of family life and the protection and recognition of legal
marriages. This article focuses on three subtopics: (1) the high probability that
Chinese men would experience permanent bachelorhood in Arizona; (2) the
ability of Chinese-Mexican couples to marry inside and outside Arizona; and
(3) the family experiences of these couples and their descendants.
The existence of Chinese-Mexican marriages supports historian Peggy
Pascoe’s assessment that miscegenation laws were strict yet porous. It also
reinforces legal historian Laura E. Gómez’s argument that the construction
of Mexicans as a racial group positioned them between whites and nonwhites.
The proliferation of miscegenation laws that targeted Chinese, Pascoe explains, stemmed from state and territorial efforts to codify white supremacy
and to establish firm distinctions between whites and nonwhites. Accordingly,
in the 1860s, western legislatures began to prohibit those marriages. Yet, they
never banned unions among nonwhites, for instance, between blacks and
Chinese, for their marriages did not threaten white purity.6 The racial ambiguity of Mexicans thus proved important because the official classification of
Mexicans as white in the nineteenth century, Gómez maintains, coincided
with their social construction as nonwhite.7 In their position as an intermediate group, Gómez and other historians have argued, Mexican elites sought to
establish their whiteness by separating themselves from blacks, Chinese, and
Indians.8 But poor Mexicans frequently faced the same social obstacles and
ostracism as nonwhites and were not in a position to pursue social whiteness.
Their actions—and their bodies, historian Pablo Mitchell posits—in fact
became foci of inspection and disapproval.9 Their racial ambiguity meant
that some interethnic couples could escape the grip of miscegenation laws
by convincing local officials that neither partner was white or by traveling to
evade the law. Mexicans, several studies have demonstrated, were often able to
marry nonwhites.10 Their relationships with Chinese followed a similar path.
Until recently historians had undertaken a narrow approach to race and
class to examine the role of intermarriage among Mexicans in the Southwest
in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, creating two gaps in the
historiography: (1) scholars had primarily focused on intermarriages between
prominent white men and the daughters of the old Mexican elites; and (2) even
when studying the lower classes, marriages with whites tended to dominate
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the scholarship. In particular, the elite-centered narrative still permeates the
syntheses and overviews and originates from a tendency in the most influential
historiography to highlight the lives of dominant classes or figures, people who
leave the most historical records. Scholars, such as Rodolfo Acuña, Tomás Almaguer, and Albert Camarillo, correctly identify the alliances formed through
intermarriage by social and political leaders from both groups.11 They posit that
wealthy Mexican families tried to maintain their power and whites sought access to trade, land, inheritance, and political influence.12
Whatever the psychological and economic prerogatives behind these
prominent unions, their predominance in the historiography distorts their
frequency among the Mexican population of the Southwest. Demographic
logic suggests that the potential intermarriages among the more than one
hundred thousand lower-class Mexicans who lived in the area in the nineteenth century could easily surpass the number of marriages among the few
dozen elite Mexican families. Indeed, recent studies prove that intermarriages
among the lower classes represented the norm.13 Along with emphases on the
lower classes, these works also focus on different types of intermarriage. For
instance, Karen Isaksen Leonard and Rudy P. Guevarra analyze marriages
between working-class Mexican women and working-class Punjabi and
Filipino immigrants, respectively, and Ana C. Downing de De Juana studies
the relationship between Mexican men and women and working-class blacks
and Indians.14 This case study on the Tucson area corroborates the primacy of
this latter type of intermarriage. It reveals that these relationships took place
almost exclusively among working-class partners, primarily between Mexicans
and whites, but also between Mexicans and either blacks or Chinese.
Men like Fô Loy could hardly expect to marry when they immigrated to
the United States after the mid-nineteenth century. In the early 1880s, he
arrived in Tucson, where he met his future wife, Isabel, a recent immigrant
from the neighboring Mexican state of Sonora.15 Born only one generation
after the United States obtained half of Mexico’s territory in the U.S.–Mexico
War (1846–1848), the future spouses partook in the migratory wave that settled
in the burgeoning American Southwest. As part of the Americanization process in the acquired lands, the new state and territorial governments swiftly
imposed legal codes that reflected, among other things, American racial
prejudices. In Arizona, this transformation included an immediate ban on
marriages of whites to blacks, Chinese, and Native Americans. The couple
thus decided to make the long and expensive visit to Silver City to circumvent
the miscegenation law.
Discrimination against Chinese residents pervaded the West. Most notoriously, Chinese residents in San Francisco lived under constant harassment
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and vilification by the dominant white population.16 Verbal attacks ranged
from claims that they refused to Americanize to allegations of dealing drugs,
spreading disease, and practicing polygamy. But physical violence typically
erupted only in small mining towns, such as those in Idaho, Oregon, Washington, and Wyoming.17 For its part, Arizona exhibited both the vitriol of
California and the violence of the mining towns.18 Chinese men faced local
covenants that restricted mining sites to whites only, and in some towns, they
faced de facto anti-Chinese leagues and were forbidden residence in certain
neighborhoods.19 Actual physical attacks took place in the mining areas of
Clifton, Flagstaff, Prescott, and Tombstone, among others. They fared better
than in other states, but at least fifteen Chinese men died in such episodes.20
Chinese immigrants also endured this violent treatment in northern
Mexico, where they arrived in significant numbers primarily after the United
States restricted their immigration in 1882.21 They experienced physical attacks, including the massacre of over three hundred Chinese residents in
Torreón, Coahuila, in 1911. In Sonora, the state that has historically sent the
highest percentage of Mexican immigrants to Arizona, local populations accused Chinese men of taking their jobs and their women, 166 of whom had
married Chinese men. In 1923 the Sonora legislature unanimously approved
a law to forbid marriages between Chinese men and Mexican women, and
in 1931, the state enacted a law to deport Chinese immigrants.22
The Prospect of Permanent Bachelorhood
In addition to the antagonism Chinese residents encountered—and, in effect,
as a manifestation of it—Arizona’s miscegenation law (1865–1962) greatly limited their ability to form families. The newly formed Arizona Territory wasted
no time in encoding racial barriers. In 1864 the First Territorial Legislature
approved a ban on interracial marriages by borrowing from the statutes of
California.23 The identical laws made the following stipulation: “Marriages of
white persons with negroes or mulattoes are declared to be illegal and void.”
Violations resulted in a misdemeanor, and fines ranged from one hundred to
ten thousand dollars and prison sentences from three months to ten years.24 The
law recognized marriages that had occurred legally in other states—including
interracial marriages—regardless of their legality in Arizona. Although in 1901
the legislature made it illegal to leave the territory purposely to circumvent the
law, Arizona couples could, in theory, secretly visit another state or country,
marry, return to Arizona, and enjoy the legal protections of valid marriages.25
In 1865 the Second Territorial Legislature promptly added Indians and
Chinese to the list of people who could not marry whites. These additions
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separated Arizona from the less restrictive statutes of its neighbors. At the
time, California and New Mexico only prohibited marriages between blacks
and whites, and the latter’s legislature repealed its law the next year (1866).26
Although racial segregation and the presence of minority groups historically
correlated with the enactment of bans on interracial marriage, the Arizona law
anticipated, rather than responded to, such circumstances.27 The prohibition
on Chinese-white marriages demonstrated more racism and fear than common sense. At the time of its passage, Arizona had zero Chinese residents,
and only twenty had appeared by 1870. In fact Arizona’s Chinese population
never exceeded 1,700 between 1870 and 1930, when it decreased to 1,110.28
Nonetheless, Arizona politicians and newspapers frequently spoke against
Chinese residents before and after the United States curbed Chinese immigration in 1882. Mining interests, in particular, exerted great influence in
Arizona politics throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries;
in the 1860s, miners outnumbered other professions in the legislature by a
ratio of two to one. In all likelihood, regional antagonism toward Chinese
workers prompted miners to vote for the ban on white-Chinese marriages.29
But the legislature went even further. In 1887 Arizona became one of the
first American governments to adopt strict definitions of whiteness in its
miscegenation law. The amendment extended the prohibition to include
marriages between “persons of Caucasian blood or their descendants with
Africans, Mongolians and their descendants.”30 This clause sought a more rigid
curtailment of intermarriage by forbidding people with any trace of black,
Chinese, or Indian ancestry from marrying people with any percentage of
white ancestry—anticipating, if more vaguely, the one-drop laws that would
appear in the early twentieth century.31 Thus, even if one went with a racial
definition of Mexican—rather than with their legal whiteness—mestizos
would not be able to marry either white or Chinese partners. As partially
white, they could not marry nonwhites, and, of course, as partially Indian,
they could not marry whites. Ridiculously, a strict enforcement of the law
would mean that multiracial people could marry no one, not even another
multiracial partner—an unintended effect of legislation that only sought to
restrict marriages to whites. In sum, as early as 1865, Arizona legislators had
adopted a restrictive miscegenation law that exceeded those in California and
New Mexico, and by 1887, it had surpassed most legislatures in the country
by encoding a strict definition of whiteness.
In addition to Arizona’s miscegenation law and anti-Chinese attitudes, two
factors combined to produce a high probability that Chinese men would never
be able to form families in the West. First, the great majority had migrated
either as married men traveling alone or, more frequently, as single men.
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Second, relatively few Chinese women arrived in the United States before
the 1940s. All data suggest that Chinese men faced considerably limited
prospects of a married life in Arizona because of highly disproportionate sex
ratios that plagued their community. Nationally, Chinese men outnumbered
Chinese women by a ratio of 21 to 1 in 1880 and by a still high 4 to 1 in 1930.
Locally, only two Chinese endogamous couples appear in the Tucson census
of 1880. More revealing, from 1860 to 1910, only one unmarried Chinese
woman sixteen years of age or older resided in town, whereas the number of
single Chinese men ranged from 54 to 116. The number of Chinese couples
does begin to increase in 1910, reaching a high of nineteen in 1920, but single
Chinese men always outnumbered their female counterparts by a ratio of at
least 10 to 1 (see table 1).
Table 1. Chinese adult residents and couples involving Chinese,
Tucson, 1860–1930
Chinese residents
sixteen years old and over

Couples
Census
year
1860
1870
1880
1900
1910
1920
1930

Chinese
endogamous
0
0
2
6
9
19
18

Chinese manMexican
woman
Other
0
0
0
4
3
4
1

0
0
1
0
1
1
2

Married men,
wife not
present

Single
men

0
0
20
105
42
80
33

0
0
98
54
116
64
71

Single
women
0
0
1
0
0
6*
7

Sources: All information comes from a database created by the author based on the census schedules
for Tucson for the years 1860–1930. See Population schedules, city of Tucson, Arizona County, New
Mexico Territory, Federal Census, 1860, r. 712, microfilm (Washington, D.C.: National Archives and
Record Service), Eighth Census of the United States, microcopy M653, National Archives Microfilm
Publications, Records of the Bureau of the Census, Record Group 29, National Archives and Records
Administration, Washington, D.C. [hereafter Federal Census, year, roll #, Microcopy #, RG29,
NARA]; Population schedules, city of Tucson, Pima County, Arizona Territory, Federal Census, 1864,
r. 46, MM593, RG29, NARA; Population schedules, city of Tucson, Pima County, Arizona Territory, Federal Census, 1870, r. 46, MM593, RG29, NARA; Population schedules, city of Tucson, Pima
County, Arizona Territory, Federal Census, 1880, r. 36, MT9, RG29, NARA; Population schedules, city
of Tucson, Pima County, Arizona Territory, Federal Census, 1900, r. 47, MT623, NARA; Population
schedules, city of Tucson, Pima County, Arizona Territory, Federal Census, 1910, r. 41, M T624, NARA;
Population schedules, city of Tucson, Pima County, Arizona, Federal Census, 1920, r. 50–51, MT625,
NARA; and Population schedules, city of Tucson, Pima County, Arizona, Federal Census, 1930, r.
61–62, MT626, NARA.
Note: The Arizona schedules for the 1890 census no longer exist.
*In 1920 three of the single women were sisters listed as Chinese but were born in Mexico, so their
mother might have been Mexican because they do not share the surname of the listed parents and
some siblings. Population schedules, district 103, p. 12B, lines 71–79, city of Tucson, Pima County,
Arizona Territory, Federal Census, 1920, MT625, RG29, NARA. The other three single women were
widows (ages 30, 32, and 32).
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Consequently, a great majority of Chinese men who migrated to Tucson
between 1870 and 1930 faced the high probability of living in permanent
bachelorhood. Whether single or as absentee husbands (married but living
apart), Chinese men who settled in Tucson consistently migrated to the
United States when they were approximately twenty years old (see table 2).
Table 2. Chinese men sixteen years old and over, Tucson, 1880–1930
Married and living apart
Forty years of
All
age and over

Single
Forty years of
age and over

All

Year

Average
Average
Average Average
Average
years
Average Average
Average years
age in
age at
age in
since
age in
age at
age in
since
Total years migration Total years migration Total years migration Total years migration

1880
1900
1910
1920
1930

20
105
42
80
33

33.3
40.8
47.6
49.3
40.1

No data

19.7
21.3
22.4
19.7

4
54
38
63
17

50.5
47.9
48.9
54.0
50.6

No data

28.4
27.1
33.2
28.5

98
54
113
61
69

27.6
41.3
46.7
40.2
39.2

No data

18.5
20.7
18.2
15.4

9
34
90
33
32

44.3
46.9
50.9
54.7
57.5

No data

25.4
29.5
35.8
43.3

Source: All information comes from a database created by the author based on the census schedules
for Tucson for the years 1880–1930. The information for 1880 is unavailable because the forms did not
include a box for year of migration.
Note: Some of these totals are lower than those in Table 1 because a few entries did not mention the age
of the individual.

Over this period, however, measurable differences arise between married
and single men when one analyzes data for those over forty years of age—
i.e., long-time residents. Between 1880 and 1930, the average age of married
men (ranging from forty-eight to fifty-four years) and their residence in the
country (between twenty-seven and thirty-three years) remained remarkably
consistent. In other words, the cohort of permanently absentee husbands
periodically renewed itself: some of them reunited with their wives by bringing them to the United States or, more likely, by returning permanently to
China, since typically only affluent merchants could meet the expenses and
qualifications required to obtain American visas.32 Apparently, the strategy by
local leaders in China—coercing immigrants into marriages to instill a sense
of allegiance to the sending Chinese village—worked at least partially, for
many immigrants did return to China to rejoin their wives and communities.33
The typical single man over forty years of age, on the other hand, became
progressively older, and his length of residence increased every decade. In
1900 the average bachelor was forty-seven years old and had lived in the
country for twenty-five years. Over the next three decades, both numbers
increased steadily. By 1930, Chinese bachelors were on average fifty-eight
years old and had resided in the United States for an extraordinary forty-three
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years. Evidently, large numbers of Chinese men never managed to marry in
the United States or to make marriage trips to China. Sadly, these Chinese
men had arrived as young laborers, spent more than two thirds of their lives
in the West, and faced the tangible prospect of dying as old bachelors, a
sentence further complicated by racist attitudes in the region.
Beating the Odds in the Mexican Borderlands
Thus, anti-Chinese attitudes in the American Southwest and in northern
Mexico, a strictly-worded miscegenation law that preceded the arrival of
Chinese immigrants in Arizona, and extremely skewed sex ratios in their
communities all combined to create almost insurmountable odds against
the formation of families.34 Therefore, the number of relationships Chinese
men formed with Mexican women, although relatively small in comparison
to the total Chinese population, proved even more significant. The fate of
those men who never married—and locally there was only one Chinese manAnglo woman marriage between 1880 and 1930—attests to the importance
of Chinese-Mexican relationships.35 The persecution of Chinese residents in
San Francisco, western mining towns, and northern Mexico would suggest
that Tucson, with the presence of whites and a large percentage of Mexican
immigrants from Sonora, might portend difficulties for its Chinese residents.
Such, however, was not the case. Several circumstances combined to create
a more accommodating space for Chinese men in Tucson, especially in
Mexican enclaves.
Examples of ethnic antagonism clearly illustrate how Arizona resembled
other parts of the West, but significant factors demonstrate conditions that
fostered forbearance. Two dichotomies help to explain the fluidity of race
and the variability of race relations in the seemingly intolerant territory.
First, in effect, there were two Arizonas, one where whites predominated
and controlled political and economic power and another one where they
did not. Second, there were two kinds of whiteness in Arizona, social and
legal (Anglos possessed both and Mexicans only the latter). Consequently,
Chinese—and Mexicans, for that matter—encountered more antagonism in
Anglo dominated central and northern Arizona and in mining towns across
the state than in Tucson, and Chinese men witnessed opprobrium only when
they pursued relationships with white women.36
Most likely due to their relatively low numbers, Tucson’s Chinese residents
did not encounter the type of harassment their countrymen faced in places
like San Francisco and in Arizona mining towns. Tucson officials often linked
prostitution and opium use to the Chinese, but no violent anti-Chinese
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campaigns occurred in the city. No distinctive Chinatown developed, and
the city never had to deal with the creation of Chinese brothels—a source
of great antagonism from the white population in San Francisco. In Tucson,
Chinese immigrants lived in predominantly Mexican enclaves.37 The very
few Chinese residents who lived in white neighborhoods worked as either
cooks or servants. Their presence, therefore, did not threaten or undermine
the class and racial status of whites in those areas. Editorial attacks did occur
occasionally in town, but papers from central and northern Arizona and from
mining towns expressed far more hostility and did so more frequently than their
Tucson counterparts. True, in the early 1880s, the Tucson Arizona Weekly Star
published a letter accusing Chinese storekeepers of taking advantage of local
Mexicans. But Louis C. Hughes—owner of the Star and the only local Hughes
brother who did not marry a Mexican woman—had to travel to the mining
town of Tombstone to express his solidarity with an anti-Chinese gathering.
He asserted that Chinese stores in Tucson were underselling local merchants,
in part, because Chinese stomachs were supposedly easily satisfied.38
These verbal attacks and the efforts to segregate Chinese residents did not
receive enough support in Tucson to take effect by law or custom. In 1893
the Tucson city council rejected a proposal to restrict Chinese settlement
to certain areas, granting them the freedom to escape the types of enclaves
that existed in other Arizona towns.39 Furthermore, the Chinese labor force
never became large enough to represent a threat to Mexican workers.40 More
importantly, evidence suggests that, in general, Mexicans welcomed Chinese
men into their communities and even into their extended families. Several
of the Chinese-Mexican marriages involved Chinese men whose businesses
catered to the Mexican community and who learned the Spanish language.
In addition to its sizeable Mexican population, Tucson differed in another
important way from areas that antagonized Chinese immigrants. Intermarriage of various forms characterized the multiethnic space Chinese immigrants entered when they began arriving in southern Arizona in the 1870s.
These interethnic unions became commonplace in Tucson immediately after
its acquisition by the United States in 1853. The town’s first American census
(1860) revealed that, in addition to the preponderant endogamous Mexican
families, the few white men who resided in town were twice as likely to live
with Mexican women than with white women (see table 3 for all data in this
paragraph). These white-Mexican intermarriages continued to increase in
total numbers for the next seventy years, although logically the rates relative
to white endogamous marriages declined because the white population grew
more rapidly. In particular for white men, these unions accounted for 92 percent of all their relationships in 1864, 79 percent in 1870, and a still significant
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Table 3. Population and couples for Mexicans and whites, Tucson,
1860–1880
Endogamous couples
Census
year

Population

White

Mexican

1860
1864
1870
1880

940
1568
3224
7007

6
2
14
149

104
150
397
461

Exogamous couples
MexicanMexicanwhite
nonwhite
16
22
54
97

1
1
2
1

Source: All information comes from a database created by the author based on the census
schedules for Tucson for the years 1860–1880. The table does not include soldiers stationed in
Tucson during these years.

39 percent in 1880, when 97 of the 246 white men involved in relationships
had a Mexican partner. For Mexican women, the rate of these interethnic
relationships consistently ranged between 12 percent and 17 percent during
this period.
Although one can ascertain the number of white-Mexican legal marriages with relative ease, Chinese-Mexican unions prove significantly more
difficult to find. Only Jew Lee and Francisca Valdez, who married in 1910,
and Dong Yet and Rosario Ramirez, who wed in 1924, obtained licenses and
married legally in the Tucson area. Similarly, though more common, legal
marriages involving the children of Chinese-Mexican couples occurred
only five times in the Tucson area by 1930. Nonetheless, further inquiry
reveals the persistence of these couples in forming families. For example,
a divorce record suggests that some Chinese-Mexican couples were indeed
marrying elsewhere even if living in southern Arizona. Such was the case
of Lee Kow and Mercedes Chávez, whose divorce in 1920 represents the
only legal separation of a Chinese-Mexican couple in Tucson. They stated
their marriage had taken place in 1916, but no record of it exists in Arizona.41
Residents moved in and out of the region, and census canvasses could only
record them if their time of residency coincided with the decennial enumeration. Some couples might have lived in Tucson for several years, married in
Mexico or New Mexico, returned to Tucson, and moved away, all between
census counts. Others might have married outside Arizona before settling
in Tucson, making their unions legal but leaving no traces of a marriage
license in Arizona or in southern New Mexico. Thus, the dissolution of the
Kow-Chávez union indicates that their marriage definitely took place, but
one can only offer conjectures about where and, more importantly, about
how many other couples resembled their situation.
Tucson residents undoubtedly knew that marriages took place outside
Arizona. For example, in 1895, the Los Angeles Times reported that in recent
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years two Chinese men had requested marriage licenses in Tucson to marry
Mexican women, and when rejected, they hired a lawyer who argued that the
women, having “Moorish and Indian ancestry, were exempt from the law.”42
The judge rejected the argument, and the couples went to Silver City, married
there, and returned to Tucson, where they “lived happily ever afterwards.”43
Such was also the recourse of You Cang, from China, and Esperanza Fraijo,
from Sonora. The couple wed at St. Augustine Catholic Church in 1896.
The priest indicated that the couple had already obtained a civil marriage
in Lordsburg, New Mexico—the nearest New Mexico town connected to
Tucson by rail. Although a justice of the peace had already married them
in New Mexico, the Tucson ceremony was not entirely superfluous. Fraijo
had in fact given birth to the couple’s first child two months before their trip
to Lordsburg, and the church wedding probably helped to legitimize their
union among family and friends.44
Accounts in New Mexico legal records of successful wedding trips from
Arizona reveal the frequency of the practice and illustrate the existence of
networks among interethnic couples. One can safely assume that this recourse
formed part of the conversation among interethnic couples that could not
legally marry in Arizona—as dozens more made visits to New Mexico in
the ensuing years. A couple could offer both moral support and valuable
information to family members. For example, in 1920, Manuel Samaniego
and Mary Lee—daughter of a Chinese-Mexican couple—traveled from
Tucson to Lordsburg. Their wedding proceeded smoothly, and they evidently
informed Mary’s sister of their experience, for one year later, Isaura Lee and
Harry Williams Nelson also found their way to Lordsburg. A certain apprehension might have prompted Isaura and Harry to opt for New Mexico. She
had previously married a Chinese man legally in Arizona. Perhaps she feared
that while local officials allowed her to marry a Chinese man, a marriage
to a white man represented a different issue. She might have been unaware
that both marriages were in fact prohibited under Arizona statutes, but the
marriage to Harry must have seemed like more of a violation.45
Couples could also exchange information with friends. For example, the
aforementioned Ahloys made their wedding journey in 1891 in the company
of Jim Lee and Concepción Moreno, another Chinese-Mexican couple
from Tucson in pursuit of a legal marriage. The four friends had most likely
discussed and planned their trip together, for they married on the same day
and served as witnesses to the others’ ceremony.46 Similarly, Charles Lee
and Concepción Chávez married in Lordsburg in early 1898. Four months
later, and certainly after sharing information about the opportunity to obtain
a legal marriage across the territorial line, they accompanied and served as
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witnesses to Hi Woo and Ernestina Moreno when they, too, made a marriage
trip to Lordsburg. In all likelihood, lying to the local authorities formed part
of the advice, for both couples falsely claimed local residency.47 Although a
few couples might have feared legal ramifications and claimed they actually
resided in New Mexico, for the most part, these brides and grooms openly
stated that they lived in Arizona.48
The evidence indicates that Arizona couples deliberately visited New
Mexico as a strategy to escape the purview of the miscegenation law. In total,
at least thirty-two interethnic couples from various racial groups made such
wedding trips between 1891 and 1929. Only seven couples made the journey
before 1910, but the numbers increased in the 1910s and 1920s, as the Chinese
and black populations, though still small, grew. Most of them came from
Tucson or from places located closer to it than to the New Mexico border,
but some traveled from as far as Phoenix. Although endogamous couples
from Arizona towns bordering New Mexico frequently crossed into Silver
City and Lordsburg to marry, the interethnic couples in question made
trips that ranged from 110 to 270 miles, clearly inconvenient distances and
expenses to cover if they could otherwise marry locally. Although Mexico was
geographically closer, it appears that New Mexico became a more common
destination. Perhaps they ascribed more validity to an American than to a
Mexican marriage certificate, even though Arizona law recognized interstate
and international marriages equally. Resistance to Chinese-Mexican marriages in northern Mexican towns might have also dissuaded some couples.
The ethnic backgrounds of these couples leave little doubt regarding their
intent to get around Arizona statutes: thirty of the thirty-two couples involved
Asian men or black men, and they primarily married Mexican women.49 They
all knew—or, at least, feared—that they could not marry legally in Arizona.
In the Tucson area alone there were at least forty-one unions, including all
couples with and without marriage licenses, which involved either Chinese and
Mexican partners or the descendants of Chinese-Mexican couples (see table
4). Twenty-two of these unions occurred between Chinese men and Mexican
women, and nine others between Mexican men and women of ChineseMexican descent. Almost 60 percent of all couples obtained legal marriages
either in Tucson (7) or in New Mexico (17). Although these numbers seem
relatively small, one must keep in mind that at no point from 1880 to 1930 were
there more than twenty endogamous Chinese couples in Tucson.
Looking specifically at marriages involving Chinese men and Mexican
women, one can establish that both partners generally benefited from their
ability to form a household. Chinese men, of course, found the family life
they had not experienced since leaving China, which, for most, was decades
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Table 4. Unions involving Chinese, Mexicans, and Chinese-Mexicans,
Tucson area, 1880–1930
Ethnicity of partners
Man
Chinese
Mexican
Chinese
Mexican
Chinese-Mexican
White
Total

Woman
Mexican
Chinese
Chinese-Mexican
Chinese-Mexican
Mexican
Chinese-Mexican

Record of legal marriage
Total couples

Arizona

New Mexico

22*
2
1
9
5
2

2
0
1
2
1
1

15
0
0
1
0
1

41

7

17

Sources: For information on the two Mexican men who married Chinese women, see Grace
Delgado, “In the Age of Exclusion: Race, Region and Chinese Identity in the Making
of the Arizona-Sonora Borderlands, 1863–1943” (PhD diss., University of California, Los
Angeles, 2000), 271–72. I have found no corroborating evidence that the women were in
fact Chinese. Information for legal marriages in Arizona comes from the Baptismal Registry
and the Marriage Registry at the Roman Catholic Diocese of Tucson Archives and Library,
Arizona; Floyd R. Negley and Marcia S. Lindley, Arizona Territorial Marriages, Pima County,
1871–1912 (Tucson: Arizona State Genealogical Society, 1994); and Floyd R. Negley and
Marcia S. Lindley, Arizona Marriages, Pima County, Marriage Books 5–10, February 1912
through December 1926 (Tucson: Arizona State Genealogical Society, 1997). Information for
legal marriages in New Mexico comes from Grant County Clerk’s Office, Silver City, New
Mexico and Hidalgo County Clerk’s Office, Lordsburg, New Mexico. Information for the
other couples comes from the census schedules for Tucson for the years 1880–1930.
*This total differs from the aggregate of Table 1, which only includes census information,
while Table 4 adds data from other sources.

in the past. They thus attained some stability and comfort. They furthermore
married young brides, most of them in their late teens and early twenties.
Indeed, these marriages stand out for the noticeable age differences between
spouses. In the twenty marriages between Chinese men and Mexican women
for which enough data exist the average groom was 41.4 years old, while the
average bride was only 22.7, a difference of almost nineteen years.
Presumably, the appeal of these mature Chinese men lay in their economic status, but financial reasons do not sufficiently explain the marriage
decisions of these Mexican brides. Of the fourteen men for whom one can
identify occupations, three owned their businesses, five worked as store
managers, and six were unskilled and semi-skilled workers. These numbers,
however, do not signify that the business owners and the managers were
affluent—although they do imply potential upward mobility for the typical
Mexican woman. Notably, only four men were both homeowners and either
managers or businessmen. In fact, in six of the seven marriages with the biggest age differences, Chinese men were workers who rented their dwellings.
One can only speculate about what prompted these women to marry them,
but keeping in mind that they did have other options, it becomes clear that
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they certainly saw their Chinese partners as good prospects and their appeal
did not rest solely on economic concerns.
Family Life
The preponderance of the Mexican population and the unavailability of
women from other ethnic groups until the late nineteenth century, combined
with the openness with which residents intermarried, made Tucson family
life a markedly Mexican experience. Men from other ethnic groups usually
adapted to the Hispanic traditions of the Mexican women they joined in
marriage or cohabitation. For instance, whatever the beliefs of the husband
before marriage, interethnic households predominantly conformed to the
Catholicism of the Mexican side of the family. Some of the white husbands
came from Catholic backgrounds—most evident were the cases of men born
in France, Ireland, and Italy—but virtually all weddings took place at St.
Augustine’s regardless of the faith of the husband. Therefore, non-Catholic
men underwent a form of initiation into the religious world of their wives
when they entered into a union with a Mexican woman.50
Correspondence from the Vicar Apostolic of Arizona suggests that Catholic priests constantly worried about the presence of Protestant missionaries
and public schools in southern Arizona.51 Mexican families even established
a private school so that their daughters did not have to attend classes with
Protestant children, and similarly, intermarried Mexican women sought
measures to ensure the preeminence of Catholicism in their families.52 First,
some Mexican women required their prospective spouses to sign an affirmation that acknowledged the primacy of the Catholic faith in solemnizing
their matrimony and in guiding family life. Likely at the suggestion of the
priest, the wives ensured that the document stipulated that no other wedding
ceremony—e.g., in a Protestant Church—would take place and that the
husband would not interfere in the teaching of Catholicism to the children.
White men, it seems, willingly complied with the precondition. For instance,
Jewish men who resided in nineteenth-century Tucson, historian Katherine
A. Benton explains, lacked a strong sense of religious ties and were traditionally
predisposed to grant their Mexican wives complete control over the religious
upbringing of their children.53 Therefore, almost universally, the children of
interethnic couples were baptized and raised under Catholic traditions. As late
as the 1940s, virtually all descendants of interethnic unions, regardless of the
combination of faiths among their ancestors, remained practicing Catholics.
Although Protestant and Jewish men only had to recognize the primacy
of the Catholic Church, the Church viewed non-Christian Asian men as
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infidels, and they typically had to convert to Catholicism before receiving
the wedding sacrament. For example, Fô Loy underwent conversion just
before marriage.54 He was baptized at St. Augustine’s in 1890, receiving the
Christian name of Manuel that he would carry until his death. Soon after,
the neophyte Manuel married Isabel Escalante. The couple would return to
the church on many occasions to baptize and confirm at least eight children.
Like other Chinese-Mexican couples, almost all the godparents of their children were Mexican. Not surprisingly, the children of these couples adhered
to Hispanic culture and married in Catholic ceremonies. Although these
families certainly maintained geographic, social, and kinship attachments
to Mexican communities, Chinese friends and relatives undoubtedly viewed
Chinese-Mexican children as part of their community as well.55
Men who intermarried also adapted to the Hispanic linguistic tradition
of their Mexican wives. Those who originated from European cultures often
adopted Hispanicized versions of their names, while Chinese men frequently
received Hispanic names—typically names of saints—when they converted to
Catholicism or as they interacted in the Mexican communities where most
of them resided. In the second half of the nineteenth century, the children
of interethnic couples from all backgrounds almost always received Hispanic
names. For example, the children of Manuel and Isabel Ahloy received names
like Antonio, Francisco, and Jose Manuel. This custom greatly facilitates the
identification of people of mixed ancestry due to the abundance of residents
with Hispanic first names and non-Hispanic surnames, such as Carlos Lee,
Petra Ahloy, and Maria Lem. The tradition of giving Hispanic names declined
but remained remarkably common into the twentieth century. In 1930 most
children of interethnic families still received Hispanic names (like Margarita,
Jose, and Juan) or bicultural names (such as Laura, Clara, and David).
Naming patterns reveal no differences according to class, but immigrant and
first-generation parents more commonly gave Hispanic or bicultural names
to their children than did second- or later-generation parents.
The multiethnic characteristic of naming patterns and the racial fluidity of
Mexicans extended to the classification of the descendants of Chinese-Mexican
couples, producing manifest inconsistencies. For example, the death certificate
of Maria Ahloy—daughter of Manuel Ahloy (Chinese) and Isabel EscalanteAhloy (Mexican)—classified her as Mexican.56 Conversely, the child of a
similar couple—Dong Yet and Rosario Ramirez-Yet—appeared as Chinese.57
In another case, the Board of Health registered one child of Heng Lee and
Ernestina Ayala-Lee as white, while one of their other children received the
vague designation of “light.”58 Although equally devoid of legal ramifications,
the 1930 census suffered from similar inconsistencies. That year, ten people of
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Chinese-Mexican ancestry lived in Tucson, belonging to six different families.
Since all descended from Chinese-man/Mexican-woman couples, census
instructions dictated that enumerators list them as Chinese.59 Nonetheless,
they classified five individuals as Mexican and the other five as Chinese.60
For people of Chinese-Mexican ancestry, the distinction between a classification as Mexican or Asian signified the difference between being white and
nonwhite.
Since hospital staffs, medical personnel, and census enumerators could not
consistently assess the racial classification of a person, particularly of someone
with mixed ancestry, in all likelihood city clerks, justices of the peace, and
religious figures also wavered when deciding whether a couple was indeed
interracial, and in effect, whether it met the racial requirements to marry in
Arizona. Based on the amendment in 1887 of Arizona’s miscegenation law,
the descendants of Chinese-Mexican couples could essentially marry no
one—they could technically not even marry a person who descended from
an identical lineage. Yet, confusing race definitions, misinformation by officials, and racial ambiguity signified that most descendants married legally.
Although the children of Chinese-Mexican couples certainly understood their mixed ancestries, their Mexican culture apparently shaped their
experiences more acutely. For instance, ethnic associations played a factor
in their marriage decisions. Children of Mexican-white couples married
extensively among their three major cohorts (Mexicans, whites, and people
of Mexican-white ancestry). The descendants of Chinese-Mexican couples,
however, almost universally formed families with Mexicans, a likely indication
of their Mexican cultural upbringing, and in particular, of the importance
of religious and linguistic affinity. The lack of Chinese women meant that
men of Chinese-Mexican ancestry in effect had a limited pool of potential
partners. Yet, although there were plenty of single Chinese men in Tucson,
women of Chinese-Mexican ancestry rarely married them. Census, church,
and county records indicate that all five men and nine of the twelve women
of Chinese-Mexican heritage married Mexicans. Five of these couples legally
married in Arizona in spite of its miscegenation law, and two others wed in
New Mexico. But given the ease with which these marriages apparently
took place, it is highly probable that all other similar couples married in
Arizona. These couples were highly mobile, and their marriages might have
taken place away from Pima County. Others might have resided in Mexico
and married there. Although these descendants held strong attachments to
Mexican culture, they still remained connected to their Chinese heritage.
In 1933, for instance, Elsa Corrales, who was only one-fourth Chinese (and
three-fourths Mexican), married Tong (Albert) Lee, who was Chinese. Elsa
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was the daughter of a Mexican man and a Chinese-Mexican woman, and
evidently, the family belonged to circles that included both ethnic groups.61
Between 1880 and 1930, only one of the marriages of these descendants
involved a white spouse, but the existence of that marriage demonstrates
the fluidity of racial classifications in the Borderlands. In 1914 Alexander
MacMinn, from Scotland, married Rita Lee, the daughter of a Chinese
man and a Mexican woman.62 They obtained a marriage license from the
county clerk and wed at St. Augustine’s. Their union, though technically
illegal in Arizona, occurred uneventfully, most likely because Rita, growing
up in a Mexican neighborhood and speaking Spanish, could probably pass as
Mexican in the eyes of county officials. Yet, if passing as Mexican facilitated
the McMinn-Lee marriage in Tucson, one would assume that all marriages
involving partners of Chinese-Mexican ancestry proceeded smoothly, but at
least two couples still decided to travel to New Mexico. As indicated above,
Harry Williams Nelson, a white man from Missouri, married Isaura Lee
Yee, a Chinese-Mexican woman, and Mary Lee, also of Chinese-Mexican
ancestry, wed Manuel Samaniego, a Mexican man.63 Although the children
of Chinese-Mexican couples seem to have not encountered major problems
in securing legal marriages in Arizona, these couples must have deemed the
trip necessary.
Conclusion
The history of Chinese-Mexican couples proves the existence of accommodating spaces in the West. Southern Arizona was not unique, as historian
Liping Zhu underscores in his studies on the Chinese experience in Idaho
and South Dakota at the turn of the twentieth century. As in Arizona, Chinese
residents in those areas encountered legal discrimination as well as verbal
and physical attacks—resulting, for instance, in twenty-five deaths in Idaho.
But this mistreatment did not occur ubiquitously or uniformly. In the Boise
Basin and in the Black Hills, Zhu explains, Chinese residents escaped the
worst of attacks, participated in their local communities and in the legal system, and some even managed to prosper. Family life eluded them, however,
because miscegenation laws and greatly imbalanced sex ratios inevitably
precluded their marriages.64 One can then appreciate the importance of
Mexicans in Arizona for the Chinese men who managed to form families.
The power of county clerks, Pascoe points out, increased dramatically in the
early twentieth century. In an era of anti-immigrant, eugenicist movements,
they functioned as “the gatekeepers of white supremacy.” These emissaries
interpreted race restrictions and established racial classifications according
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to their own, selective criteria.65 Chinese-Mexican marriages often received
legal sanction and frequently social acceptance because they did not threaten
white purity. Clearly, the architects and the enforcers of miscegenation laws
did not have the legally-white Mexicans in mind when they sought to keep
whites and nonwhites apart.
For these interethnic couples, a successful trip to the county clerk, whether
in Tucson or in New Mexico, marked the culmination of overcoming obstacles and making calculations to find family life in the West. Chinese
men, in particular, faced overwhelming odds. They had to negotiate racist
attitudes, miscegenation laws, skewed sex ratios, and cultural apprehensions.
In Tucson, however, they benefited from fluid ethnic spaces and from the
racial ambiguity of Mexicans. But their unions with Mexican women did not
stem from mere good fortune. They had to convince their potential brides
that a suitable future awaited them. After all, Mexican women could and did
marry extensively with whites and, of course, with Mexicans. They, in other
words, had the marital options Chinese men lacked. In forming families
with each other, both groups stood to gain: Chinese men beat the odds and
were able to marry, and Mexican women achieved social mobility that, while
still keeping them in the lower classes, improved their lives. Local marriages
only numbered in the few dozens, and three couples separated several years
later—although only one of them legally divorced—but the Tucson area offers a glimpse at the larger picture. Several barriers made these interethnic
marriages highly improbable. But, as recent historiography continues to
demonstrate, hundreds of couples did manage to beat the odds and form
families in the United States-Mexico Borderlands.
Notes
1. As is the case for most states and territories, the original manuscripts for the census
of 1890 do not exist for Arizona. But in 1900, approximately twenty years after his
immigration to the United States, Manuel Ahloy still worked as a common laborer.
The schedule listed no occupation for Isabel Escalante, who was most likely a homemaker, since the couple had five young children at the time. Population schedules,
district 48, p. 10B, lines 73–74, city of Tucson, Pima County, Arizona Territory, Federal
Census, 1900, r. 47, microfilm, (Washington, D.C.: National Archives and Record
Service), Twelfth Census of the United States, microcopy T623, National Archives
Microfilm Publications, Records of the Bureau of the Census, Record Group 29,
National Archives and Records Administration, Washington, D.C. [hereafter Federal
Census, year, roll #, Microcopy #, RG 29, NARA].
Calculations based on contemporary sources indicate that ten years earlier the
train fare was approximately twenty-two dollars per person each way. David F. Myrick,
“Railroads of Arizona,” in The Westerners Brand Book XII, ed. George Koenig (Los
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Angeles: Los Angeles Corral, Stephens Printing Company, 1966), 23; and Patrick
Hamilton, comp., The Resources of Arizona, Its Mineral, Farming, Grazing and
Timber Lands; Its History, Climate, Productions, Civil and Military Government,
Pre-History Ruins, Early Missionaries, Indian Tribes, Pioneer Days, Etc., Etc., 3d ed.
(San Francisco, Calif.: A. L. Bancroft & Company, 1884), 123.
Marriage license for Manuel Ahloy and Isabel Escalante, 29 August 1891, Marriage
Record 1872–1899, Grant County Clerk’s Office, Silver City, New Mexico.
Ahloy most likely began using the name Manuel after his baptism in 1890. Manuel’s
godparents were Alfredo and Luisa Durazo, an indication that he maintained ties to
the local Mexican community prior to his baptism and marriage. Baptismal entry for
Manuel Ah Fo, 2 March 1890, p. 123, St. Augustine Baptismal Register, 1888–1891,
Roman Catholic Diocese of Tucson Archives and Library, Arizona.
This period revolves around census years because these sources offer accurate information on the local Chinese population. It begins in 1880, when Chinese immigrants first
appear in Tucson schedules, and ends in 1930, when the first generation of Chinese
immigrants to Tucson was passing away.
I refer to statutes that prohibited interracial marriages as miscegenation, rather than
as anti-miscegenation, laws for the sake of brevity and in order to conform to the
practice of most scholars in the field. Obviously, all these laws were indeed antimiscegenation.
Nevada (1861), Idaho (1864), and Wyoming (1869) banned marriages of whites to blacks
and Chinese in single laws, and in 1866, Oregon and Arizona added Chinese to laws
that already forbade blacks from marrying whites since 1862 and 1865, respectively.
Peggy Pascoe, What Comes Naturally: Miscegenation Law and the Making of Race
in America (New York: Oxford University Press, 2009), 10, 77–89, 91–93, 100, 120–22.
Arizona legislators banned white-black marriages during their first territorial session
in 1864. In 1865 they added Indians and “Mongolians” to the list of races that could
not marry whites. The laws went into effect in 1865 and 1866, respectively. The Howell
Code, Adopted by the First Legislative Assembly of the Territory of Arizona (Prescott:
Office of the Arizona Miner, 1865), 230–31; and Journals of the Second Legislative
Assembly of the Territory of Arizona (Prescott: Office of the Arizona Miner, 1866), 158.
Pascoe, What Comes Naturally, 109–14; and Laura E. Gómez, Manifest Destinies:
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schedules, district 106, p. 15A, lines 21–22, city of Tucson, Pima County, Arizona
Territory, Federal Census, 1910, r. 41, MT624, RG29, NARA.
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43. “A Cosmopolitan Wedding,” Los Angeles Times, 29 April 1895, p. 5.
44. Census records indicate that their first child was born in May 1896. Note that the
other child listed was not Fraijo’s, for the schedule states that she had only given
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46. The couples married on 29 August 1891. Marriage license for Manuel Ahloy and
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Mexico; Certificate of Birth for Jose Ong Woo, 15 November 1891, Benson, Cochise
County, Arizona Territory, Arizona Department of Health Services, accessed 4 April
2012, http://genealogy.az.gov/; and Certificate of Birth for unnamed female child of
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Arizona Territory, Arizona Department of Health Services, accessed 4 April 2012,
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1920, r. 46, MT625, RG29, NARA.
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Amelia [Emilia] Lee, 23 December 1912, p. 971, Book 4, Marriage Record, Grant County
Clerk’s Office, Silver City, New Mexico; Population schedules, district 114, p. 13A, line
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MT624, RG29, NARA; Marriage license for Fong Ling and Juanita Moralez [Morales],
4 July 1915, p. 1611, Book 6, Marriage Record, Grant County Clerk’s Office, Silver
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City, New Mexico; Certificate of Birth for Adele Fong Ling, 27 April 1916, Phoenix,
Maricopa County, Arizona, Arizona Department of Health Services, accessed 4 April
2012, http://genealogy.az.gov/; Marriage license for Yee Get and Eliza Nais, 16 April
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Benton, “Border Jews,” 20, 40–42. Hiram Stevens received the name Domingo,
which appears in the baptismal registry of St. Augustine when the Stevens’ served as
godparents of the child of Emmett and Leonicia Woodley. Baptismal entry for Maria
Manuela Woodly [Woodley], 24 August 1876, p. 363, St. Augustine Baptismal Register,
Volume 1, Roman Catholic Diocese of Tucson Archives and Library, Arizona.
See the following letters from Bishop Jean Baptist Salpointe: to the Central Council
of the Society for the Propagation of the Faith, 14 March 1871 and 11 September 1871;
to the Treasurer of the Society for the Propagation of the Faith, 23 February 1875;
to the President of the Society for the Propagation of the Faith, 9 October 1876; to
the Directors of the Propagation of the Faith, 25 October 1883; and in Jean Baptist
Salpointe, Correspondence, 1867–1884, Special Collections Library, University of
Arizona, Tucson. The letter to the treasurer expresses abhorrence at the success a
Protestant minister had in attracting Indian children to his school, and requests money
to carry out its “destruction.” In the same letter, however, Salpointe also delights in
attracting Protestant white children to his Catholic schools in Tucson and hopes
that some of them will convert to Catholicism. I wish to thank Amy E. Grey, in the
History Department at the University of Arizona, for alerting me to these documents
and the Aguirre article below, and for lending them to me.
For the reference to concerns over the establishment of public schools, see Wagoner,
Arizona Territory, 70; and Mamie Bernard de Aguirre, “Spanish Trader’s Wife,” The
Westport Historical Quarterly 4 (December 1968): 22.
According to Benton, all Jewish-Mexican marriages in the 1870s and 1880s involved
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ties. They acquiesced to the Catholic disposition of their Mexican wives. Benton,
“Border Jews,” 20, 40–43, 46, 57–61.
For the conversion of another man from Hong Kong, see Baptismal entry for Francisco
Ah Piom, 3 March 1890, p. 124, St. Augustine Baptismal Register, 1888–1891, Roman
Catholic Diocese of Tucson Archives and Library, Arizona.
A notable complication occurred in 1901, when the orphan Chinese-Mexican child,
Don Ah, gained the interest of his Chinese relatives, who convinced the Mexican
and Chinese friends of his dead parents to allow him to relocate so that he could
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Certificate of Death for Maria Ahloy, 29 May 1910, Tucson, Pima County, Arizona
Territory, Arizona Department of Health Services, accessed 4 April 2012, http://
genealogy.az.gov/.
Certificate of Death for unnamed child of Dong Yet and Rosario Ramirez, 19 May
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Rosa and Berta Llango, their two married sisters—Maria Garcia and Refugio Medel—and the widow Rita Back, were all listed as Mexican. Population schedules,
district 44, p. 10A, lines 38, 40–41, 43, city of Tucson, Pima County, Arizona, Federal
Census, 1930, r. 61, MT626, RG29, NARA; and Population schedules, district 66,
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MT626, RG29, NARA. Maria Teresa, George and Ludovina Lem, and Maria Dolores and Jose Vicente Lee appeared as Chinese. Population schedules, district 44, p.
15B, lines 65–67, city of Tucson, Pima County, Arizona, Federal Census, 1930, r. 61,
MT626, RG29, NARA; and Population schedules, district 43, p. 12B, lines 74–75, city
of Tucson, Pima County, Arizona, Federal Census, 1930, r. 6, MT626, RG29, NARA.
Elsa Corrales was the daughter of Ignacio Corrales (born in Mexico) and Concepcion Llango (born in Tucson of a Chinese father and a Mexican mother).
Certificate of Birth for Elsa Corrales, 27 May 1913, Tucson, Pima County, Arizona,
Arizona Department of Health Services, accessed 4 April 2012, http://genealogy.
az.gov/. According to the birth certificate of their son, Tong Lee was a grocer born
in Canton, China. Certificate of Birth for Howard Lee, 22 July 1933, Tucson, Pima
County, Arizona, Arizona Department of Health Services, accessed 4 April 2012,
http://genealogy.az.gov/.
Rita Lee was the daughter of Santiago Lee (born in China) and Concepcion Moreno.
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McMinndie in Tucson in 1914. Alexander’s surname appears as MacMinn on the
county marriage license. Baptismal entry for Rita Lee, 4 July 1893, p. 217, St. Augustine
Baptismal Register, 1893–1896, Roman Catholic Diocese of Tucson Archives and
Library, Arizona; and Floyd R. Negley and Marcia S. Lindley, Arizona Marriages,
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Arizona State Genealogical Society, 1997), 186.
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Lee and Ernestina Ayala. Marriage license for Manuel Samaniego and Mary Lee, 13
March 1920, p. 8, Book 1, Marriage Record, Hidalgo County Clerk’s Office, Lordsburg,
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Managing the Not-Quite-Historical Resources of
Isla Angel de la Guarda in the
Gulf of California, Mexico
Thomas Bowen, Gustavo D. Danemann, and Carolina Shepard Espinoza

I

t has been said that the islands in the Gulf of California are among the
most pristine in the modern world, and that they have sustained their
native flora and fauna with little human interference (Case and Cody 1983:
vii). Although it is true that commercial development and settled Mexican
communities have historically been limited to just a few islands, the past
century has been a time of steadily expanding human presence in the Gulf.
As human exploitation has increased, the integrity of island ecosystems has
come under threat, and this has prompted the Mexican federal government
to provide the islands and their wildlife with legal protection. In 1964, Isla
Rasa was made a Reserva Natural y Refugio de Aves Migratorias, which
prohibited commercial egg collecting and saved the island’s nesting seabird
populations from collapse. The government conferred legal protection on
all the Gulf islands in 1978 and has upgraded the level of protection several
times since. Today, the islands are protected under Mexican law as a wildlife
reserve, known as the Area de Protección de Flora y Fauna “Islas del Golfo
de California,” which imposes a number of restrictions on their use. Certain
islands have been granted additional protection by their incorporation into
national parks or biosphere reserves, and a few islands, or portions of them,
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map 1. map of isla angel de la guarda and the surrounding
region of the gulf of california
(Map courtesy Tracy Davison)

especially those critical to nesting seabirds, are off limits to all but management and scientific personnel.
Administratively, the islands and their resources fall under the jurisdiction
of the Secretaría de Medio Ambiente y Recursos Naturales (SEMARNAT, formerly SEMARNAP), essentially the Mexican department of the environment.
On-the-ground management has been assigned to the Comisión Nacional
de Areas Naturales Protegidas (CONANP), an agency within SEMARNAT
established in 1999, which administers the islands under a general management plan created in 2000 (Carabias Lillo et al. 2000). When funds allow,
CONANP personnel monitor the islands in small boats; in this task they
have the support of the Mexican Navy and federal narcotics interception
teams that patrol the Gulf. Although development schemes proposed by
powerful special interest groups continue to threaten the Gulf as a whole,
so far most have been kept at bay by CONANP and sister agencies and by
the tireless efforts of nongovernmental conservation organizations in both
Mexico and the United States (for excellent historical reviews, see Ezcurra
et al. 2002; Székely et al. 2005; Danemann, Ezcurra, and Velarde 2008; Carvajal
et al. 2010).
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As the name of the wildlife reserve implies, conservation of the Gulf islands
has been conceived as a matter of protecting the native flora and fauna, and
this mission is reflected in its general management plan. Nevertheless, buried
within that document lies an acknowledgment of CONANP’s responsibility for managing the islands’ cultural resources (Carabias Lillo et al. 2000:
121–122). This charge was, perhaps, included pro forma because at the time
the plan was written, most of the Gulf islands had never been visited by an
archaeologist or historian, and nobody knew whether there were any cultural
resources to be managed.
In 2005, one of us (Bowen) initiated a project to investigate the archaeological potential of islands in the Midriff region of the Gulf. The objective was
to provide CONANP’s Baja California office with basic data on the islands’
cultural resources for which it was responsible. This work has shown that
cultural remains exist on all the major islands in the region (Bowen 2005,
2006, 2009a, 2009b, 2010; Bowen, Ritter, and Bendímez-Patterson 2008).
Although the vast majority of sites are the legacy of the prehistoric or historic
Indians in the region (Bowen 2009b), some islands also have remains of more
recent non-Indian activity. The following are examples from Isla Angel de la
Guarda, a large and important island that was incorporated into the Reserva
de la Biosfera de Bahía de los Angeles y Canales de Ballenas y Salsipuedes
in 2007 (Ezcurra and Danemann 2008).
Scripps Geophysical Station. This site, on a point 350 m high on the western
side of the island, consists of the remains of a light source and a wind-powered
generator to provide electricity. It was built by the Scripps Institution of Oceanography in 1967 to test the then-new theory of plate tectonics (Corry 2009).
Airstrip and Camp. This cleared landing strip and small quantity of camp
refuse lies on the eastern side of the island. The strip was built in 1976 to
support a chuckwalla research project and was used several times in 1977 by
Tucson bush pilot Alexander “Ike” Russell. Russell also flew environmental
writer Edward Abbey and five illustrious friends to this location, where they
camped for several days during February 1977 (Bowen 2008, 2010).
Truck Axle, Wheel, and Tire. This rusted artifact from a light truck lies below the end of Russell’s airstrip but is apparently not associated with it. The
tire is a bald Uniroyal Fleetmaster of a widely-sold size and tread design. A
factory employee remembers that this design was made until about 1991, but
this cannot be confirmed because the parent company has discarded all its
records from that era (Anonymous 2007: pers. comm.). Nothing is known
about the truck’s origin and use.
California Couple’s Camp. In 1974 a California pilot and his wife landed
their airplane on the eastern side of the island and camped there for a week
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(Judith Thatcher 2005: pers. comm.). Their camp remains consist of an aggregation of flat rocks, with no sign of fire or trash.
Mining Claim Markers. Two obelisks about 1 m high, one on the eastern
coast and the other on the western coast, are probably mining claim markers.
One was constructed of local rocks laid in concrete; the other is concrete
facing over a wood and chicken-wire frame. Both bear cryptic writing in black
paint which presumably gives claim and ownership information.
Survey Marker (?). Among the summit rocks of a prominent point on the
eastern shore, there is a small slab of cement with a piece of protruding
rebar. An inscription etched in the wet cement gives a date of 29 April 2007.
Scientific Sampling Plots. At the northern end of the island, there is a set
of five one-meter squares outlined by small stones. Similar plots on other
islands in the region were constructed in 1996 by biologist Gary Polis’s group
and used for several years thereafter (Wendy Anderson 2005: pers. comm.).
Ecotourism Remains. On the western side of the island we found a plastic
name tag associated with a quantity of buried charcoal. The tag belonged to a
woman who was a passenger on a Lindblad Expeditions cruise ship in the upper
Gulf in 2007 (Julie Owen 2010: pers. comm.). The location was undoubtedly
the site of a shore barbecue, which Lindblad stages on every Gulf trip.
Fish Camp. In the late 1980s, shark fishermen from Sonora maintained an
elaborate fish camp on the western side of the island (Ruben García 1988: pers.
comm.). It consisted of a plywood and cardboard house, a shade ramada, and an
outhouse complete with a toilet seat. The house contained three bunks, shelves,
a table, and a light bulb wired for a generator or battery. It is a noteworthy site
because at that time fishermen seldom camped on Isla Angel de la Guarda for
fear of the island’s large and abundant rattlesnakes (Moran 1983: 383; Grismer
2002: 334; Carlos Godínez 2009: pers. comm.). These structures are long gone
and today the camp consists mainly of several circular rock windbreaks.
Cerro Prieto. This was a scallop processing plant and village, occupied from
about 1971 to 1973, located on the eastern side of the island. It is discussed
in detail below.
What all of these sites and artifacts have in common is recency, which
raises serious questions for CONANP managers. Under U.S. law, none
would qualify as “historical,” according to either the fifty-year criterion of the
National Historic Preservation Act (Anonymous 2009) or the one-hundredyear criterion of the Archaeological Resources Protection Act (Anonymous
1979a). More importantly, they do not qualify as historical under the criterion
applied by Mexico’s Instituto Nacional de Antropología e Historia (INAH),
the federal agency that has jurisdiction over the nation’s archaeological and
historical patrimony. Under Mexican law applied through INAH, a site or
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artifact must fall chronologically between the European entrada in 1519 and
1900 to be considered historical (Anonymous 1979b). And yet all these recent
remains tell how humans have used Isla Angel de la Guarda, and it seems
to us that this is precisely what we want to learn when we do archaeology or
history. Although none qualify today as “historical,” they will at some point
in the future. But not all remains will survive the ravages of time. We and
our professional heirs may deeply regret it if we fail to record and protect
sites such as these while they are still extant.
Obviously, not all recent remains have equal historical potential. For Isla
Angel de la Guarda, the most important site is surely the scallop processing
plant and village of Cerro Prieto. It was one of only four settled communities
that have existed on the Midriff Islands. Two were established in the 1870s
and 1880s on Islas Rasa and San Pedro Mártir to mine the guano deposits
on those islands (Bowen 2000: 125–138). In the 1980s and early 1990s a more
or less full-time fishing village known as “Refugio” existed on Isla Mejía
off the northwestern tip of Isla Angel de la Guarda (Carlos Godínez 2009:
pers. comm.; Samuel Díaz 2010: pers. comm.; Daniel Anderson 2011: pers.
comm.). Of the four, Cerro Prieto was almost certainly the largest community,
but it was the shortest-lived, lasting only about two years. Yet between the
material remains of the village, oral testimony of its former residents, and
the few written records that have come to light, Cerro Prieto reveals a great
deal about resource extraction practices of the time, Mexico’s approach to
economic development during the flush period of abundant oil, and the
community structure of a company boom town. As is usually the case, these
sources complement each other and together provide a richer picture of the
enterprise than any one source alone.
The remainder of this paper presents a rough sketch of the Cerro Prieto
operation based on nine formal interviews, informal conversations with others connected with the operation, information from people familiar with the
region, plus about two days of field work at the site and a limited search for
written records. We begin with a synthesis of oral and written testimony followed by an overview of the physical remains of the site. We conclude with
some thoughts about the management of cultural resources, such as Cerro
Prieto, that have not yet achieved legal historical status.
Cerro Prieto in Oral and Written Testimony
The scallop fishery began about 1968 in Bahía de los Angeles, a village on
the eastern coast of Baja California, when an entrepreneur and pilot named
Guy Gabaldón obtained a permit to harvest scallops on a commercial scale.

ill. 1. aerial view of the core area of cerro prieto, looking south
(Photograph courtesy Thomas Bowen)
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map 2. the core area of cerro prieto
Map numbers correspond with numbered structures described in the text. All positions and dimensions
should be considered approximate only.
(Site plan courtesy Quinn and Company)
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The scallop was Oppenheimopecten vogdesi (=Pecten vogdesi), a bivalve with
one strongly concave valve paired with one that is flat (Richard Brusca 2006:
pers. comm.). This scallop is known locally as almeja voladora (flying clam)
because it swims by flapping its two valves together, which expels water and
jets it along in short spurts.
Initially, Gabaldón brought in divers from elsewhere, but as local men
learned to dive, they too were hired. A large processing shed with a generator and ice plant was constructed, and women and children were employed
there to shuck the scallops and package and ice the meat, which Gabaldón
himself flew to the United States. This operation employed nearly the entire
population of Bahía de los Angeles (Espinoza and Danemann 2008: 157–158).
Around 1971, as coastal resources depleted, enormous scallop beds were
discovered along the eastern shore of Isla Angel de la Guarda. The company
that organized to exploit them was a branch of Productos Pesqueros Mexicanos S.A. (PROPEMEX). PROPEMEX was a federally-sponsored corporation created by President Luis Echeverría in February 1971 to implement a
comprehensive national fisheries policy and to provide technical and infrastructural support for fishing cooperatives in Mexico (Basurto 2006: 193). Its
fundamental economic objective was to encourage commercial fisheries for
both domestic and export markets, while its social mission was to ensure that
fishermen received fair compensation and that the catch effectively reached
consumers at reasonable prices. To accomplish this end, PROPEMEX was
authorized to absorb some twenty existing processing plants and coordinate
its activities with two foreign distributors that handled about 50 percent of
Mexico’s fisheries exports. PROPEMEX also planned to invest more than
$1.8 million pesos to purchase five deep-draft ships and establish a chain of
thirty-two retail stores (Héctor Medina Neri, in Ortíz 1975: 34–35, 49; Basurto
2006: 193–194).
To implement this policy at the regional level, PROPEMEX created a
network of branch companies. The branch company with authority over the
upper Gulf was the División Noroeste (hereafter “the company”), which
was headquartered in Guaymas, Sonora. It was this branch company that
organized and operated the scallop fishery on Isla Angel de la Guarda.
Exploiting the scallops on Isla Angel de la Guarda, however, entailed
solving a major logistical problem. Scallop harvesting requires immediate
processing and refrigeration, and there were neither facilities for this nor
a labor force on or near the island. Guaymas was more than 250 km away
and even Bahía de los Angeles was some 50 km away by boat. Since it was
estimated that the scallop beds would last at least five years of year-round
exploitation, the company decided to build a processing plant on the island
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itself and bring divers and plant workers to the source of the scallops. The
plan was to harvest the scallops, extract and refrigerate the meat at the plant,
and then transport the meat by company ships to Guaymas where it would
be packaged and distributed.
The plant and the village that grew up around it may never have had an
official name, but it was known by several local names. Apparently, some called
it “La Víbora” (The Rattlesnake) for the nearby Punta La Víbora (Mackintosh
2008: 55). It is labelled “La Almeja” (The Clam) on the government topographic
sheet (INEGI 1991), and some local people recognize it by that name (David
Ramírez 2013: pers. comm.). One man mistakenly remembers it as “Punta
Arena” (Sand Point), a coastal feature that actually lies well to the north. The
site was probably most often called “Cerro Prieto” (Dark Mountain) for the
nearby volcanic hills. People from Bahía de los Angeles usually referred to it
as simply “La Isla” since there were no other settlements on the island.
Similarly, there are no official population figures, and estimates vary
greatly. A former company official put the number of plant workers at 150,
but this number would likely be a payroll figure and would not include
family members and independent diving crews. Similarly, one of the divers
put the number of plant workers at “a hundred or more.” Estimates of the
total population of Cerro Prieto by several people who lived there all lie
within the 300 to 600 range. The highest estimate we heard was 2000, and
a visiting technical consultant from the United States put the figure at 1500
(Mackintosh 2008: 61). In all likelihood, the population fluctuated greatly
over the course of the community’s existence.
Diving for scallops underlay the entire operation. Divers used a “hookah”
setup that is still the standard diving gear in the Gulf (Basurto 2006: 194–196).
These were home-made rigs consisting of an air compressor powered by a small
gasoline engine that forced air through a long hose to a regulator at the diver’s
end. Diving crews typically consisted of three men (four in one case) working
from a panga (a small open boat with an outboard engine). The buzo (diver)
wore a wet suit for protection against the cold along with shoes for mobility on
the bottom and gloves for collecting the scallops. In the panga, the bombero
(pump operator) maintained the engine and compressor to ensure a steady
flow of air to the diver, while the cabo de vida (air hose manager) made sure
the panga followed the diver’s movements and kept the hose from tangling.
The diver scooped up the scallops, which were buried in the sandy bottom,
and deposited them in a chinguillo (a thick net bag held open with a strong
wire rim), which he held between his legs. The chinguillo held 40 or 50 kilos
of scallops, and when it was full the bombero and cabo de vida hauled it to
the surface and dumped the contents into the panga.
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Diving crews worked nearly all year. The standard work period was fifteen
days, followed by a three-day break. During this period, they worked as much
as six days a week, weather permitting. However, strong winds, especially in
the winter, would often limit crews to just two or three days of diving in a
week’s time.
The work day usually began around 6 or 7 a.m. and lasted until noon or
1 p.m. Most divers worked for four or five hours, although they sometimes
worked longer. Some divers surfaced after a couple of hours, rested for an
hour, and then went back down for another couple of hours. Diving was hard
work for both the diver and the crew in the panga, so after work they did little
other than rest and sleep, knowing they would be back diving the next day.
At first, the company brought in divers from outside the area, including
the cities of Guaymas, Santa Rosalía, Mulegé, and even La Paz. These men
knew only how to dive in shallow water. But the scallop beds on Isla Angel de
la Guarda were much deeper than the waters these divers were accustomed
to. Since they did not understand decompression, many of them suffered
nitrogen narcosis (“the bends”) right from the first day and at least a few
(estimates differ) died. The problem was so acute that the company brought
in a diving technician to teach them deep-diving techniques.
As the more accessible beds played out, divers had to work in ever deeper
waters. Some divers worked at 20 fathoms (120 feet) or more, and decompression accidents continued. The topside panga crew could tell when a diver
surfaced without proper decompression just by looking at him, so they learned
to get his gear off immediately to look him over. If he was in trouble, the
standard treatment was to get his gear back on and throw him back in the
water. The diver would descend to the depth where he had been working
and stay there until he signaled that he was all right. Often this took an hour
or two, but if he had been diving at especially great depths, he might have
to stay there for three or four hours. Then he would be brought up to about
17 or 18 fathoms and remain there for another hour or hour and a half, and
from there he would be brought to the surface little by little. In relatively mild
cases of the bends, the diver would be given pills or injections to relieve the
pain. But some injuries were serious and, according to one observer, divers
continued to die (Mackintosh 2008: 58). Eventually, the company installed
a decompression chamber, but that was not until August 1973, shortly before
the operation shut down (for a detailed account of this aspect of the operation, see Mackintosh 2008: 58–63).
Some of the diving crews were company employees, but many worked
for permisionarios—independent entrepreneurs who held a permit to harvest
scallops using their own diving crews. These permisionarios might have as
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many as fifteen crews working for them, each with its own panga, although six
or seven was more typical. There were around half a dozen permisionarios,
and because they were directly responsible for their crews, they lived on site
in the village. Most of the divers from Bahía de los Angeles were men who
worked for permisionarios rather than for the company.
Although the permisionarios and their diving crews were independent
operators, they and the company relied on each other in a well-structured and
mutually beneficial relationship. Because the operation was so remote, the
company needed nearby diving crews to supply the catch, and the permisionarios and their diving crews needed a nearby buyer. The ultimate buyer was,
of course, the company, but diving crews were apparently paid by whomever
they actually worked for—either the company or their permisionario. According to two divers, crews were paid a fixed price of $7 pesos per kilo of meat,
leaving the crews to divide their earnings among themselves equitably. In the
usual arrangement, the diver got 40 to 50 percent and the topside crew split
the remainder. Because a day’s catch was usually at least 1000 kilos (1 metric
ton) of live animals and the weight ratio of scallops in their shells to meat
was about 10 to 1, crews usually earned at least $700 pesos a day ($56 U.S.
dollars at that time), to be divided among them. Depending on the split, and
allowing for bad weather days, in a typical week a diver could earn between
about $1120 and $1400 pesos ($90 to $112 U.S. dollars) while a topside crew
member would make between about $700 and $840 pesos ($56 to $67 U.S.
dollars). Most crews considered this to be very good money “because things
were inexpensive back then.” However, some men believed that there should
have been occasional pay increases, and there was some grumbling that the
big profits, as always, went to middlemen and retailers. One person said that
the operation was not well policed and that money owed the diving crews
often went missing.
The heart of the shore operation was the processing shed. Two people
remember this structure as about 100 m long, with a concrete floor, a sheet
metal or asbestos roof, and window-screen walls to keep flies out. It had electric lights, a refrigerated storeroom and, according to one man, ice-making
facilities. These were powered by a diesel generator on the premises. There
was a concrete pier with two barges attached to it (creating a “floating pier”)
so that company ships could offload supplies beyond the breakers.
The pier was also where diving crews offloaded their catch. As the pangas
arrived, a small loading crane helped transfer the scallops to the shed. The
scallops were then dumped onto large tables where women stood with dull
butter knives and removed the meat. The meat was taken to the refrigeration room where it was stored until the company ship arrived to take it to
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Guaymas. The shells were hauled by pickup truck inland to an arroyo and
dumped, while the viscera were dumped into the sea. Like the diving crews,
the plant workers were paid by the weight of the scallop meat they produced.
According to one woman, their wages were initially $3 pesos per kilo of meat
and were later increased to $5 pesos per kilo.
The work load for the processors depended on the size of the catch. The
day usually started around 10 a.m. when the first pangas arrived. If the total
day’s catch was large, the plant workers could not keep up and would have to
work late into the night, sometimes until dawn. At times, the plant operated
around the clock. When the plant was overloaded, diving crews that arrived
late in the day sometimes had their cargo rejected, which meant the scallops
went to waste and the crews were not paid. Savvy crews learned to make sure
they were among the early arrivals. At times, the refrigerated storeroom was
so overloaded that some diving crews had to be laid off.
In many respects, Cerro Prieto was a classic company town. Initially,
everyone was a company employee. The company brought in the original
contingent of divers, plant workers, managers, and technicians, transporting
them in the company ships. Later, others, lured by high wages, arrived on
their own. Some of these shore personnel were from Bahía de los Angeles,
but many came from Santa Rosalía, Mulegé, Bahía Kino, Guaymas, and
possibly even La Paz and Sinaloa. Some men and women came as single
unattached individuals, and one former resident says that plant workers were
mostly single women from Sonora. But many brought families, and at least
three children were born there (Mackintosh 2008: 63).
People from different towns tended to live in distinct areas of the village
in a sort of barrio arrangement. Several diving crews from Bahía de los Angeles stayed almost 15 km up the coast at Punta Arena. Housing was mostly
tents and tarpaper shacks, and some say that the materials for these pequeñas
casitas were provided by the company free of charge. Some people, mostly
men without families, ate their meals in a company-run dining hall, and one
man says there were several such comedores.
With no resources on the island, the company supplied the community
with fresh food, drinking water, and virtually all other necessities, which
were either given out free or sold at cost at company stores (sources differ).
These supplies came from Guaymas in the company’s two (some say three)
ships and barges. People say they had what they needed, but there were few
luxuries. The only social services were those provided by a nurse and/or doctor or intern (sources differ), who resided there at least some of the time.
Even though the community consisted of a complex mix of people,
interpersonal conflicts, such as fights, were very rare. Some workers ascribe
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this general tranquility to a prohibition on alcohol and illicit drugs, but one
person says that the younger men used marijuana extensively. The village
had no formal governing body, and most decisions were made informally by
those directly affected. The main authorities were the permisionarios and
the company’s on-site manager. If anyone had a special problem, needed
something, or needed to leave the island for a while, these were the people
to talk to.
The residents of Cerro Prieto came there to work. Although one former
plant worker said they had a five-and-one-half-day work week, with Saturday
afternoon and Sunday off, others say that time off came mainly when the
divers could not work, usually due to bad weather. Because the work was
hard for everyone, most people were content to use their free time to rest and
sleep. For diversion, some people played dominos or card games, and they
sometimes played baseball or went for walks. According to some sources,
there was no organized recreation or entertainment of any kind, but that
may refer to the outlying divers’ camp at Punta Arena, not the village itself.
One woman who lived at Cerro Prieto for a year maintains that people
played baseball and soccer, and that dances with guitar music were held on
weekends.
For their days off, diving crews from Bahía de los Angeles, being relatively
close to home and having their own pangas for transportation, often went
home to visit family, play pool, or go drinking. Plant workers who wanted to
go to Bahía de los Angeles or Bahía Kino for their days off could travel on
the company ships, but those with families rarely left the island.
Despite the hard work, most residents of Cerro Prieto considered their
wages good and the company a good employer. Moreover, it was a tranquil
community and people generally enjoyed being there. For most residents,
life on the island was good.
Apparently, the operation collapsed in late 1973. Although people agree that
the end came suddenly and caught everyone unprepared, there is much less
agreement on the circumstances surrounding the collapse and what happened
afterward. Some accounts have the scent of urban legend about them.
Everyone says that Cerro Prieto was abandoned because the scallops
disappeared. Some blame this on the practice of dumping waste products
into the sea, which they say drove the scallops into water too deep for diving. But the main cause may have been gross overexploitation—according
to one observer, instead of the forty diving crews specified in the company’s
contract more than two hundred crews wound up working the scallop beds
(Mackintosh 2008: 62). Whatever the cause, the company shut down both
the diving and processing operations and moved everyone out, sending or
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transporting them to wherever they came from. One person stated that six
Navy ships came in to repatriate the workers, and that they were taken off
the island so quickly that many people left their belongings behind. This
included many pet dogs and cats and their semi-feral offspring (Mackintosh
2008: 57).
One person claims that company headquarters ordered its on-site
personnel to pick up everything at the plant and bring it to Guaymas, but
others say that the company simply abandoned the operation, including all
the equipment and materials. Because of this situation, two people were
left as caretakers, and one was still there a year later. According to a former
company official, however, a female cook and three others, who stayed on
as caretakers, were eventually forgotten and stopped receiving food and
other supplies. As their situation became increasingly desperate, they built
a makeshift raft, attached a motor, and set out into the Gulf. Although they
were in poor condition when the Navy intercepted them several days later,
apparently they all reached Guaymas alive. The same official also claimed
that after Cerro Prieto was abandoned, an engineer (specified by name)
set fire to the plant just to see what it would look like, earning him the
nickname “El Nerón” (Big Nero).
Some people say that salvage operations began only after the settlement
was abandoned and that eventually everything of value was removed. One
man noted that just about the only things left behind were the concrete floors.
Another stated that later on, somebody found a use for the shells in the huge
dumps behind the village, and that people came in and hauled the shells
away. As for the company itself, the División Noroeste apparently folded
shortly after Cerro Prieto was abandoned and surrendered its records to the
government’s Subdelegación de Pesca (Fisheries Commission) in Ensenada.
When PROPEMEX, the parent company of the División Noroeste, was
created, Mexico was in the throes of an oil boom, and money and credit
were freely available. Accordingly, PROPEMEX was intended as a project to
promote the fisheries industry, not as a money-making venture. Apparently
it fulfilled both expectations.
In September 1972, twenty months after its creation, PROPEMEX’s
director, Edgardo Medina Alonso, reported to the government that the
company had consolidated twenty-two fishing companies and processing
plants. This streamlining had led to better prices for the fishermen, which
in turn had encouraged increased production, created jobs, established
distribution networks, and promoted exports. Medina supported his claims
with statistics on increased production in several categories of fisheries
products (Ortíz 1975: 49–50).
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Financially, however, the company was a disaster. According to Federico
Ortíz, a mere ten months after PROPEMEX was created, it had already lost
$36 million pesos. To keep itself afloat, the company solicited more than $500
million pesos in short-term and long-term credit, but it eventually defaulted
on both the principal and the rapidly accumulating interest. Three years after
its creation, it was revealed that PROPEMEX losses had reached $1.5 billion
pesos. At that point, its administration was replaced and an effort made to put
the company on a sound financial footing (Ortíz 1975: 49–50). Years later,
the División Noroeste was resurrected as Productos Pesqueros de Guaymas,
or PROPEGUAY, a company that remains in operation today.
Cerro Prieto as an Archaeological Site
Cerro Prieto is located on the eastern side of the island. It was situated just
behind the shoreline, probably for efficient loading and unloading of scallops
and supplies. The village consisted of a core area of company buildings surrounded by a loose semicircular ring of workers’ houses (see ill. 1 and map 2).
There is no indication that the village as a whole was a planned community.
In all likelihood, the company built its facilities and soon thereafter houses
sprang up around it as workers arrived. According to one man, about fifty
houses appeared along the beach in the first week of operation.
The nucleus of the village was the processing shed and several adjacent
structures that were functionally tied to the processing operation. These
included two bathrooms and associated septic pits, probably the refrigerated
storage room, and the foundation for the floating pier. The functions of other
buildings in the core area are less certain but probably included the manager’s
house or office, a company dining hall, and a shed for the decompression
chamber. According to oral testimony, there were at least one or two company
stores and a clinic, none of which we have been able to identify. Beyond the
core area lie the remains of workers’ houses and outhouses. The most distant
features are the shell dumps, which are connected to the village by truck tracks.
As almost everyone agrees, the village was stripped of equipment and reusable materials after it was abandoned. Only one structure, a bathroom, still
has standing walls. The rest of the company buildings were reduced to their
poured concrete floors and remnants of the materials used for walls and roofs.
Some floors are partly buried under a thin layer of beach sand and pebbles and
rocks that storms have washed over the barrier strand. Storms have probably
completely destroyed most of the workers’ houses; the few remnants can be
identified by fragments of wooden frames, tarpaper, and domestic artifacts.
Much of the site has artifacts thinly strewn over the surface or buried under
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a thin layer of water-born or windblown sediments. Here we briefly describe
the major structures (the first fourteen structures are keyed to the numbers
on map 2), and we note a few of the artifacts.
Structures
Processing Shed (1). The processing shed was a long and narrow structure,
built parallel to the shoreline and situated on top of the beach strand, less
than 10 m from the high tide line. The concrete floor slab is 105 m long and
12 m wide. Rebar-reinforced concrete footings along the edge indicate the
location of wall posts, which one person said were made of steel. People say
the walls were mainly window screen, which is consistent with bits of 1/8 in.
wire mesh in the vicinity. One person said the roof consisted of asbestos tiles,
and this claim is corroborated by the broken tiles lying about the floor slab.
Processing Shed Extension (2). Two large concrete slabs were poured on the
southern side of the shed, together creating an extension 24 m long and 31
m wide. A third slab at the northeastern corner of the extension is 7 m long
and 5 m wide. The extension also includes a raised concrete platform, two
pedestals, and three footings that may have anchored roof posts.
Two people said the extension was the location of the refrigerated storeroom. A former resident we brought to the site speculated that one of the
pedestals might have supported a cistern of drinking water for the shed workers. He and another person also said that this was where the generator was
located that powered the shed’s electric lights and the refrigeration equipment.
Cement-Filled Pipe (3). This enigmatic feature lies about 1 m from the southeastern corner of the shed extension. It is an iron pipe sunk into the ground and
filled with cement, and it has a large U-bolt protruding from the top (see ill. 2).
The pipe is 1.0 m in diameter and extends 1.1 m above ground level. Nearly everyone who has seen it speculates that the pipe served as an on-shore anchor for
vessels, but the anchor chain would have passed through the processing shed,
which makes no sense. However, the
pipe could have served as an anchor
for vessels bringing in supplies and
construction materials when the plant
was first being constructed, before the
shed and floating pier were built.

ill. 2. structure 3, the concretefilled steel pipe, looking west
(Photograph courtesy Thomas Bowen)
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Pier Foundation (4). The foundation for the floating pier extended from the
processing shed to the sea (see ill. 3). The walls were made of large beach
rocks set in concrete mortar, with a concrete ramp between them. The
remains of the walls are about 35 m long and extend to just below the low
tide line. There is no trace of the two barges that people say were attached
to the foundation.
ill. 3. structure 4,
part of the pier
foundation, looking
north
(Photograph courtesy Thomas
Bowen)

Bathroom 1 (5). This bathroom, just east of the processing shed, is the only
structure with standing walls (see ill. 4). The floor is a poured concrete slab,
the walls are cinder block, and the now-missing roof, to judge by the surrounding debris, was made of asbestos tiles. The structure is 5.5 m long, 5.0 m
wide, and the sloping roof was 2.7 m high at its peak. A cinderblock wall in
the middle divides the structure into two equal rooms, and each was lighted
and ventilated by a screened window (the southern room had two windows).
The function of this building is unmistakable. The southern room, cleared
of windblown sand, has five drain holes along one wall, each surrounded
by the outline of a toilet base. The opposite wall has drains and remains of
ill. 4. structure 11,
a concrete slab of
unknown function,
looking north
The background structure with
standing walls is Bathroom 1
(Structure 5). The dirt mound
(Structure 10), probably the
spoil pile from excavation of the
nearby septic pits, lies just to its
right.
(Photograph courtesy Thomas
Bowen)
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caulking where two sinks were mounted. One corner has the drain hole and
raised rim of a shower stall. Although the northern room is partly filled with
windblown sediment, the exposed drains and other features suggest that it
was a mirror image of the southern room. There must have been a cistern
on the roof to provide water pressure for the plumbing, but there is no trace
of it today.
A former resident who viewed the structure with us said that this bathroom
was for people working in the processing shed. He also said that the interior
wall separated men’s and women’s facilities, but did not remember which
side was which.
Bathroom 2 (6). The remains of a second bathroom lie at the opposite (west)
end of the processing shed and, like Bathroom 1, probably served workers
on shift. The concrete floor is a rectangle 12.0 m long and 3.5 m wide, but
much of it is buried under windblown sand. We could only make out two
toilet drains, two probable sink drains, and the drains from two shower stalls.
Manager’s House/Office (7). This feature is a rectangular concrete floor
slab 10 m long and 6 m wide. Pieces of 1/8 in. wire mesh indicate screened
windows, and bits of wood post a few meters south of the slab suggest some
kind of shaded patio. We speculate that it was the house or office of the plant
manager in part because of its central location but also because it is the only
building other than the two workers’ bathrooms with its own toilet and stall
shower. Like the workers’ bathrooms, these plumbing fixtures are indicated
by drains and outlines of their bases.
Dining Hall (8). This structure is an L-shaped concrete slab, much like a
rectangle with one corner missing. It is 12.5 m long and 8.5 m wide. Two 2
x 2 in. wood footings set in the concrete indicate that it was partitioned into
three rooms, the largest of which was 7.5 m long and 5.0 m wide. A former
resident who accompanied us to the site remembered this structure as the
building where a woman prepared and served meals for men without families. He said that one room was the kitchen and another was the dining area.
Presumably, the third room was the woman’s living quarters. Two people said
that another large area located next to the processing shed served as a dining
hall (there may have been more than one). If they are correct, meals there
must have been accompanied by a lot of noise and stench.
Septic Pits (9). Four septic pits (9A–9D on map 2) handled bathroom waste
in the core area of the site. All are circular pits, 2.0 m to 4.0 m in diameter
and about 1 m deep. Walls are lined with masonry consisting of large beach
rocks set in concrete mortar (see ill. 5). Concrete lips around the top of the
walls served as seating for removable lids. In each case, effluent flowed into
the pits through 6 in. diameter concrete pipes set about 20 cm below the lip.
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ill. 5. structure 9C, one
of the septic pits, looking
north-northwest
The concrete pipe near the top of the
far wall probably delivered effluent
from the bathroom facilities in the
purported manager’s house and/or
office (Structure 7).
(Photograph courtesy Thomas Bowen)

Orientation of inflow pipes indicate that Septic Pits 9A and 9D served
Bathrooms 1 and 2, respectively. Septic Pit 9C received bathroom waste
from the purported manager’s house and probably also sink refuse from the
presumed dining hall, which apparently lacked bathroom facilities. Septic
Pit 9B was apparently also intended to handle effluent from the purported
manager’s house, but it may never have been put to use.
Dirt Mound (10). This mound of dirt appears to be about the right size to be
the spoil pile from the excavation of the three nearby septic pits (see ill. 4).
Unidentified Structure (11). This rectangular slab is 7.3 m long and 4.0 m wide.
It might have been a house, but we saw nothing to identify its use (see ill. 4).
Unidentified Structure (12). This is a rectangular concrete slab surrounded
on three sides by a low rock wall. The slab, 6.0 m long and 3.5 m wide, has
wooden wall footings embedded in the concrete, and pieces of 2 x 4 in.
lumber and bits of corrugated tarpaper indicate that it was a building with
a wooden frame and tarpaper walls. The rock wall lies about 5 m from the
slab. It consists of a row of large rocks neatly set in the ground and, in places,
stacked two high, suggesting that it defined a patio. An outhouse pit was dug
on one side between the slab and the rock wall, apparently as an afterthought
since backdirt from the pit is piled against the rocks.
Decompression Chamber Shed (13). This structure lies about 68 m southwest
of the western end of the processing shed. It consists of a square concrete
slab 4.0 m on a side that supports a concrete pedestal about 2.6 m long, 1.2 m
wide, and 65 cm high (see ill. 6). The pedestal has two pairs of anchor bolts
set in the concrete and linear rust stains extending between the bolts of each
pair. Lumber and tarpaper around the structure indicate that the slab was
the foundation for a shed. Wood-framed 1/8 in. wire mesh indicates window
screens for ventilation. Fragments of large-gauge plastic electrical conduit
extend from the processing shed to this structure.
Structure 13 is the only feature that is directly datable. The person who
poured the slab inscribed his name and the date—7 August (year illegible)—
in the wet concrete, and the two men who added the pedestal inscribed their
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ill. 6. structure 13, the possible decompression chamber shed
The chamber itself would have been mounted on the pedestal. Photo looks
northeast.
(Photograph courtesy Thomas Bowen)

initials and a date of 7 September 1973. Assuming the slab was laid in 1973, it
would have had a month to dry and harden before the pedestal was poured
on top of it.
This structure may have housed the company’s decompression chamber.
The chamber was mounted on skids, which were approximately the same
length as the pedestal and presumably left the rust stains. According to Graham Mackintosh’s source, the chamber was installed on a concrete pad with
a corrugated roof over it for shade (Mackintosh 2008: 62). However, since the
chamber was initially installed on 4 August 1973, Structure 13 could not have
been its original location. Possibly its original location was quickly determined
to be unsuitable, the site of Structure 13 was chosen as a permanent location,
the concrete pad laid, the pedestal poured, and the chamber reinstalled on
the pedestal after it dried. Unfortunately, none of the people we spoke to
recalled where the chamber was located.
T-shaped Pad (14). There is a thick T-shaped concrete slab, 4.5 m long and
4.0 m wide, situated next to the presumed decompression chamber shed.
It sits on a raised and leveled dirt platform, which, in turn, is outlined by
rocks. We found no evidence of its purpose, but its location suggests that it
was somehow connected with the decompression of divers.
Linear Clearing and Rock Wall. There is a long linear clearing at the southern edge of the core area. Rocks removed from the clearing were piled into
a low rock wall about 130 m long along the clearing’s northern boundary.
Although the clearing superficially suggests an airstrip, it would not have been
an inviting place to land an airplane. We saw no tire tracks or other physical
evidence, and nobody we talked to recalls airplanes landing at the site.
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Cleared Path. A path cleared of rocks runs past the eastern side of Structure 12
and intercepts the linear clearing described above. We know nothing about it.
Workers’ Houses. The residential area for the workers formed a broad ring
around the core area of the site on all three sides. There are no houses still
standing, and evidence of individual dwellings consists of scraps of construction materials and associated artifacts (see ills. 7 and 8). Houses that can
still be defined were small rectangular structures that probably contained a
single room. The walls (and roofs?) were made of corrugated tarpaper over
a wooden frame (mostly two-by-fours), apparently set directly on the ground.
The tarpaper was nailed to the frames with large disks of metal (one man
remembered them as bottle caps) that served as washers, placed between the
nail head and the tarpaper to prevent the tarpaper from ripping out. Several
house remains are accompanied by an assortment of domestic artifacts ranging from metal bed frames and broken ceramic plates and cups to perfume
bottles and injectable vials. Two or three houses show indications of fire,
ill. 7. house remains in
the residential area east
of the central part of
the site
Part of a wood-framed tarpaper
wall lies just left of center. The
large object at the lower right is
a metal bed frame. Photo looks
northwest.
(Photograph courtesy Thomas
Bowen)

ill. 8. detail
of house wall
construction,
structure 12
(Photograph courtesy
Thomas Bowen)
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but contrary to the tale of El Nerón (see p. 222), there is no evidence of a
general conflagration.
Outhouses. The remains of several outhouses are scattered throughout the
residential area. These facilities were presumably used by workers not on shift
at the processing shed. None are still standing, but the remains of one group
of four structures provide construction details. They were essentially miniature
houses, framed with two–by–fours and walled with tarpaper. They were, of
course, placed over excavated pits. Boards placed across the pit supported
the toilet seat, which, in two well-preserved examples, were nailed wooden
boxes, open at the bottom, with a single hole cut in the top.
Rock Cairns. There are at least 16 “cairns” of stacked beach rocks in the
residential section east of the core area. Many are partly fallen; one that is
nearly intact is a rectangular structure 120 cm long, 90 cm wide, and 45 cm
high, with rocks neatly stacked six high. Several are directly associated with
house remains, but it is unclear what purpose they served.
Vehicle Tracks and Shell Dumps. Well-used vehicle tracks head south out
of the village and into the desert (see ill. 9). These tracks were presumably
made by the pickup truck that the company brought to the site. South of the
village the tracks split into several forks, some of which meander through the
desert for 2 or 3 km. One fork leads to two shell dumps on the bank of a large
arroyo, about 1.5 km from the village (see ill. 10). The fact that these dumps
now contain only a thin layer of shells is consistent with the belief that the

ill. 9. tracks of the company pickup truck
The tracks lead toward the shell dumps from the core area of the village. Photo
looks south.
(Photograph courtesy Thomas Bowen)
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ill. 10. remains of the main shell dump, south of the village
Photo looks north-northwest.
(Photograph courtesy Thomas Bowen)

shells were hauled away sometime after the operation shut down. A stack of
some twenty ironwood branches near another set of tracks suggests that the
truck was also used to collect firewood.
Artifacts
Cerro Prieto’s artifacts are a potential gold mine of information. The few we
noted provide only a hint of what is there:
Domestic Artifacts. These include ceramic plates and bowls, plus enameled
metal cups and eating utensils. Glass bottles are common; while most are
missing their labels, a label fragment on one glass jar identifies the contents
as Nescafé instant coffee. Green synthetic leather low-topped boots are
surprisingly common in the residential areas, suggesting that they were
company-issue footwear. The largest domestic artifacts are metal bed frames
associated with several workers’ houses.
Pharmaceuticals. We found one bottle of ampicillin tablets, a graduated bottle (saline solution?),
and half a dozen injectable vials (see ill. 11). The
vials, found mostly in the residential areas, may
have contained pain medication for divers who
failed to decompress properly.
ill. 11. injectable medicine vial
associated with structure 12 (not in situ)
(Photograph courtesy Thomas Bowen)
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Lighting. A broken fluorescent tube by the processing shed indicates that
fluorescent lighting illuminated the work area.
Improvised Bucket. There are remains of two homemade buckets near the
decompression chamber (Structure 13). They were made by cutting the top out
of a square metal can (cooking oil can?) and nailing a piece of 2 x 2 in. lumber
across the open top as a handle. It appears they were used to haul cement.
Truck Door. The rusted carcass of the driver’s side door from the company’s
red pickup truck lies just south of the core area of the village. The truck was
an early 1950s model, probably a Ford or Dodge (Rodney Rohn 2006: pers.
comm.), or a Chevrolet (Mackintosh 2008: 63). At some point the door, no
doubt a nuisance for a driver constantly getting in and out, was removed and
abandoned (see ill. 12). The truck itself was apparently salvaged when the
village was abandoned, and the rusted door is all that remains of it.
Decompression Chamber. The largest “artifact” at Cerro Prieto was
surely the decompression chamber, which arrived at the village
on 3 August 1973 and went into
operation the next day. It was a
huge cylinder approximately 2.8
m long, 1.3 m in diameter, and
mounted on two skids. As noted
above, it was initially installed on a
concrete pad under the shade of a
corrugated roof (Mackintosh 2008:
ill. 12. the rusted door of the pickup
60–62), and probably later moved
truck used to haul shells to the dump
to Structure 13.
(Photograph courtesy Thomas Bowen)
Conclusions
It is obvious to us that the preceding sketch of Cerro Prieto and the Isla Angel de la Guarda scallop fishery is a rather simplistic picture of a complex
operation that functioned on many levels. Our intent is simply to show that
episodes in Mexico’s national and regional experience may be important
even if they do not legally qualify as “historical,” and that the people, the
physical remains, and the documentary records are worthy of consideration
as legitimate cultural resources. This integrated approach to history is all
the more important because none of these sources are permanent, and all
are degrading or disappearing. Although our interviews with people who
experienced the operation first hand produced much valuable information,
we were clearly pushing the limits of memory. This was particularly true
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for those who worked the scallop fishery in both Bahía de los Angeles and
Isla Angel de la Guarda, for these people were often unable to separate the
two in their accounts. Three of the people interviewed have since died, as
have several other people reputed to have had extensive knowledge of the
operation. Our attempt to identify specific buildings at the site by taking two
former residents there was only marginally successful; neither remembered
much about the physical plant. And it appears that for some aspects of the
operation, memory is being transformed into legend.
Similarly, the physical remains of the village are gradually disappearing
and this loss will only increase over time. Wave action has partly destroyed
the pier, and storms that have breached the shoreline barrier strand have
completely obliterated most of the workers’ houses. Plastic artifacts crumble
and disintegrate in the sun’s brutal heat and ultraviolet radiation, metal objects
oxidize and corrode in the salt-saturated air, and wood breaks down under
all these forces. Windstorms that raise sand and dust from the nearby playa
sandblast everything. Fishermen and others sometimes camp at the site, which
makes artifacts vulnerable to trampling, and the cinder block bathroom is
still being used as a latrine by visitors. We know almost nothing about site
damage from collecting, but with every passing year artifacts become more
desirable as curiosities and souvenirs. Moreover, they are fair game since
they are not old enough to be legally protected as “historical” artifacts (not
that such a designation would be much of a deterrent).
Not even written records can be considered permanent from a research
standpoint. It has become commonplace for companies to discard records
after as few as ten years, as did a U.S. company that may have played a major
distribution role during the earlier scallop operation at Bahía de los Angeles
(Anonymous 2006: pers. comm.). Government documents might be kept
indefinitely but not archived, and as they get buried in the glut of paper
records, they become increasingly hard to find. Documents that cannot be
located may as well not exist.
The point of all this is that, in our view, history begins now, not fifty years
ago, not in 1900, nor at any other arbitrary time. Now is always the best time
to conduct historical research because there is more and better data now
than there will be at any time in the future. An essential task for those persons charged with protecting and managing cultural resources, it seems to
us, should be to evaluate the potential historical importance of the resource
and make management decisions based on that criterion, regardless of age.
If so, we believe that Cerro Prieto would qualify as an important cultural
resource and that it should be protected and managed accordingly.
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Book Reviews

African American History in New Mexico: Portraits from Five Hundred Years.
Edited by Bruce A. Glasrud. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press,
2013. viii + 280 pp. Notes, selected bibliography, credits, index. $29.95 paper,
ISBN 978-0-8263-5301-6.)
The history of people of African descent in New Mexico and the broader
American West extends from the mid-sixteenth century to the present. This
history, though not unknown to historians, has rarely been the subject of
sustained scholarly attention. African American History in New Mexico, a
collection of essays edited by Bruce Glasrud, is thus a most welcome addition
to both New Mexico history and the history of the American West.
Glasrud’s introduction nicely places the history of African Americans in
New Mexico within the context of the region’s wider past, highlighting the era
of Spanish colonialism, the American military presence and settlement in the
nineteenth century, and twentieth-century developments such as the increasing presence of African Americans in American popular culture and the civil
rights movement. The remainder of the book proceeds chronologically and is
composed of previously published essays as well as more recent scholarship.
Of the many successful essays in the collection, a handful stand out. Dedra
McDonald’s “Intimacy and Empire” offers a fascinating account, based on
careful reading of military, legal, census, and marriage records, of the presence
of African-heritage individuals in colonial New Mexico. Similarly impressive
archival work animates Deanne Blanton’s essay on Cathay Williams, which
follows the intriguing life of Williams, who was born a female, but lived as
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a man, and enlisted as a soldier in the American military in the 1860s. Also
of interest is Raymond Wilson’s retelling of the boxing match between Jack
Johnson and an overmatched rival in Las Vegas, New Mexico, in 1912. Of the
many important contributions of the volume, the most notable is the set of
oral histories collected by Richard Melzer in which Haroldie Kent Spriggs
and Sammie J. Kent offer vivid recollections of their lives and experiences
in Tucumcari, New Mexico, in the mid-twentieth century.
Despite its many successes, the collection is not without a misstep or two.
Mark Stegmaier’s otherwise illuminating account of the passage of a slave
code in New Mexico in 1859, a topic rarely discussed even in histories of race
relations in New Mexico, might have been improved by either eliminating
the rather lengthy reprinting of the code that appears at the end of the essay
or by relocating it to an appendix. The collection would also have benefitted
from a brief conclusion, especially considering the wide time span—nearly
five hundred years—and the broad topical foci that range from military matters to literature and sports to personal reminisces.
Minor criticisms aside, this collection is a valuable scholarly addition with
generally accessible writing and a deft choice of essay topics. It will find a
welcome audience among students of New Mexico history, African Americans
in the West, and Western historians more generally.
Pablo Mitchell
Oberlin College

Properties of Violence: Law and Land Grant Struggle in Northern New Mexico.
By David Correia. Geographies of Justice and Social Transformation series,
no. 17. (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2013. xii + 220 pp. 14 halftones,
maps, notes, bibliography, index. $69.95 cloth, ISBN 978-0-8203-3284-0, $24.95
paper, ISBN 978-0-8203-4502-4.)
Properties of Violence provides analysis of northern New Mexico’s Tierra
Amarilla land grant, covering events with which many readers of this journal are undoubtedly familiar. David Correia breaks new ground with this
book; untapped theoretical approaches and historical sources enable him to
inquiry further into Tierra Amarilla, land grants generally, and U.S.-Mexico
Borderlands history.
Properties of Violence brings an important theoretical perspective to the
study of land grants. Drawing from the field of critical legal studies, Correia
problematizes concepts often taken for granted, arguing that “law is a site of
social struggle where claims over property are constructed and contested.”
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Thus efforts by speculators to dispossess land grant communities, and those
communities’ efforts to retain their lands, represented “a struggle over the
very meaning of property that played out in courts and on the ground” (p.
7). Correia concludes that this struggle reveals the ways in which “violence
is inherent to law and property” (p. 9).
Correia argues that his study brings the agency of the land grant community to the fore in a way that previous scholars have not. Another perspective
might be that academics are trained to use terms like “agency” to refer to
efforts by claimants to retain their lands whereas those who study these same
questions from a legal, non-academic, and interdisciplinary perspective also
document such efforts without using the term “agency.”
Properties of Violence weaves in broader themes from U.S.-Mexico Borderlands history, including Ute removal in the 1860s and 1870s, land grant
community members’ subsequent shift to dependence on the partido system
and wage labor, and even whiteness and the prominence of the Ku Klux Klan
in national politics in the 1920s. Chapter Three, for example, focuses on the
startling assertion that the true author of a handbill reminiscent of La Mano
Negra (a grassroots organization that opposed the privatization of the Tierra
Amarilla grant through fence cutting) was the KKK.
Correia effectively demonstrates the contested nature of property, race,
and violence into the twentieth century. The second half of the book delineates the ways in which local activists continued to contest the meanings of
property in Tierra Amarilla. In the mid-twentieth century La Corporación de
Abiquiú, Merced de Tierra, fought legal battles over grant lands. Although
common use of the grant persisted well into the twentieth century, the courts
“erased” this history and “replaced it with a history of private property” (p.
117). Correia places the famous courthouse raid of 1967 in broader context
and notes the role of violence in “imposing private property rights” (p. 144).
In the 1980s, El Consejo de la Tierra Amarilla’s “paramilitary approach” was
a response to police and state violence (p. 150). The epilogue briefly treats
the irony of Jicarilla Apache acquisition of swathes of land within the grant’s
boundaries.
Overall this book represents a welcome marriage of theory and “on-theground” archival research which should prove useful to researchers, scholars,
and teachers.
Denise Holladay Damico
Saint Francis University (Pennsylvania)
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The Spanish Colonial Settlement Landscapes of New Mexico, 1598–1680.
By Elinore M. Barrett. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2012.
xvi + 280 pp. Maps, 19 tables, appendixes, notes, works cited, index. $49.95
cloth, ISBN 978-0-8263-5083-1.)
Spanish settlement in New Mexico before the Pueblo Revolt of 1680 was
sparse. It also left few documentary records so that the task of reconstruction
is difficult and at times speculative. Elinore A. Barrett’s efforts to do so are
assiduous and heroic. In addition to a clear narration of the data, the author
has included a bounty of information in the book’s many appendixes, ranging
from climatic records to tables of those settlers whose names have survived
the passage of time.
Barrett has divided her study into three sections: “The Context of Settlement”; “The Demographic Landscape”; and “The Settlement Landscapes.”
She traces the natural, institutional, and economic landscapes of the early
Spanish settlement and then how the colony’s population expanded in the
years before 1680. Barrett notes, “On the whole, the natural landscape of New
Mexico presented Spaniards with difficult conditions for settlement” (p. 13).
There were no precious metals, though Spaniards did continue to seek out
silver and limited sources of water and timber. Moreover, by the seventeenth
century, Spanish colonial laws sought to limit the exploitation of conquered
Indians. Therefore, encomienda in New Mexico was limited to tribute in
goods, not labor. Nonetheless, the conquerors relied heavily on the labor of
Pueblo Indians, sometimes recruited through the repartimiento and sometimes
enslaved, so their haciendas and estancias remained close to the pueblos.
These “scattered rural landholdings” near the Rio Grande and the pueblos
“had the greatest impact on the landscape of New Mexico” (p. 162). Although
the number of settlers was small, and at times declined precipitously, as in the
first years of Juan de Oñate’s government, the Spanish presence transformed
the area through an intensification of agriculture and irrigation, workshops,
reducciónes of the Indian population, and, especially, through the introduction of ranching in cattle, sheep, and goats.
In contrast the towns and villages of the new colony were relatively insignificant. Barrett has crafted an excellent chapter that seeks to reconstruct
the settlement of Santa Fe in the early seventeenth century. The capital
was symbolically and politically important but its economic role in New
Mexico was minor “because New Mexico lacked a viable mining economy
and exported only small amounts of commodities such as hides, salt, piñon,
cotton and wool textiles, and slaves to mining districts farther south in New
Spain . . . the villa did not have a significant commercial function that could
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serve as a basis for growth” (pp. 98–99). At the beginning of the seventeenth
century, there were fifty Spanish families in the capital; in 1680 there were
seventy. The main action was found in the remote farms and ranches of the
Española Basin, the Santa Fe River, and the Middle Rio Grande.
Christopher Schmidt-Nowara
Tufts University

Clyde Tingley’s New Deal for New Mexico, 1935–1938. By Lucinda Lucero
Sachs. (Santa Fe, N.Mex.: Sunstone Press, 2013. 374 pp. 101 halftones, notes,
selected bibliography, index. $26.95 paper, ISBN 978-0-86534-918-6.)
This may be the best book to date on exactly how the state of New Mexico
vastly benefited financially and otherwise from the federal government’s early
New Deal programs. The fellow who pulled hardest on all the strings between
Santa Fe and Washington to make that happen was Gov. Clyde Tingley. In
his four years in the governor’s chair, he virtually turned New Mexico around
from extreme depression to a growing state, from top to bottom in nearly
every aspect of the state’s life and its people.
Lucinda Lucero Sachs’s thorough research for her master’s thesis on
Tingley and the New Deal evolved into this book, which explores how he
implemented New Deal programs, as well as who helped him do so. The
man, who appeared on the surface to be neither well-educated nor a polished
gentleman, was in that respect somewhat like his friend, Will Rogers, who
identified with the common man. Tingley, a well-trained machinist, salesman, and experienced management professional, had a masterful mind. He
knew how to build, how to make things work, and how to manage people.
Tingley’s hometown girlfriend, Carrie Wooster, came to New Mexico from
Ohio with her mother in 1910 for tuberculosis treatment. Tingley followed
and they married in April of 1911. They soon became involved in Albuquerque
city affairs and state government, treating New Mexico like the family they
never had. Her philanthropy and political insight matched his knowledge
and will to make things happen, creating a valuable partnership and a most
fortunate state of New Mexico.
In order to meet federal standards, he reorganized New Mexico’s state
government, something not all states achieved during that time. Better order,
efficiency, and accountability were put in place. The governor made sure that
significant advances in essential systems such as education, infrastructure,
water, oil, transportation, bridges, tourism, police, and National Guard security were accomplished while providing employment for the needy masses.
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Making all that happen through the legislative process was another aspect
of Tingley’s finesse.
The archival photos and the monumental collection of references and
resources will be of great interest to scholars of New Mexico history and the
New Deal. I recommend reading Clyde Tingley’s New Deal for New Mexico
to discover how the governor and his associates accomplished so much in only
three years. It is doubtful so much could be achieved in so short a time today.
Kathryn A. Flynn
National New Deal Preservation Association

Santa Fe Indian Market: A History of Native Arts and the Marketplace. By
Bruce Bernstein. (Santa Fe: Museum of New Mexico Press, 2012. 151 pp. 44
color plates, 40 halftones, selected bibliography, credits, index. $29.95 paper,
ISBN 978-0-8901-3548-8.)
Santa Fe Indian Market is a work of art worthy of its subject. The pictures
are stunning, the cover is beautiful, and even the interior section divides are
elegant. Bernstein, the executive director of the Southwestern Association of
Indian Arts (SWAIA), which sponsors the Indian Market, is ideally situated to
write its history. The book offers a compelling overview of this near-centuryold institution, from its early precursors to its modern, internationally known
iteration.
The forces that created the Indian Market—the rise of a tourist market in
cheap “curios,” a population of non-Native expatriates who embraced New
Mexican cultural traditions, and the Pueblo artists who finessed old forms and
experimented with new ones—were specific to the early twentieth century.
But, the market has persisted and evolved. It is its longevity, Bernstein argues,
that has given the market its place as “royalty” and the “authority on Indian
art” throughout the world (p. 7).
The book concentrates on this early period; six of the nine chapters explore
the years up to 1931. Bernstein guides readers through the iterations as the organizers, rules, and judging criteria change. Non-Natives initially conceived of
the market paternalistically, focusing on educating artists and consumers about
traditional methods. From 1922–1931 the Museum of New Mexico coordinated
it in conjunction with the Santa Fe Fiesta as a program of “public anthropology.” During the 1930s, the New Mexico Association of Indian Art (NMAIA)
took over and brought the fairs to the Pueblos, hoping that more artists would
emulate the winning pieces. In 1936 the fairs returned to Santa Fe as weekly
events under the Palace of the Governors’ portal, and artists gained more agency
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in the exchanges. World War II brought stagnation to the fair, but in 1959 the
newly named SWAIA regrouped. It shifted away from the original political
agenda of creating economic self-sufficiency and “saving the Indian” to an
“arts organization” (p. 110). This resulted in specific rules about who could sell
what and where as well as a greater emphasis on individual artists rather than
culturally representative pieces. By 1962 the association split from the Fiesta
and founded the stand-alone Indian Market. Since then it has experienced
massive growth. In 1970, 200 artists participated and by 2012 there were 650
booths covering fourteen city blocks. Success has meant greater oversight (the
rules now number in the hundreds of pages). Through it all the SWAIA wants
“to maintain the Indian Market’s reputation for quality. At the same time, the
association does not want to stifle creativity” (p. 126).
Indeed, Bernstein addresses that tension throughout the book, demonstrating the paternalism of the founders as well as the ways Native artists
under a combination of financial need, market demand, cultural priorities,
and artistic innovation pushed back. His compelling chapter on innovators
Maria and Julian Martinez emphasizes this point. Although some of this
story may be familiar, Santa Fe Indian Market offers a concise overview in an
elegant package. The superb images (44 in color and 40 in black and white)
enhance the story of change with beautiful shots ranging from early curios
to the glorious diversity of the contemporary market.
Cathleen D. Cahill
University of New Mexico

Dinéjí Na ‘nitin: Navajo Traditional Teachings and History. By Robert S.
McPherson. (Boulder: University Press of Colorado, 2012. x + 287 pp. 33 halftones, map, bibliography, index. $24.95 paper, ISBN 978-1-60732-216-0.)
McPherson begins his monograph with two seemingly unrelated events:
the Wallow Fire of 2011 and the Navajo-Hopi land dispute. He offers a brief
overview of each in the introduction titled, “Entering the Táchééh,” and
sets the foundation for his work. For McPherson, writing with a non-Navajo
audience in mind, these two events highlight the importance of including
Diné historic and cultural interpretations.
The nine chapters within the monograph can be read either sequentially or
individually as each has their own discrete historic event or cultural teaching.
The historic events can be found in Chapter 2, “The 1918–1919 Influenza
Epidemic”; Chapter 4, “Too Much Noise in That Bunch across the River”;
Chapter 6, “He Stood for Us Strongly: Father H. Baxter Liebler’s Mission
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to the Navajo”; and Chapter 7, “Seeing is Believing.” In all four chapters
McPherson provides a detailed description of events by using primary sources
with special attention to the Diné account. But McPherson goes beyond
just including Diné perspectives. He also attempts to contextualize them
within the Diné belief system. For example, in the case of the Pectol Shields,
found in Chapter 7, McPherson writes about the finding of three shields by
Ephraim Pectol in 1926. McPherson then moves to the Diné interpretation
of the shields offered by John Holiday, a medicine man, called upon by the
federal government. Holiday not only interpreted the symbols on each shield
but was able to name the individuals who made and cared for the shields until
they were hidden away prior to the Long Walk. The chapter concludes with
the repatriation of the shields to the Navajo Nation as a result of the Native
American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (1990).
The strength of the monograph is McPherson’s ability to capture the
reader’s attention at the start of each chapter through storytelling. For example, in Chapter 4, he writes, “Moonlight turned the yellow cottonwood
leaves silver as they drifted in the gentle current of the San Juan River” (p.
101). The effect this has on the entire book is that it takes the standard historical narrative and re-centers it as a story. In some way, the Diné approach
to understanding the world through stories is approximated and captivates
the reader. Thus, the remaining chapters, focused on elements of Diné
traditional teachings, can be better understood as cultural teachings through
stories. The teachings range from divination and hand trembling found in
Chapter 1, “Wind, Hand, and Stars,” to witching and the powers of medicine
men detailed in Chapter 3, “Sacred Evil.” Traditional teachings taught in
the home and the importance of the Diné language are explained in the
remaining chapters: Chapter 5, “Traditional Teachings and Thought”;
Chapter 8, “Of Stars, Goats, and Wind”; and the final chapter, Chapter 9,
“Gambling on the Future.”
Although written with a non-Navajo audience in mind this monograph
would be useful to all readers as it reaffirms the importance of indigenous
oral history, traditions, and cultural practices and aims to privilege them in
a western setting.
Majel Boxer
Fort Lewis College
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Navajo Tradition, Mormon Life: The Autobiography and Teachings of Jim Dandy. By Robert S. McPherson, Jim Dandy, and Sarah E. Burak. (Salt Lake City:
University of Utah Press, 2012. xiv + 292 pp. 44 halftones, notes, bibliography,
index. $27.95 paper, ISBN 978-1-60781-194-7.)
Jim Dandy (b. 1940) is a retired Navajo educator who has spent his life
teaching and coaching Navajo children. It is a life characterized by deep belief
in and practice of traditional Navajo teachings. Dandy also “fully embraces
Mormonism” (p. x). “I hold two beliefs,” he writes, “and it is very sacred to
me to have both LDS and Navajo teachings” (p. 120).
The publication of his story marks a change in trajectory for the growing
genre of Navajo autobiography. Earlier autobiographies emphasize tribal life
in the context of change, reflecting an underlying theme of traditional culture
at risk. By contrast, Dandy’s story is not one of waning tradition struggling for
survival, but rather “how one man’s life has successfully bridged two different
worlds” in the expectation that both worlds will continue (p. xiv).
McPherson, a historian who specializes in Navajo history and culture,
is Dandy’s neighbor. Dandy’s long-standing request that McPherson record
his life story was facilitated by anthropologist Sarah Burak, who helped
with interviewing and managed transcription and preliminary organization.
McPherson “fine-tuned” the results, edited, added contextual material (including extensive endnotes on Navajo culture), and, with Dandy, worked to
retain the authentic “Navajo voice” often lost in scholarly restatements of
Navajo experience (pp. xi, xiii).
The “rich mixture” that is Dandy’s life has wide application. It provides
insight into the relevance of Navajo philosophy for contemporary life, illustrates “what a successful experience in the [LDS] Placement Program meant
to a youth coming from the reservation,” and shows “how two very different
religious traditions can find compatibility on a common ground” (p. xiv).
The book’s eleven chapters are grouped in three sections, beginning with
two chapters on “Historical and Religious Context.” The first summarizes
Navajo-Mormon relations in the Southwest, with special emphasis on the
past half century and the LDS Indian Student Placement Program. Chapter
2, “Praying to Jesus, Standing for Monster Slayer,” is an innovative exploration of similarities in Mormon and Navajo belief. On the face of it, Navajo
religion is sharply distinct from Mormonism. Yet beneath the surface are many
parallels. The authors conclude that “concepts central to LDS beliefs such
as the Godhead, priesthood power, sacrament, prayer, spiritual assistance,
and the creation of the world have their counterparts in Navajo teachings”
(p. 49). These authors are not the first to note parallels between Navajo and
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LDS religious beliefs, but no one has done it better. For the reviewer, this
chapter is worth the price of the book.
Chapters 3–7, “Jim Dandy’s Life,” describe his youth and immersion in
Navajo culture, his experience in boarding schools and the LDS Placement
Program, his conversion to Mormonism, LDS mission, higher education,
marriage and family life, and his career as an educator among the Navajo
people. His account of boarding school life during the mid-twentieth century
reveals a continuation of many of the abuses of earlier decades. From the
child’s standpoint, he says, “there was nobody to protect you,” “there was no
love or affection,” and “there was discipline all of the time” (pp. 97, 101).
Chapters 8–11, “Jim Dandy’s Teachings,” are “teachings and experiences
that he either has learned from his grandparents and parents or has obtained
otherwise as he has lived a traditional life” (p. 159). An underlying theme, apparent in every chapter, is respect—respect for life, heritage, kin, the natural
world, and spiritual and supernatural forces. Chapter 8, “Holy People, the
Creation, and Its End,” includes a version of the Navajo creation story. Chapter 9, “Animals, Birds, and Insects,” assembles Navajo teachings on creatures
relevant to Navajo identity and well-being. Stories from Navajo mythology are
interwoven with family lore on how one safely relates to these beings. Chapter
10, “Offerings, Songs, and Ceremonies,” treats dealings with the Holy People,
including prayers and blessings, spirituality, and the shoe game.
The final chapter, “The Light and Dark Sides,” concerns “avoiding and
curing evil” (p. 227). The Holy People share their power with worthy humans,
and supernatural powers can be used for both good and evil. Here Navajo
tradition is combined with Dandy’s personal experience of the supernatural,
including his role in helping to solve the 1987 murders of two Navajo policemen in Monument Valley.
This is a warm, wise book, intended “to point the way for future generations of young Navajos interested in traditional teachings” (p. 248). It merits
wide readership among Navajo adults, who will recognize many issues of
their lives in its pages, and among students of twentieth-century Southwestern
history, Mormon-Navajo relations, and Navajo Studies generally.
Howard M. Bahr
Brigham Young University
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In the Shadow of Billy the Kid: Susan McSween and the Lincoln County War.
By Kathleen P. Chamberlain. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press,
2013. xiv + 297 pp. 22 halftones, maps, abbreviations, notes, selected bibliography, index. $27.95 paper, ISBN 978-0-8263-5279-8.)
Susan McSween Barber was intelligent, fascinating, shrewd, and courageous. During her long life that lasted from 1845 to 1931, she played an
important role in the history of New Mexico. Kathleen P. Chamberlain has
spent years researching in libraries and archives to learn about Susan. She
has crafted a well-documented, well-written biography of a woman who came
into her own during the conflict in Lincoln County.
Susan grew up on a farm in Pennsylvania. She left home at eighteen, and
vanished from the records. In 1873, she reemerged in Abilene, Kansas. By this
time she had met and married lawyer Alexander McSween. Susan and Alex
settled in Lincoln, New Mexico, in February 1875. Alex worked for Miguel
A. Otero Sr., a prominent New Mexican. The connection led the McSweens
into deep involvement in the famous conflict over land, money, and cattle
that precipitated the five-day Battle of Lincoln in July 1878. Alex was killed,
while Susan became homeless after their home burned. However, she had
good friends who helped, including John Chisum. By 1879 she was back on
her feet, receiving support from various sources.
Susan married another lawyer, George Barber, in 1880. She continued to
buy land and cattle, enjoying better prospects briefly while living in White
Oaks. In 1883 she moved to her ranch at Three Rivers and was soon running
5,000 head of cattle on some 1,158 acres. She devoted herself to her ranch,
the cattle business, and the fruit orchards she had planted.
Her life after 1900 revolved around White Oaks, where declining output
of the mines brought financial strain to the area. She slowly sold off her land
and cattle. By 1905 she had sold most of her Three Rivers property and all
of her lots in Lincoln. By then she had moved back to White Oaks for its
better social scene. She kept her orchards and vineyards and grew a town
garden. She joined a church and some women’s clubs, and continued her
social life. Various nieces and nephews visited regularly. In 1917 she traveled
east, visiting family in Pennsylvania and Baltimore. After her house burned
in 1923, she lived in rented homes until her death.
Reporters and historians began interviewing her in 1907 about the Lincoln
County War and Billy the Kid. At first she told the story as she lived it, but
quickly learned that they wanted a romantic Billy—so she complied. The
first movie on the Lincoln County conflict came out in 1930. It was so inaccurate that Susan walked out of the theatre in anger. Just before Christmas
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that year she caught flu that developed into pneumonia. She died destitute
in January 1931.
Chamberlain has succeeded in this fine biography by making Susan
McSween Barber come alive. More on her post-Lincoln years would have
added to the portrait, but sources for the later period were likely very scarce.
Chamberlain has added to the history of Lincoln County and White Oaks,
giving a wonderful portrait of a vibrant woman.
Jo Tice Bloom
Las Cruces, New Mexico

Dolores del Río: Beauty in Light and Shade. By Linda B. Hall. (Stanford, Calif.:
Stanford University Press, 2012. xi + 358 pp. 32 halftones, notes, filmography,
bibliography, index. $30.00 cloth, ISBN 978-0-8047-8407-8.)
Linda B. Hall’s excellent example of historical biography reminds one
of the exceptional pleasures associated with reading about the Golden Age
of Mexican cinema. This is due in large measure to the enormous involvement of the Mexican government in promoting film as a heavily ideologized
vehicle of a specific postrevolutionary discourse about Mexico. Dolores del
Río exemplifies this panorama well. She was just exotic enough to make it
in Hollywood, where there was room for the right degree of foreignness, but
not too much. And, concomitantly, del Río was fair enough to be an exotic
presence in Mexican films, perhaps no more so than in her great leading
role as María Candelaria, where she is almost ethereal, extraterrestrial in the
dense ideologized Mexican space she is plopped down in.
Hall is an exceptionally skillful historian. She engages in a fairly straightforward form of historical biography, following her subject chronologically and
tracing in clear and appropriately documented order the development of her
personal life and her complex professional evolution. Mexican filmmaking of
the period aimed for a dense reality effect in an attempt to provide an overly
determined interpretation of certain primes of Mexican life of interest to the
industry and its government backers. Filmmakers and their backers intended
to promote, in calculatedly affective ways, particular sentiments, reactions,
convictions, and (assumedly) behaviors on the part of national audiences. This
was no more true than in the case of sexual roles, the “feo, fuerte y formal”
formula for men, the chaste, demure, and ennobling formula for women.
As much as I liked this highly professional historical account, I must mix
one element of praise with a measure of chide. Hall is to be congratulated
for addressing, although often no more than in the fashion of rumor, the
question of del Río’s sexuality. Some of the men in her life, including her
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first husband, did not match the male imaginary projected by Mexican
films of the day, and none more so than her neighbor and long-time friend
Salvador Novo, who lived as an openly gay man at a time when the stakes
were very high in Mexico for such a persona. Del Río also moved in lesbian
circles, dominated by her contemporary Sara García, la Abuelita de México
(Mexico’s Grandmother), whose private and public lives were very much
not of that sort of venerable figure (Hall never mentions García). One of
del Río’s close friends—and it is here where I must chide—was Frida Kahlo,
who also figures prominently in a history of lesbianism in Mexico. However,
while recognizing the homoaffective relationship between Kahlo and del Río,
Hall notes: “Frida, of course, preferred men to women” (p. 190). Of course,
in serious historiography, there is no room for “of courses,” and one wonders
what the documentary evidence is, and what interpretational metric is being
used here for determining sexual preferences.
But this fine book is still very much a definitive study on the magnificent
del Río, and I recommend it with much enthusiasm for its scholarship and
for its excellent expository prose.
David William Foster
Arizona State University

From the Republic of the Rio Grande: A Personal History of the Place and the
People. By Beatriz de la Garza. (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2013. xiii + 225
pp. 27 halftones, maps, works cited, index. $45.00 cloth, ISBN 978-0-292-71453-3.)
Beatriz de la Garza’s personal history of the people who settled on both
sides of the Rio Grande places the humanity of the region’s inhabitants at
the center of her narrative. She chronologically structures the story of the
de la Garza family against the backdrop of life-changing historical moments
to illustrate how norteños in northeastern Mexico survived events from the
U.S.-Mexico War to the Mexican Revolution. Likewise, she contextualizes
the experiences and struggles of the de la Garza family within the fields of
Mexican and Texas history to show the important roles that the people and
places of this region of Mexico played in watershed moments.
The author’s general narrative chronicles the story of the de la Garza
family in northeastern Mexico and South Texas from the 1750s to the 1950s.
She traces the historical roots of this elite family back to the first colonists
who were recruited by Don José de Escandón to settle the region. Although
her general account of the de la Garza family stresses continuity in cultural
traditions, her portrayal of family members highlights how some of them
adapted to local and national changes.
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The use of personal anecdotes to delineate individual family members is
one of the strengths of the book. Personal sketches illuminate how certain
members within the boundaries of Mexican culture adjusted to changes, and
no chapter explains this better than Chapter 5, with its account of the prodigal son. On the one hand, Fabio Lorenzo de la Garza’s venture to open his
own store in Raymondville, Texas, in the 1920s is the story of the reckless son
who loses the family’s inheritance. On the other hand, Fabio’s determination
to live his dreams echoes the tenacity and aspirations of his ancestors and
settlers who founded Camargo, Reynosa, and other frontier communities in
northeastern Mexico. Both interpretations of Fabio’s business undertaking,
nonetheless, share something in common; that Mexican cultural practices
enabled Fabio as well as his predecessors to live their dreams, even though
sometimes their wishes were short-lived and tragic.
By the same token, the family history approach employed to historicize the
significance of the people and place in northeast Mexico demands a comment.
Although the focus on the de la Garza and other prominent norteño families
puts into perspective the humanity of the elite class, it shadows the humanity
of the people who worked for them. Readers will certainly be left wondering
to which “people” the book’s subtitle refers, besides the elites covered in the
narrative.
Despite the above observation, this family history of a norteño elite family
invites readers to rethink major historical events, and how the analyses of such
moments have shaped the conceptual and chorological boundaries of Chicano
history. The primary sources employed to write From the Republic of the Rio
Grande—the author’s family archives—will serve as a starting point for future
scholars interested in the history of a people who call the Borderlands between
South Texas and northeastern Mexico home for over two centuries.
José Guillermo Pastrano
Portland, Oregon

Dragoons in Apacheland: Conquest and Resistance in Southern New Mexico,
1846–1861. By William S. Kiser. (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 2013.
xiii + 354 pp. 17 halftones, maps, notes, bibliography, index. $29.95 cloth, ISBN
978-0-8061-4314-9.)
New Mexico Territory was an arid and sparsely settled area with few towns
in the aftermath of the U.S.-Mexico War. The Mexican settlers there, along
with a few Americans, led a hard life trying to wring a living from the land
by raising crops and livestock. Indians in the area (this work focuses on the
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Apaches) often made that life even more difficult. This book tells the story
of government efforts to force the Indians to accept peaceful ways or, failing
that, to hunt them to the death. It further illustrates how military and civilian
officials often had completely opposing strategies on how best to attain peace
in the territory.
Military duty was marked by boredom and frustration as soldiers often dealt
with insufficient supplies and meager pay, which many gambled away as soon
as they were paid. They also faced some of the same difficulties that American
soldiers would encounter in Vietnam over one hundred years later. The elusive
Apaches, like the Viet Cong, often had foreknowledge of impending military
operations and were able to avoid contact by slipping across the border into
Mexico. And in both wars, it was the enemy who initiated most engagements.
(The similarities were not lost on the soldiers of the later conflict, who often
referred to the enemy-controlled jungles as “Indian territory.”)
A reader interested in antebellum Indian fighting in the Southwest will
profit from this book as a good place to start, but Kiser’s undisguised sympathy
for the Apaches mars the work. He often reminds the reader that the main
reason for their murderous raids was that they were simply hungry and trying to find sustenance (pp. 94, 128, 202). This justification might have some
legitimacy with regard to Apache raids on cattle or sheep herds, but it falls
short when one considers how often Apaches stole horses and mules, kidnapped women, or attacked settlers on the way to California or soldiers on
wood-chopping, water-hauling, or mail delivery details. There are mistakes
in this book, and although books are rarely completely free of errors, some
of these suggest a certain lack of diligence on the author’s part. Perhaps a
couple of examples will illustrate. Kiser, for example, misidentifies Winfield
Scott as U.S. Secretary of War (p. 75), and when four dragoon companies
transferred to Tucson, the author has them leaving New Mexico altogether
(p. 187), when, in fact, New Mexico Territory at that time included Tucson.
And on the selection of David Meriwether as governor of New Mexico in
1853, Kiser claims that Meriwether’s selection was likely due to his “previous knowledge of and familiarity with the territory, as few eastern politicians
could claim a better understanding of its complexities than him” (p. 153).
Meriwether, however, only spent approximately one month in Santa Fe
almost thirty-five years earlier when Spanish authorities arrested him as a
spy. Although none of these are of great importance to the overall theme of
the book, they might cause the reader new to the topic to wonder what other
errors might be encountered.
James M. McCaffrey
University of Houston-Downtown
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At the Border of Empires: The Tohono O’odham, Gender, and Assimilation,
1880–1934. By Andrea M. Marak and Laura Tuennerman. (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 2013. xiii + 209 pp. 13 halftones, maps, notes, selected
bibliography, index. $55.00 cloth, ISBN 978-0-8165-2115-9.)
At the Border of Empires chronicles how reformers, specifically missionaries
and Office of Indian Affairs (OIA) officials, targeted the Tohono O’odham
in southern Arizona for assimilation through anti-vice campaigns and educational policies aimed at imposing the mainstream culture’s gender ideology and economic values. The authors also emphasize Tohono O’odham
negotiations with reform efforts, whether by active or passive resistance, and
the incorporation of new values and technologies that interested them. The
authors contend that this study is warranted because the Tohono O’odham
were situated at the nexus of two nation-states, Mexico and the United States,
and both were engaged in assimilation and modernization campaigns aimed
at minority and immigrant groups.
Chapter 1 provides Tohono O’odham historical background, followed by a
chapter on OIA and missionary reform efforts to eliminate indigenous alcohol
consumption. The determination of tribal members to maintain ceremonial
drinking practices largely undermined OIA efforts, although some Tohono
O’odham at times sought assistance from OIA officials and missionaries out
of a desire to protect their families from outside influences. The third chapter
looks at reformers’ efforts to alter Tohono O’odham gender roles by encouraging
legally sanctioned, Christian, monogamous marriages, patriarchal households,
and a gendered division of labor that emphasized unpaid female domestic
labor within the home and male activity in ranching and farming. OIA field
matrons, mostly white single women, trained the Tohono O’odham in hygiene
and health, as well as gender ideals to which the matrons often did not adhere.
Chapter 4 discusses the implementation of Indian day and boarding
schools that followed a gendered curriculum. This chapter also explores the
legal and coercive means used to compel attendance and the denominational competition between Catholic and Protestant missionaries. Chapter
5 analyzes how reformers instituted vocational training to inculcate in the
Tohono O’odham individual property ownership, the production of surplus,
and engagement with the cash economy to prepare them for future citizenship. Gendered curriculum in schools and vocational training through the
outing system, paradoxically, increased the numbers of indigenous women
entering domestic wage labor in cities. Unfortunately, the transition from a
subsistence to a wage economy altered tribal traditions and rendered some
Tohono O’odham especially vulnerable to the Great Depression.
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Finally, the sixth chapter demonstrates the gendered, and more successful,
assimilation process occurring among the Tohono O’odham in Mexico. Once
unified by a two-village system, the Tohono O’odham witnessed the imposition of an international border which altered the trajectories of a previously
unified people. Although interesting, this chapter’s analysis feels somewhat
incomplete in an otherwise well-researched narrative.
I enjoyed this book very much and believe it would make a wonderful addition to undergraduate courses. This is a solid study that contributes insights
into an understudied group in United States and Mexican history.
Erika Pérez
University of Arizona

Mapping Wonderlands: Illustrated Cartography of Arizona, 1912–1962. By Dori
Griffin. (Tucson: The University of Arizona Press, 2013. ix + 219 pp. 17 halftones,
55 maps, notes, index. $55.00 cloth, ISBN 978-0-8165-0932-4.)
Dori Griffin tells the story of how Arizona was cartographically represented
in its first fifty years of statehood from 1912 to 1962. She concentrates on
popular cartography, and in particular, what she terms cartographs: “pictorial, narrative, not-to-scale maps intended for popular audiences” (p. 22). A
useful appendix lists the more popular designers including George Avery
(1906–1973), art director of Arizona Highways, Don Bloodgood (1897–1989)
who produced maps for Shell Oil and local chambers of commerce, and
Harriet Cobb (1891–1967) who used subtle illustrative techniques in her
maps of the state for the private Arizona Mapping Service. Cartographs were
produced in large numbers in brochures, guidebooks, and magazines—
Arizona Highways, Desert, and Progressive Arizona were important print
outlets—and souvenir publications such as postcards. Tourists comprised
the largest audience, with both map consumers and, less frequently, the
mapmakers themselves represented in the maps. Visitors mainly populated
the maps, while residents made cameos. Artists depicted Native Americans
as almost a part of the landscape, more natural elements than social beings;
they were exotic but unthreatening local color. The cartographs showed an
Arizona populated by sunbathers, hikers, and golfers enjoying the wonders
of the state.
Griffin not only lifts these mapmakers and their work from the neglect of
obscurity, she contextualizes their work as a form of placemaking. They told
a story. The cartographs were not scientific documents but cultural artifacts
that embodied deeper narratives. She shows how the diagrams flattened and
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compressed historical time to present a timeless landscape shorn of contemporary events. However, for tourists, the timeless landscape had to be traversed
on modern roads, so there was creative tension between the presentation of a
primeval wilderness laced with the modern convenience of roads and hotels.
There was also the tension in the empty void presented by tourist publications and the modern opportunities promoted through the booster images
of local chambers of commerce. The cartographs attractively filled in the
maps, sometimes taking the form of historical vignettes showing Arizona’s
modern society emerging from primeval wilderness, other times depicting a
limitless supply of attractions strung evenly along well-maintained highways,
thus presenting an ideal package of accessibility and novelty.
Griffin argues that there were three dominant themes embedded in the
cartographic narratives: “The state as lush garden, an alien desert and a
futuristic metropolis” (p. 129). The lush garden theme was an important
element in the booster imagery that stressed the economic promise of an
irrigated land. The desert theme was an essential element in much of the
touristic imagery. In 1962 one cover for Arizona Highways depicted the state
as having moved from “its primitive past,” to “its pleasant present,” and on
its way to “its fantastic future.” This theme of progress was at the heart of this
third narrative trope and resonates today. Arizona as timeless past, a desert, a
lush garden, a place both before historical time and at the edge of modernity
all play out in contemporary imaginaries.
The author is to be congratulated for bringing back to public view images
circulating at an early stage in Arizona’s placemaking. She focuses on an
important though neglected form of visual representation and place narration. She has pulled together an impressive range of illustrations.
The book is important in three respects. First, it is a good example of
how images shape ideas of place. Second, it highlights the role of ephemeral
popular visual culture. Finally, it augments our understanding of how Arizona was represented, imagined, and consumed. The argument is crisp, the
illustrations are illuminating, and the result is interesting and informative.
This is a good book for anyone interested in Arizona and the Southwest, the
twentieth-century history of U.S. cartography, and popular visual culture.
John Rennie Short
University of Maryland, Baltimore County
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Across God’s Frontiers: Catholic Sisters in the American West, 1850–1920. By
Anne M. Butler. (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 2012.
xxi + 424 pp. 37 halftones, glossary, notes, bibliography, index. $45.00 cloth,
ISBN 978-0-8078-3565-4.)
Across God’s Frontiers offers the first comprehensive history of Roman Catholic sisters traveling, working, and living their religion in the nineteenth- and
early-twentieth-century American West. Telling their story is an ambitious
project—by 1890, more than 11,000 Catholic women religious resided west
of the Mississippi River (p. 19). These sisters and postulants came from different backgrounds, spoke different languages (although English dominated
in their work), pursued different professions, and served different western
communities, from Mexican barrios to Anglo mining camps to Indian reservations. Drawing on extensive archival material, including papers from more
than thirty women’s congregations, Anne Butler ably conveys the breadth
of western sisters’ experiences. She also gives readers detailed glimpses into
the lives of dozens of these women—from Mother Alfred Moes, the Franciscan behind the Mayo Clinic in Minnesota, to Sister Many Benitia, who
mentored and advocated for Mexican Catholic women in Houston. These
stories do important work; they speak to the personalities, the idiosyncrasies,
and the all-around humanness of women often typecast in American society
as otherworldly figures, “perpetually entranced by the supernatural” (p. 170).
Located between two bodies of scholarship—histories of the American
West and histories of women religious, Across God’s Frontiers makes significant
contributions to each. Butler identifies sisters as a crucial, overlooked class
of western women, and demonstrates their impact on the West by drawing
attention to their interactions with its non-Anglo peoples and their role in its
emerging, Anglo-dominated economies. She also explores how time spent
in the West changed sisters’ religious lives. This second project provides the
central framework for Butler’s study. Over time, she argues, the realities of
western living transformed individuals and congregations, forcing them to
abandon the rules of enclosure that structured religious life for their European
forebears. In responding to day-to-day challenges unique to life in the West,
sisters cultivated, albeit unintentionally, new ambitions and new forms of
agency. “Out-of-the-ordinary circumstances,” Butler writes, “caused sisters
to reassess the boundaries of their abilities, their prospects in religious life,
and the reaches of womanhood” (p. 71).
Butler largely avoids romanticizing sisters. She recognizes that these
women often shared their own cultures’ (both Catholic and American)
troubling assumptions about race, class, and gender, and she acknowledges
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their fallibility in interpreting the Hispanic and Native cultures they encountered. “Nuns often acted with parochial ignorance and cultural blindness,”
she writes in her introduction, “even as they made specific contributions to
regional and national events” (p. 4). Despite this critical awareness, there
are places in the book where Butler’s interest in personal and collective
transformation guides her primarily toward episodes of sisters “cross[ing]
boundaries” and challenging cultural biases, and away from offering a full
account of the Anglo-, American-, and Catholic-centric worldview that even
well-intentioned sisters embodied and pressed upon those they met (p. 227).
Her focus in Chapter 7, for example, on group song as a “meeting ground”
for sisters and their Native students, could be balanced with greater attention to mutual frustration, born from the “violent linguistic world” sisters
participated in as they taught an English curriculum to those students (p.
239). That said, the overall care Butler takes in her book, presenting the
complex and nuanced ways in which sisters changed, and were changed
by, life in the American West, makes it a must-read for anyone interested in
nineteenth-century western life.
Kathleen A. Holscher
University of New Mexico

Book Notes

A Century of Restaurants: Stories and Recipes from 100 of America’s Most
Historic and Successful Restaurants. By Rick Browne. (Kansas City, Mo.: Andrews McMeel Publishing, 2013. viii + 399 pp. 552 color plates, 74 halftones,
map, index. $40.00 cloth, ISBN 978-1-4494-0781-0.)
25th Street Confidential: Drama, Decadence, and Dissipation along Ogden’s
Rowdiest Road. By Val Holley. (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 2013.
xiv + 202 pp. 107 halftones, appendixes, notes, bibliography, index. $24.95
paper, ISBN 978-1-60781-269-2.)
Hotel Mariachi: Urban Space and Cultural Heritage in Los Angeles. By
Catherine L. Kurland and Enrique R. Lamadrid, photographs by Miguel
A. Gandert, introduction by Evangeline Ordaz-Molina. Querencias Series.
(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 2013. ix + 106 pp. 90 halftones, notes, bibliography, contributors. $29.95 paper, ISBN 978-0-8263-5372-6.)
Bringing Back the Game: Arizona Wildlife Management, 1912–1962. By David
E. Brown with contributions by Bud Bassett, Bill Broyles, Neil Carmony,
Jim Heffelfinger, Larry Riley, Harley Shaw, Bill Silvey, Roger Sorensen,
and Paul Webb. Arizona Wildlife History Series. (Phoenix: Arizona Game
and Fish Department, 2012. xii + 490 pp. 160 halftones, 17 maps, 15 tables,
graphs, appendixes, references, index. $19.95 paper, ISBN 978-0-9175-6-3560.)
Women on the North American Plains. Edited by Renee M. Laegreid and
Sandra K. Mathews, foreword by Joan M. Jensen. Plains Histories series.
(Lubbock: Texas Tech University Press, 2011. xxvi + 339 pp. Halftones, maps,
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notes, bibliography, index. $65.00 cloth, ISBN 978-0-89672-733-5, $45.00 paper,
ISBN 978-0-89672-728-1.)
Protecting Wyoming’s Share: Frank Emerson and the Colorado River Compact.
By Mike Mackey, foreword by John W. Shields. (Sheridan, Wyo.: Western
History Publications, 2013. x + 227 pp. 17 halftones, maps, notes, bibliography,
index. $24.95 paper, ISBN 978-0-9830851-4-0.)
The Prehistory of Gold Butte: A Virgin River Hinterland, Clark County, Nevada. By Kelly McGuire, William Hildebrandt, Amy Gilreath, Jerome King,
and John Berg. University of Utah Anthropological Papers, no. 127. (Salt Lake
City: University of Utah Press, 2013. xiii + 240 pp. 16 color plates, 74 halftones,
16 maps, 100 tables. $50.00 paper, ISBN 978-1-60781-305-7.)
Ground Stone Analysis. By Jenny L. Adams. 2d. ed. (Salt Lake City: University
of Utah Press, published in conjunction with Archaeology Southwest, 2014.
xiii + 318 pp. 76 halftones, map, 12 tables, appendixes, references cited, index.
$40.00 paper, ISBN 978-1-60781-273-9.)
Philmont: A History of New Mexico’s Cimarron Country. By Lawrence R.
Murphy. (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1972; reprint, 2014.
xiii + 261 pp. Maps, notes, selected bibliography, index. $19.95 paper, ISBN
978-0-8263-0244-1.)

News Notes

Archives, Exhibits, and Historic (Web) Sites
The Albuquerque Museum of Art and History presents “Behind Closed Doors:
Art in the Spanish American Home, 1492–1898.” The exhibit explores the private
lives and interiors of Spain’s New World elite from 1492 through the nineteenth
century, focusing on the house as a principal repository of fine and decorative
art. The exhibit will run through 18 May 2014. The Albuquerque Museum is
located at 2000 Mountain Road NW. For more information, call 505-243-7255
or visit the website: www.cabq.gov/museum.
The Museum of Indian Arts and Culture presents “Turquoise, Water, Sky:
The Stone and Its Meaning.” The exhibit highlights the Museum’s extensive
collection of Southwestern turquoise jewelry and presents all aspects of the
stone, from geology, mining and history, to questions of authenticity and
value. The exhibit will run through 2 May 2016. The Museum of Indian
Arts and Culture is located at 710–708 Camino Lejo in Santa Fe. For more
information, visit the website: http://miaclab.org.
The New Mexico Museum of Art presents “New Mexico Art Tells New Mexico
History.” Through the work of artists as diverse as E. Irving Couse, Joseph Henry
Sharp, T. C. Cannon, Agnes Martin, Maria Martinez, and Georgia O’Keeffe
we can learn about significant events and achievements in New Mexico and
American history. The exhibit will run through 2015. The New Mexico
Museum of Art is located at 107 West Palace Avenue in Santa Fe. For more
information, visit the website: www.nmartmuseum.org.
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Calendar of Events
1–3 May The Historical Society of New Mexico will have its New Mexico
History Conference at Highlands University Student Union in Las Vegas,
New Mexico. More information about the conference is available on the
website: http://www.hsnm.org.
1–3 May The Western Association of Women Historians conference will be
held at the Kellogg West Conference Center at California State Polytechnic
University, Pomona in Pomona, California. For more information, visit the
website: www.wawh.org/conferences/2014/index.html.
3–4 May El Rancho de las Golondrinas presents “Battlefield New Mexico:
The Civil War and More.” Come experience military drills, camp life,
lectures, demonstrations, and reenactments. For more information, call
505-471-2261 or visit the website: www.golondrinas.org.
28–31 May The Society of Southwest Archivists’ Annual Meeting will be held
at the Hyatt French Quarter Hotel in New Orleans, Louisiana. For more
information, visit the website: southwestarchivists.org.
29–31 May The Native American and Indigenous Studies Association (NAISA)
2014 Annual Meeting will be hosted by the University of Texas at Austin. For
more information, visit the website: naisa.org.
7 June The Pikes Peak Regional History Symposium, “Bigwigs and Benefactors,” in Colorado Springs, Colorado, will examine the historical exploits of
individuals who lived in, and positively or negatively impacted, the Pikes
Peak region. For more information, email symposium coordinator Chris
Nicholl at cnicholl@ppld.org.
11–15 June The Mining History Association Conference will be held at the
Holiday Inn and Suites in Trinidad, Colorado. For more information, visit
the website: www.mininghistoryassociation.org.
19–22 June The Agricultural History Society’s 2014 Annual Meeting, “Transforming Food and Fiber: Knowledge, Culture, and Environment,” will be
held in Provo, Utah. For more information, visit the website: www.aghistorysociety.org.
13–20 July The 16th Annual Taos Summer Writers’ Conference will be held
at the historic Sagebrush Inn Conference Center in Taos, New Mexico. For
more information, visit the website: www.unm.edu/~taosconf/.

Gilberto Espinosa Prize
The New Mexico Historical Review proudly announces the winner of the
Gilberto Espinosa Prize for the best article published in the NMHR in 2013:
Phillip B. Gonzales for his article, “Mexican Party, American Party, Democratic Party: Establishing the American Political Party in New Mexico,
1848–1853,” which appeared in the NMHR, volume 88, number 3. Phillip
B. (Felipe) Gonzales received his doctorate in sociology from the University
of California at Berkeley in 1985. At the University of New Mexico he is
professor of sociology and currently senior associate dean of the College of
Arts & Sciences. He is the editor of Expressing New Mexico: Nuevomexicano
Creativity, Ritual, and Memory (University of Arizona, 2007), and author of
Forced Sacrifice as Ethnic Protest: The Hispano Cause in New Mexico and the
Racial Attitude Confrontation of 1933 (Peter Lang, 2001), as well as co-author
of Sunbelt Working Mothers: Reconciling Family and Factory (Cornell, 1993).
Awarded annually, the prize honors Gilberto Espinosa, a researcher, writer,
well-known New Mexico lawyer, and strong supporter of New Mexico state
history. He served as consultant to the NMHR for many years. Following his
death in 1983, Mr. Espinosa’s family and friends established the award in his
honor. This is the thirty-first year for the award, which includes a $100 prize.
Friends of Gilberto Espinosa and the NMHR who wish to make tax-deductible
memorial gifts to the prize fund are urged to send them to the Espinosa Prize,
The University of New Mexico Foundation Inc. and UNM Development Office, MSC07-4260, 1 University of New Mexico, Two Woodward Center, 700
Lomas Boulevard NE, Suite 108, Albuquerque, NM 87131.
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